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There's Only Been
Two Significant Advances
In aoject Accomting in
TheLast13Years*
And we've developed both of them.

Cos point

The original Deltek system, introduced
13 years ago, brought project accounting
software to more than 1,400 businesses from the Inc. 500 to the Fortune 100.
Today, our next generation system,
Costpoint, brings project accounting to
client/server environments.
In Costpoint, project accounting is more
than just an add -on module stuck onto the
rest of your accounting system. It's a completely different way to manage your
accounting process.

That's why Costpoint's integrated
financial, material management and HR
modules were built from the ground up,
specifically to meet the unique needs of
project - driven businesses.
Costpoint' project costing, billing,
revenue and on -line reporting features leave
other accounting packages far behind. No
other system offers more integrated project
accounting capabilities throughout each
module, including Accounts Payable and
Accounts Receivable, Timesheets and
Payroll, Fixed Assets, Purchasing and
Inventory
00"

Our Deltek guarantee, together with
Deltek's project accounting experience and
dedication to customer service, ensures that
your transition to client/server will be
successful, both technically and functionally.
Don't settle for a project accounting
compromise. Call today for our Costpoint
brochure and more information.

1- 800 - 456 -2009
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TURN YOUR NEST EGG
IN T O 6 0 f , D
MBNA® 0OLDPORTFOLIr ACCOUNTS
Treasure your savings. Develop its full potential with
the Institute of Management Accountants - sponsored
GoldPortfolio accounts from MBNA America® Bank, and
rest assured with FDIC insurance up to $100,000 per depositor
See how we shine. Compare MBNA's performance with
that of other banks. Our GoldSavers® money market
accounts have consistently posted higher yields than the
national average, and our GoldCertificate® CDs have

been listed week after week as having one of the top
interest rates in the country by nationally recognized
financial publications.
Call MBNA today. Discuss current interest rates,
and secure your financial future with GoldPortfolio.
Then rest easy knowing that your nest egg is
in the hands of MBNA, one of the nation's
top- ranked banks*

CALL 1 -800- 345 -03975ExT. 6058

Mon. —Fri. 8 a.m. -8 p.m., Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Eastern time
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"Ranked second by U.S. Bmther magazine —April 1995 issue.
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MBNA America, MBNA, GoldPortfofio, GokiSavers, and GoldCertificate
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are federally registered service marks of MBNA America Bank, N.A.
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Introducing new Microsoft Excel
for Windows 95.
Now you can see numbers from any angle. List them, chart them, sort
them in ways that simplify financial analysis, that reveal the answers you
need. With new Microsoft, Excel, you can use AutoCalculate to find the
sum, average, count, minimums, or maximums of specific cells simply by
,hlighting them. (You no longer create scratch formulas every time you need
an answer,) to spot geographically based trends and relationships, use the new
mapping capabilities of Microsoft Excel to analyze revenue by territory, for example. PivotTable"
views let you rearrange the headings inside your spreadsheet to get a new view of your data. If you
want to view income by product instead of by region, simply move the "product" heading, and the
entire table adjusts. And for people who value the different perspectives different people can offer,
Microsoft Excel now lets multiple users enter and edit data in the same worksheet at the same time.

Everything from recalculations to pivot tables is fas
Routine tasks now happen automatically
Answers appear in record time because formula recalculation, charting, cutting,
pasting, and database operations are faster than ever. Up to 70% faster. And
now that the software can sense what you are doing and complete the process
for you, fewer steps are required to complete a task. AutoComplete, for example,
speeds data entry by recognizing the first few letters of a repetitive entry ar
automatically finishing the word for you. Using the Template Wizard can help yo
head start on your work by turning existing spreadsheets into templates and by setting up an
automated system to track important fields in a separate database. Nothing slows you down, not
even questions. To find out the best, quickest way to do something, you ask the Answer Wizard.
"How do I find an audit trail ?" Type in the question, and the Answer Wizard will show you how.
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D O YO U W AN T TO G O TO D A r 7 `

To see an autodemo and more, go to httpy /wuHr.mIcrosaft,com /msotfice.
q 01495 Mlcrosaft Corponstlon. All rights reserved. Microsoft, NvotTaole, WMdows, and the Wlndows logo are registered trademarks and the Windows Stan rogn and Where do you want to t o today
are trademarks of Mkrosoff Corporation.

The walls are now down between applications. It's easier to share data across applications.
By improving integration with Microsoft Access, you can now share tools across both applications. You can
borrow Microsoft Access Forms and Reports to simplify data entry, and to create group reports and mailing
labels from your Microsoft Excel list. You can use PivotTables in Microsoft Access to see data from different
angles. Choose the Convert to Access command, and the software will automatically turn spreadsheets into
true relational databases. It eliminates the guess work by creating the relational tables `
And you can move or copy data effortlessly across worksheets and workbooks, to t
desktop, or to other apps by using advanced drag and drop tools. New Microsoft Excel,
Now it works the way you want to work, at the speed you want to work.
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30COST/MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING-THE21STCENTURYPARADIGM
BY WILLIAM L. FERRARA, CPA
Certificate of Merit, 1994-95 —
What will management accounting look
like in the next century? Four models
capsuling its recent history point to its
future development.

37NEW,IMPROVED,ORREENGINEERED?
BY LINDA V. RUCHALA
Lybrand Silver Medal Winner, 1994-95 —
Change, yes, but what techniques should
be used at your company and at what
level? Understand the difference between
business evolution and revolution, and you
can be a change champion at your
company.

"2005: Silicon chips had (hanged permanently the way
organizations managed themselves."

24

ACCOUNTINGWILLSURVIVETHE
COMINGCENTURY,WON'TIT?
BY DANIEL P. KEEGAN AND
STEPHEN W. PORTIK
The good news is that it will survive.
The bad news is you may not recognize
the corporate accounting function:
much slimmer, bonded to computer and
telecommunication technology, and
wearer of new hats as pricing advisors,
quality control authorities, and alliance
partnership negotiators.

42PREVENTINGSOFTWAREPIRACY
BY OWEN B. MOSELEY,, CPA, AND
ROBERT E. WHITIS, CPA
That copy of WordPerfect 6.1 is neat, but
do you have a license for it, or did a
coworker make a copy? Companies of all
sizes need clear policies for software use
and need to follow up the policies with
regular audits.

(over Chip technology is
revolutionizing the finance
function. See page24.
Photo illustration by
Campbell&Grant,NYC.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® (ISSN 0025.1690) is published monthly by the Institute of Management Accountants, 10 Paragon Dr., Montvale,
NJ 07845 -1760, (201)673.9000. Price $10.00 per copy. Subscription rates, per year $20 (included in dues, nondeductible); nonmembers, $130.00.
Second class postage paid at Montvale, NJ., and additional mailing offices. To ensure uninterrupted mail service, send present address label and
new address including ZIP number to Data Entry Dept., IMA. Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Allow six weeks for change. V4Xs telephone number is
1- 800 -638 -4427; IMA'e facsimile number is (201) 573.0639. IMA Bulletin Board Service (modem required), 1- 800 - 229 -1268. Internet addresses:
Editorial, marand(teclase.org; Advertising, ipceima@class.org.
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It's time for a better solution

CommanderBudg et
TM

Is your budget system a complex patchwork of spreadsheets, in -house programs and paper based reports? Do you spend all your time with the mechanics of the inevitable changes
rather than analyzing their impact on the business? Now there's a better solution:
Commander Budget. It's a complete, distributed budgeting application that combines the
control of a database, the ease -of -use of a spreadsheet, and the power of multidimensional
analysis. Commander Budget won't stop the request for "just one more change," but it will
handle the mechanics so you can focus on the business of budgeting.
For more information call Chris Kelly today at 1. 800. 922 -7979.
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"Theadvancesinfinancialsoftware
freeupthecontrollertodomore
analyticalmanagementwork,not
day-to-daytasks."

44BEWARETHESOFTWAREPOLICE!
BY JANET S. GREENLEE, CPA, AND
LOUISA CLARK, CMA
The Software Publishers Association is intent on stopping software copyright violations. By following some basic guidelines
your company can protect itself from enormous fines and possible prison sentences
for some managers.

Columns
8PERSPECTIVES
Communicating with your peers for
professional growth —IMA's Member
Interest Groups.

12GOVERNMENT
GAO sees good and bad in IRS audits of
large corporations.

14CAREERS

50CDI:ANEWERAOFFINANCIALCONTROL
BY KATHY WILLIAMS AND
JAMES M. HART
Karl Steinle, CEO of Concepts Dynamic,
Inc., advises: Don't be fooled by pretty pictures or flashy bells and whistles. Instead,
figure out your business needs, and then
look for a vendor whose system can perform
accounting functions the way you want
them done.

Departments
10LETTERS
20NEWS
54TECHFORUM
57TRENDSINFINANCIALMANAGEMENT
62CLASSIFIED

`I want to change my career.'
16 TAXES
Senators Domenici and Nunn's tag reform.

63ADVERTISERS'INDEX
64CONTINUINGEDUCATION

18FINANCIALOFFICER
Salelleasebacks of corporate real estate
holdings.

22ETHICS
"Effective" ethics programs.
Views expressed herein are authors' and do not represent Institute policy unless so stated. Publication of paid advertising and new product
and service information does not constitute an endorsement by the Institute of the advertiser or the product or service.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® is indexed in the Accountants' Indexand
also in the on -line database of the same name. This publication is available in other forms of media through Information Access Company and
through University Microfilms, Inc., and ABIANFORM (313)7614700.
For more information call (800)227 -6431. The full text of MANAGEMENT
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use in courses of instruction, so long as the source and Institute of Management Accountants' copyright are indicated in any such reproductions. written application must be made to the Editor for permission
to reproduce any of the contents of this issue for use in other than courses of instruction —e.g., textbooks and books of readings or cases. Except
as otherwise noted, the copyright has been transferred to the Institute
of Management Accountants for all items appearing in this magazine.
For those items for which the copyright has not been transferred, permission to reproduce must be obtained directly from the author or from
the person or organization given at the end of the article.
Quantity reprints of any article in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® or back
issues (subject to availability) may be obtained from Special Order Department, IMA, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645.1760.
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In 1968 at the Mexico Olympics, Dick Fosbury demonstrated the value of a different approach, and developed a significant
competitive edge in the process. Running straight towards the bar instead of from the side and jumping head first, he leaped his way to
victory. The result: a gold medal and a new standard in high jumping.
At Systems Union, we give you the same competitive edge by taking a different approach to your financial management needs.
By combining the flexibility of SunSystems software with the ease of chent/server technology, the result is a victory for informed decision
making. Full integration of corporate data for detailed analysis ... on-line inquiry for easier access ... the right information to the right
people at the right time ... every time.
Our guarantee is the 10,000 organizations in 160 countries already using SunSystems in 22 languages (including Chinese, Japanese
and Spanish) .
And unlike most of our competitors, SunSystems client/server software meets the rigorous international IS09000
quality standards, leaving you free to manage your business, not your software problems. But what
really sets us apart from our competition is the ability to give you the power to leap ahead of
yours. And to ensure you stay ahead, a dedicated support team will be at your side from day one.
If you'd like to look at our different approach to client /server financial software,
please calf 1- 800 -542 -5420, and get a jump on your competition.

20
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Perspectives
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COMMUNICATINGWITHYOURPEERS
FORPROFESSIONALGROWTHIMA'SMEMBERINTERESTGROUPS
Advice often repeated to management accountants at every
stage of their career is "enhance your professional status
and growth" by making sure you develop a network of professionals you can call on for career guidance, brainstorming,
and problem solving.
For many of our members, that recommendation presents
a real challenge. A heavy workload coupled with family
responsibilities limits the time available for this critical activity. Ideally, we should be able to access the information or
the contact we need at a time or place that is convenient for us.
In recognition of this need, in 1985 IMA established two member interest groups
(MIGs) to encourage and facilitate networking among members with specific professional interests: the Controllers Council and the Cost Management Group. Membership in either group links members to these valuable resources:
Membership directory.This exclusive reference volume, scheduled for publication
in January, will enable members of the Controllers Council and Cost Management
Group to contact more people than ever who possess a firsthand understanding of
the profession. For example, if you want to contact a controller of a mid -sized
manufacturing firm who shares your special interests and is in a location near you,
the directory will enable you to make that connection.
Roundtable exchanges.These one -day workshops, limited to 30 participants,
take an interactive approach to learning about cutting -edge issues affecting the
profession. Feedback from these sessions emphasizes the importance participants
place on being able to discuss problems with their peers.
Surreys. MIG surveys on topics ranging from financial derivatives to information
technology enable you to gauge the activity of your company in relationship to what
other companies are doing. Data collected from these surveys are referenced in
leading business journals and newspapers. Thus, MIG members gain a global voice
as opinion leaders while also promoting IMA to the business community.
Newsletters. All survey results are published in the two member monthly newsletters, which provide a comprehensive analysis of MIGs' surveys on topics such as
performance measurement, business process reengineering, and activity -based costing. In addition, each issue contains timely and insightful information about the
profession.
Finally, I believe that IMA has only scratched the surface in providing networking
opportunities for management accountants to exchange ideas about areas such as
environmental cost accounting, expert systems, client/server technology, and unused
capacity measurements. If you would like to see IMA provide such an opportunity in
your specialty area, let us know by sending an Internet e-mail message to our
Education Department at: imacpe@class.org.
IMA is committed to the growth of the Controllers Council and Cost Management
Group as a valuable networking and educational opportunity for IMA members. For
information, please call Susan Jayson, director, at (800) 638 -4427, ext. 218.
r

WILLIAM J, IIdLANFELDT, CPA
President, 1995 -96
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With our
1996
Salary
Guide,

time isonyourside,.
When you need fast access to accurate, up -to -date compensation information, there's only one
place to find it. The 1996 Salary Guide from ACCOUNTANTS EXECUTIVE SEARCH® This year's
Guide provides current salary levels for various accounting and finance positions throughout
the United States and Canada. What's more, we've included comprehensive job descriptions
for each accounting and finance position featured in the guide. So you
can make the most informed compensation decisions possible.
Call for your free copy right away. After all, if time is money —
the time to call is now. Q
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TO THE EDITOR

IMABOOKINRUSSIA
It was the concept of environmental
management in the context of sustainable development that first
caught my attention [in IMNs research publication, Chapter 2, Measuring Corporate Environmental Performance, by Mark J. Epstein]. A
colleague of mine who [was going to
speak] at a conference in Russia on
American business practices [was]
planning to incorporate these principles in his presentation. He hopes to
illustrate how an organization can not
only increase its competitiveness but
become more adaptive in the marketplace by practicing sustainable development. The book was instrumental
in fostering a symbiotic exchange of
ideas. —Mark Cummings, Los Alamos
National Laboratory

CANWEASSIGNVALUESTO
ENVIRONMENTALISSUES?
In the September 1995 issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®, you published the article, "Management and
Reporting of Environmental Liabilities." The article focuses on Chevron's
process for the remediation of environmental obligations. The article [cites]
Chevron for [its] proactive management resolutions of contamination
sites like waste -water lands, but grossly fails to mention that these sites
should and could possibly be avoided.
The article stipulates that a proactive approach could lead to several
benefits, one of which was "increased
technical and company credibility."
Chevron should be spending more
funds in order to prevent these expensive recovery functions from ever taking place. The most important aspect
of a company is not whether [it] can
clean up [its] own mess, but whether
[it] needs to make a mess. How can any
business put a money value on clean
10
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air, water, and the future of our
families? — Brandy L. Forsmann

MAGAZINEGETSHIGH
MARKS
I am writing because I just love your
magazine. My supervisor routed three
issues of the magazine around last
month and I decided to bring them
with me to read on my trip in Minneapolis. I have read all three from cover
to cover and find the articles informative, educating, and entertaining. The
July '95 issue talks of your current
president Bill Ihlanfeldt, who was assistant controller of my previous employer. I also enjoyed your article on
strategic planning and its importance
in every organization.
My supervisor is currently a CMA
and has spoken with me about pursuing this certification. I was split between CMA and CPA but reading your
magazine has further guided my interest towards obtaining the CMA distinction. I look forward to many more
issues of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT INGO throughout my career. Thanks
for such a great educational tool.
—Steve E. Merrill, Senior Financial Analyst
Honeywell - Defense Avionics Division

cambers
CMA
REVIEW/
Our 70 -hour video course is
complete, up -to -date, and ready
to prepare you for the CMA
Exam. Workbooks included.

Call 1- 800 - 272 -0707
for information or
sample video
C irc e N o
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I especially enjoyed the October article, "The Federal Government —Accounting's Last Frontier." The federal
government is truly the most challenging area of accounting. Political influences for many decades have corrupted the actual workings of the country's
fiscal operations.
Reinventing the federal government with more management accountants in leadership roles will ultimately benefit the taxpayer. I applaud
Stuart Graff for a well - written and
timely article about the most important fiscal problem in the United
States. —Scott Owen

IMAVALUERECEIVED
I have been a member of the IMA
since I was invited in after passing
the CMA exam in 1991. Since joining,
I have relocated to the Atlanta Chapter and gone into practice for myself
consulting with small and medium sized businesses on a variety of financial and cash management issues.
During that time, I have questioned
the value of maintaining my membership and have frankly only kept it for
the networking opportunities it provides my firm. I have now changed my
opinion.
As a small business, my partner and
I strive to keep our overhead costs low
while providing top quality service to
our clients. In recent times, I have
needed certain publications that your
library was able to provide me with almost immediately. In fact Shahe Sanentz [manager, Stuart Cameron
McLeod Library] was extremely helpful in locating two publications I needed for a project I am working on.
The IMA library is a wonderful resource, and I plan to advertise it
heavily at the next IMA meeting I attend. Today as management accountants it is imperative that we all add
value, or we run the risk of being
eliminated. Thanks for helping me
add value to my clients' operations.
— Catherine D. Brumfield, CPA, CMA,
Magnolia Financial Management
Services, Inc., Atlanta, Ga.

E very day, the business pages report another corporate downsizing, another restructuring,
another merger. And with every report, more
jobs are lost, more opportunities vanish and the
constantly changing needs of corporations
become more difficult.
Are you ready for the changes that are coming
your way?
If you have a finance or accounting background
or you're a recent graduate in the field of Finance,
Accounting or Management, the Certified
Management Accountant Program, endorsed
by the Institute of Management Accountants,
may be the right course in building a more
fulfilling and rewarding career.
The CMA designation — the only certification
program of its kind for finance, accounting, and man
agement professionals — is recognized,
supported and endorsed by most senior executives
at top corporations throughout the country.

The Institute of Management Accountants is
the largest management accounting organization
in the world and since 1919 has been an invaluable
source of personal and professional development
opportunities for its members.
To find out more about how membership in the
prestigious Institute of Management Accountants can
lead to CMA certification and future success in
today's complex marketplace, call 1 -500- 365 -ICMA.
You'll receive a free issue of the Institute's award -winning magazine Management Accounting.
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over ment
Stephen Barlas, Editor

GAOSEESGOODAND
BADINIRSAUDITSOF
LARGECORPORATO
I NS
The message to corporate accoun
tants in a recent report from the General Accounting Office (GAO) is "fight
those IRS audits." The GAO just issued a report that says the Internal
Revenue Service does a good job auditing large corporations. For each
dollar invested between 1988 -94, the
IRS got back $15 in additional tax
payments, although that number
would be lower if some indirect IRS
costs had been figured into the equation. But the GAO wondered out loud
why the IRS only collected 27% of the
tax it initially said a corporation
owed. Tom Short, assistant director of
tax policy and administration at the
GAO, says this is the first time anyone has measured the IRS "assessment rate." Short adds that the GAO
is now working on a second report,
due in October 1996, that looks at
why that assessment rate seems low.
There will also be a section on the
strategies corporations use in fighting
IRS audit findings. The GAO report
looked at the IRS's large corporation
auditing program between 1988 -94.
The IRS defines large corporations as
having between $10 million and $250
million in assets. There are about
45,000 large corporations. Corporations above $250 million are in the
Coordinated Examination Program
(CEP). The IRS cited a number of factors to explain the low assessment
rate. These include net operating losses that large corporations carry over
to offset taxes recommended as well
as offsets or reductions by claims for
refunds, abatements, and retroactive
tax law changes and court decisions.
Not only did the GAO raise a question
about assessments, but the statistics
on additional taxes initially recommended had some downward trend
12
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lines. In constant 1994 dollars additional taxes recommended dropped
7% per return audited and 23 % per
audit hour. IRS examination officials
explained that the increased hours
stemmed from auditing more complex
returns and issues. Audits increased
from 10,062 in 1988 to 10,392 in 1994.
But auditing of larger companies, and
the time the IRS spent on those audits, dropped during that seven -year
period.

SECURITIESLIABILITY
BILLCLEAREDFOR
PASSAGE
Republicans and Democrats in the
House and Senate apparently have
cleared away the differences of opinion that had prevented congressional
passage of a securities litigation reform bill. One of the most controversial issues had been creating a safe
harbor for forward - looking statements. The House and Senate bills
had different language on this. The
House bill essentially required a
warning that the forward - looking
statement could be wrong. A company
could not be sued, period. The Senate
bill allowed a suit if the plaintiff could
prove the company making such a disclosure deliberately intended to mislead potential investors. The standard
in the final bill creates a safe harbor
for forward - looking statements if they
"are accompanied by meaningful, cautionary statements identifying substantial factors that could cause actual results to differ." Ken Glueck, a
spokesman for the American Electronics Association, which had been
pushing hard for better safe harbor
protection, likes this compromise language even though it requires much
more mandatory disclosure than companies are used to. "But at least we
know up front what we need," he explains. In addition, companies will not

be subject to expensive and time -consuming court discovery just to prove
they did nothing illegal. Glueck admits that some of the language in the
standard provides "wiggle room." He
expects the courts to help work out
the exact parameters for words such
as "meaningful" and "substantial." Although Congress has agreed on the
terms of the safe harbor, SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt, Jr. has called
those terms "artful." He would like
companies to have to identify more
clearly the business factors that could
prove iffy. However, even if President
Clinton wanted to veto the bill over
the safe harbor provisions, it is likely
Congress could pass it over his veto.

SWADAPPOINTED
DEPUTYCHIEF
ACCOUNTANT
SECChief Accountant Mike Sutton
picked Stephen Swad as his deputy.
The new deputy chief accountant will
oversee daily operations of the office,
including the accounting and auditing
aspects of the resolution of registrant
issues, enforcement actions, rule making projects and private sector
standard - setting efforts. Swad had
been working full -time at the SEC
since September 1995 when he was
brought aboard as an expert consultant to work on the derivatives disclosure project. Prior to that, Swad was
a partner in the KPMG Peat Marwick
national office in New York City. He
had been with Peat Marwick for 11
years, taking a two -year sabbatical in
the early 1990s to work at the SEC as
a professional accounting fellow in the
chief accountant's office. In an interview, Swad admitted that publicity
over derivatives problems had declined. But the SEC nonetheless plans
to publish a proposed rule on qualitative and quantitative derivative disclosures by corporations. That proposed rule may be out as early as the
end of 1995, Swad said. He added that
it will include some "clarification" of
existing SEC rules on derivatives plus
new requirements. ■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 16 years of experience reporting from
Washington, D.C.

TAKE ABC/ABM
T O T HE NE XT LE V E L
ABC vs. ABM and Reengineering

Activity -based costing is great for getting more reliable data about your costs. But it's only data. Activity -based
management,�on�the�other�hand,�can�provide�some�real�benefits�for�business�reengineering�—�as�long�as�it's�firmly�grounded�in
an approach based on operational processes. (Because, after all, it's the processes that cause most of the costs.) Besides
analyzing the past (with ABC), you need to manage today and plan for the future with ABM. Wouldn't you like to test your
theories�—�in�real�time�—�against�budgets,�capacities,�throughput,�customer�profitability,�and�other very real benchmarks?
With NetProphet" software from Sapling, companies have found that they can do all of this: they can apply the strengths
of ABC to arrive at more relevant cost information, and they can incorporate ABM to improve the underlying processes and
evaluate reengineering strategies on a timely basis.
Products vs. Processes
NetProphet allows you to look at your business in a common - sense, process - oriented view. T his is a
key difference between NetProphet and other products that provide ABC analysis only. If you
want to create a multi functional A BM team, it's vital that you have a tool that
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displays results (not just data) that everyone can quickly understand and use.
NetProphet is the only ABM software with quick and flexible "what -if"
analysis, Just point to the process, change the variable, and the results are
displayed instantly. Multiple models are easily consolidated so that you can
compare different time periods, sites, product or service lines, or customers.
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Because NetProphet uses many corporate data sources, we realize the
need to provide secure access to these sources. Sapling DataManager" is
our solution. DataManager offers the power of cross - platform access with
links to all major databases and transaction systems. From the user
perspective, data retrieval and re- population of the NetProphet business
model is completely automatic.
Sapling has the only software that combines the best of all worlds:
networked activity -based costing and management, a graphical process
view, capacity planning, constraint checking, and immediate "what -if"
analysis�—�all�in�one�easy�-to�-use�toolset�that�can�be�integrated�fully�with
your existing computing environment.
Data vs. Information
NetProphet transforms source data into information, and you now

Technology Transfer
With more than a decade of
experience and hundreds of active
installations in all types of
businesses, Sapling can guide yo u
through successful pro'ect
implementation�—�an��
�give�you
the skills to become self - sufficient.
We know how to design the right
model for your business, and we
have the training and facilitation
expertise to assist in integrating the
Sapling toolset within your
corporate computing environment.

UnitedStates:
2050 (enter Avenue, Suite 325
FortLee,NewJersey07024
(201) 944 -4440
Fax:(2011944 -4441

5440SWWestgateDr.,Suite370
Portland,Oregon97221
1503)2975330
Fax:(503)291-5332

have even more power to communicate and share that information. With
Sapling's new ResultsManagerT"^ software, you can easily and quickly
access, analyze, and present the information contained in the NetProphet
business model. ResultsManager provides clear graphics, smart tables, audio and
visual alarms, and drill -down capability. The results and analyses are portable, and
may be sent to your laptop for review when traveling, or transmitted around the
corporate network to support the strategic decision- making process. Thus, your

Sapling toolset provides a truly integrated tool for monitoring, decision
support, benchmarking, and strategic analysis.

Canada:
5925AirportRoad,Suite610
Mississauga,OntarioLAY1Wl
(9051678.1661
Fax:(90516781667
Circle No. 10

Europe:
TheSwanBusiness(entire,Suite9
Fisherslane,Chiswick,LondonW4IR%
44(0)181.995.1331
Fax:44(0)181-142-1301
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`I want to change my career.'

I'm currently a cost accountant who has worked in various management accounting jobs since graduating from college 18 years ago. During the course of my career,
I've always been active in civic and charitable organizations, so much so that I
would like to leave the accounting field and seek a paid position in the not-for - profit
sector. I feel I could make a solid contribution managing such an organization.
I'm also realistic enough to understand the difficulties I'll face in making what
amounts to a dramatic career change. What can I do to convince prospective nonprofit employers that I'm up to the challenge of shifting career gears at this stage
of my life?

Robert Half, Editor

Take stock of yourself.
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Changing careers at the midpoint of
your professional life is never easy. Yet
it's being done every day, in many cases involving far more dramatic shifts
than you are contemplating.
The major problem, as you're obviously aware, is convincing hiring authorities that despite your lack of specific and direct experience in a new
field, you have what it takes to make
the adjustment. Often those charged
with hiring new people approach that
difficult task with a narrow focus, seriously considering only those candidates who've already worked in similar capacities.
This approach can be taken to the
absurd level. Many years ago, a friend
with solid experience in public relations interviewed for the top PR job
with an association that represented
manufacturers of jams and jellies. He
was asked during the interview, "How
much experience have you had with
jams and jellies ?" My friend honestly
replied, "None." Despite his years of
experience, which easily could have
been applied to jams and jellies, he was
passed over. My friend laughs about it
to this day.
Assuming you don't run into such
an extreme example, what you must
do is take stock of yourself, your experiences and knowledge, and come

"Say, Fred, can they deduct medical
expenses incurred because of a
nervous condition brought on by
excessive taxation?"

up with an approach that links those
qualities to the job you seek.
Accounting provides excellent training for almost every professional endeavor, just as law training does. Accountants are taught to be analytical
and to solve difficult problems. And
few accountants work in a vacuum. We
solve problems for people, which
means having to develop the interpersonal skills necessary for interacting
with professional colleagues, clients,
or vendors.
You indicate in your letter that
you've devoted a considerable amount
of time working without pay for nonprofit groups. Certainly this experience should be highlighted when in-

terviewing for salaried jobs in such
organizations.
You've spent productive years in
industry. Managing a not - for -profit organization demands the same techniques required for managing a commercial enterprise or a division of one.
I'm sure you've been involved during
your years as a management accountant in managing difficult, complicated projects. Moreover, simply being in
industry on a day -to -day basis has exposed you to the best, and perhaps the
worst, of management approaches.
Catalog these experiences in your
mind, and be ready to present them
during interviews. Treat them as anecdotes, working them into the interview at appropriate places.
It's important for every job seeker to
research companies at which they'll be
interviewing. This is especially true
when seeking employment that represents a career change. I assume you've
developed a pretty decent network
within the nonprofit arena. Not only
can those in this network help identify
openings, but they can serve as effective "mentors" for you. Before interviewing with any nonprofit agency,
however, do whatever you must to fully
understand the demands of the jobs
you seek and the specific skills necessary to succeed at them. Be honest
with your network. Say you're seeking
employment in this segment, and ask
for advice and counsel.
Finally, it behooves you to take a
hard -nosed look at those areas of your
background and skills that might need
sprucing up. For example, heads of
nonprofit groups customarily are
called upon to make many speeches
and to be comfortable with the written
word. If you're deficient in these important areas, take whatever training
is necessary to improve your skills.
Deciding to leave one profession, in
this case accounting, to strike out on
• very different career path demands
• certain level of courage. It shouldn't
be done blithely. I'm sure you've given
this plenty of thought. If it's right for
you —and your family if one is involved —you'll make it work. ■
Robert Halt; CPA, is the founder of Robert
Half International, Inc., the world's largest staffing service firm specializing in the accounting,
finance, and information systems field. His latest
book is Finding, Hiring, and Keeping the Best
Employees (John Wiley do Sons).

TOrecruit tAe est executives,
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Show any business client a new and better way to reward and retain their top employees and they'll be toasting you
all over town. Aetna's Selective Management Compensation Program allows employers to offer substantially enhanced,
non - qualified retirement benefits by overcoming the qualified plan limits, compensation caps, excess accumulation and
distribution penalties that characterize qualified retirement options. Add in minimal EPJSA reporting, a selection of
unisex products, as well as a wide range of other Aetna Life Insurance products. Plus up to $10 million
retention, competitive pricing, long -term performance and state -of- the -art sales support. This is a sure way
to make'95 a truly vintage year. Call for an illustration today: 1 - 800 -AETNA LB (1 -800- 238 -6252, press 2).
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Anthony P. Curotolo, Editor

SENATORSDOMENICI
ANDNUNws TAX

REFORM

The Domenici (R. -N.M.) and Nunn (D.Ga.) USA Tax Act of 1995 (5.722)
would replace the current corporate
income tax with a subtraction - method
value -added tax (VAT) for any business that sells or leases property or
sells services in the United States. The
11% tax would be on gross profits,
which is the amount by which the receipts from the sale of goods and services exceed a business's "purchases."
In computing gross profits, a taxpayer generally would be required to use
an accrual method of accounting. But
the cash -basis method would be allowed for businesses using that method now and for certain new businesses.
A business "purchase" is any
amount paid or incurred to purchase
property or the use of property or services in connection with a business activity in the United States. Wages paid
or amounts paid for property purchased or services performed outside
the United States are not business
purchases.
Special accounting rules would apply with respect to property produced
pursuant to long -term contracts. Business purchases would be deducted
when paid or incurred even if they relate to inventory, have a useful life of
over a year, or will be used to produce
other property. For income tax, the cost
of such property would be "expensed."
To ensure that financial intermediation services, such as lending services,
are subject to the business tax, the bill
specifically would treat these services
as a business activity.
"Taxable receipts" would not include
any excise or financial receipts, such
as interest, dividends, proceeds from
the sale of stock, or other ownership in16
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terests. A loss in any year could be carried forward to future taxable years.
The bill generally would exempt only these entities from the business tax:
corporations organized under acts of
Congress and referred to as instrumentalities of the United States,
present -law section 501(c)(3) organizations, certain qualified benefit plans
and trusts, religious and apostolic organizations, cemetery companies, certain title and real property holding
companies, cooperative hospital service organizations, and cooperative
educational service organizations.
These entities would be subject to the
unrelated business income tax (UBIT)
similar to present law.
For individuals, the bill would set up
the tax as a broad -based income tax
with an unlimited deduction for new
savings. Borrowing is not included in
income and reduces (not below zero)
the net saving deduction. The individual tax would have a graduated rate
structure up to 40% based on an individual's filing status and income. The
bill would include new items in gross
income such as child support, most
fringe benefits, and annuities and life
insurance proceeds.
For the tax year, individuals would
be allowed a deduction for any increase in their "net savings," which is
the excess of additions to qualified savings over taxable withdrawals. Qualified savings would include stocks;
bonds; securities; certificates of deposits; interests in proprietorships and
partnerships; mutual fund shares; life
insurance policies; annuities; retirement accounts; and bank, money market, brokerage, and other similar money accounts. Qualified savings assets
would not include investments in land,
collectibles, or cash on hand.
In addition to certain itemized deductions each taxpayer would be entitled to two standard deductions —a
family living allowance and a person-

al and dependency deduction. The
amount of the family living allowance
would be determined based on the
individual's filing status. A taxpayer
also would be allowed a personal
and dependency deduction of $2,550
for the taxpayer, a spouse, and each
dependent.
Qualified home mortgage interest
would be deductible but not home equity indebtedness. Charitable contributions also would be deductible. In
contrast to current law, these itemized
deductions would be allowed in addition to the standard deduction rather
than in lieu of the standard deduction.
In addition, taxpayers could continue
to deduct alimony. Other deductions
allowable under present law generally
would be eliminated, such as itemized
deductions for state and local taxes
and medical expenses. The bill would
allow a new deduction for certain qualified educational expenses that would
be limited to $2,000 per eligible student per year for a total of $8,000 per
year.
The bill would allow certain credits
against the amount of tax due. First,
a foreign tax credit would be allowed
in a manner similar to present law.
Second, a credit would be allowed for
the employee share of payroll taxes
paid by the taxpayer. Finally, for low income individuals, an earned income
credit similar to present law would be
allowed. All other existing credits
would be disallowed.
The Domenici -Nunn bill is the most
developed of current proposals. As a
result, it contains the most complexity.
The presence of some complexity
should not distract attention from the
enormity of the changes affecting savings and investment. For businesses,
Domenici -Nunn would allow expensing of capital investments other than
financial instruments and would exclude financial receipts from income.
The array of present law complexities
associated with investment income
and with capital expenditures and inventories would be vastly reduced or
eliminated for most taxpayers.—Clint
Stretch and James W. Rinier, CPA
Clint S tretch is directo r of T ax Legis lative
Affairs, Deloitte & Touc he LLP, Washington, D.C.
He can be reached at (202) 879 -5600. James W.
Rinier, CP A, is senior tax consultant, Deloitte &
Touche LLP, Philadelphia, Pa. He c an be reached
at(215)299 -4514.

The Guide is Free...
but the Information is Priceless
4

alary data is a critical part of the
overall hiring picture. That's why you'll
appreciate the 1996 Robert Half and
Accountemps Salary Guide.

1996
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GUID�

The publication, which thousands of
companies rely upon year after year
for the most accurate information,
provides a comprehensive overview of
salaries for key accounting, finance,
information systems and banking
positions. And it's available to you
only from Robert Half and
Accountemps, the world's leading
specialists in permanent and temporary placement of accounting
and finance professionals.
The Guide also details regional
hiring�conditions�—�with�specific
information on what skills are
hard to find, which industries are
hiring and local factors impacting
salaries in your region.
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To obtain your FREE Salary
Guide, call your local Robert
Half & Accountemps office today
at 1(800) 803 -8367.
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SALE/LEASEBACKS
OFCORPORATEREAL
ESTATEHOLDINGS
Volkswagen of America, Inc., needed
to raise cash to invest in its core business and saw a salelleaseback of some
of its key operating properties as a way
to accomplish this goal. Volkswagen
raised $26 million through a sale/
leaseback with TriNet Corporate Realty Trust, Inc., a company that specializes in the acquisition and management of long -term net leases of
corporate real estate.
Major companies are realizing that
by selling real estate assets such as
corporate office buildings, retail outlets, and distribution facilities while
continuing to occupy the property and
maintaining long -term operating control, they have greater flexibility and
additional resources to invest in their
core businesses.
For Volkswagen, the sale/leaseback
involved facilities that it was prepared
to commit for a minimum of 15 years.
These properties consisted of three
modern, high- quality, general purpose
warehouse and distribution facilities
with a combined total of 629,000
square feet located in Los Angeles,
Chicago, and Jacksonville. The transaction included a 15 -year triple -net
renewable lease.
Under a net, net, net lease, the lessee is responsible for rent payments
and all expenses associated with the
operation of the property —fixed expenses such as taxes and insurance
and all operating expenses including
costs of maintenance and repair. The
lessee can lease the property for as
many years as needed, usually 15 to
20, and can negotiate an option to renew the lease or to repurchase the
18
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property at the prevailing market
price when the original lease expires.
Additionally, by structuring the
lease as an operating lease in accordance with SFAS 13, "Accounting for
Leases," a sale/leaseback is treated as
an off - balance -sheet financing transaction. Thus, by removing a depreciating asset from its books, the selling
corporation not only strengthens its
balance sheet but eliminates depreciation expense.
Other benefits may include reduction or elimination of higher cost debt,
expanded borrowing capacity, improvement in the company's net
worth, capital ratios, credit rating, and
reduction in future borrowing costs.
Typically, the cost of a sale/leaseback
is lower by approximately 150 basis
points than traditional long -term debt
financing because there is no residual
value to pay back.
A sale/leaseback also can send a signal that a company is focusing attention and resources on growing its core
businesses, which can result in an improved perception in the minds of
stock analysts and investors. When
entering into a sale/leaseback transaction, a company must have a clear view
of its strategic objectives.
Sale/leaseback investors typically
have the following objectives: to secure
cash flow through rent payments,
maximize the return on their investment, and minimize the amount ofrisk
associated with the corresponding rate
of return. Investors maximize the return on their investment by taking advantage of tax benefits associated with
property ownership, taking advantage
of the residual value of the property at
the end of the lease term, and by negotiating rent payments that include
an attractive rate of return. The lessee
can write off the full amount of the
lease payments for tax purposes.

Investors generally look for properties with fair market values greater
than $5 million. They often will group
a company's real estate holdings into
a package to achieve the critical minimum purchase. Potential investors include insurance companies, pension
funds, private and institutional investors, venture capitalists, and real estate investment trusts like TriNet.
A typical sale/leaseback transaction
takes two to nine months to complete.
The actual amount of time it takes to
close the transaction depends upon the
complexity of the transaction, the
credit history of the lessee, the overall
transaction size, the legal counsels
and their familiarity with similar type
transactions, the business purpose of
the facility, and the viability and stability of the seller's industry.
Everything in the purchase contract
and lease agreement is negotiable,
within limits. Due to the long -term nature of a sale/leaseback, it is essential
that the company employ a strong real
estate professional with accounting
and legal support for negotiating both
the purchase contract and lease
agreement.
A significant concern is the presence
of environmental contamination and
associated liability- Federal and state
laws provide that the property owners,
as well as the contaminator, are financially liable for any contamination,
clean -up costs, and injured third -party
lawsuits. As a result, investors and
lending institutions together with
their insurance brokers will conduct
exhaustive investigations of the facilities to determine the existing conditions at the time of the purchase. Extensive exclusion clauses will be incorporated into the documents often with
supporting tables, graphs, and site
drawings to eliminate any financial
exposure or liability for the investor.
This activity substantially increases
legal fees that are paid by the seller.
A sale/leaseback is a creative and increasingly common corporate finance
transaction. Astute management recognizes that a properly negotiated and
structured arrangement can optimize
a company's return on its investment
in real estate. —Renita Wolf, CMA
Renita Wolf; CMA, is director of finance,
Bradycardia Division ofTelectronics Pacing
Systems in Englewood, Colo. She can be reached
at (303) 799.2388.
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Unfortunately, most Activity-Based Management
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software tools just aren't powerful enough, flexible
enough or easy enough to use.
HyperABC;' on the other hand, is a liberating
experience. It gives you the freedom to understand

APPROACH

your business better.
Introducing HyperABC 4.0 for Windows.

MOSTTOOLS

The more productive way to implement ABM.
Instead of forcing you to input data manually,

O

W N'T

HyperABC intelligently captures data directly — and
allows you to update your model automatically.
You can't outgrow
HyperABC,either. Because

International usersof
Armstrong Laing's
HyperABCinclude:

unlike other ABM software,
it has no limitation on

Lihhey Owens Ford

model size. You won't

Amencon F.xprrrs
NASD

squander resources doing
large -scale calculations,

Shiloh Corporation

only to find that the results

Britishcar

CentralBenefits
DHL

are invalid. HyperABC
validates all data beforecalculation, not after.
And every operation in PC -based HyperABC is
performed through an exceptionally easy-to-use
Windows`" interface.
The right tool for slicing and dicing your data.
By forging dynamic links with spreadsheets like
,r

Microsoft Excel or Lotus" 1 -2 -3;°HyperABClets
you analyze information in familiar software. And
only HyperABCoffers true Multi- Dimensional Cost
' t •,:
4

I
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Object Analysis — the ability to examine your

a

business across customers, products and distribution

rJf

channels, in any combination you wish.
i

So before you go out on a limb with other
ABM software (or if you're already on a limb
.'til 3l

is r

and searching for a way down), take a look
"
t

at HyperABC,from Armstrong Laing. For
more information, call
1 -800 -883 -4111.
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Kathy Williams, Editor

J.MICHAELCOOK
NAMEDFAF
PRESIDENT

in Washington,
D.C., has been
elected ch airman of
th e b oard of the InDeloitte & To u ch e
stitu te o f In ternal
LLP Ch airm an an d
Aud ito rs (IIA). An
CEO J. Mich ael
IIA mem b er since
Cook h as been
1982, h e is a past
elected presid en t of J. Mi chael Cook senio r vice ch airthe Board o f Trustman of th e bo ard
ees of the Financial Acand is a mem ber o f the IIA's
counting Fou nd atio n
Glo b al Un ion Steerin g
(FAF). His term begin s
Co m mittee. He also h as
January 1, 1996.
served as vice ch airHe has b een a tru stee o f
man— professional services.
the Fou nd atio n since 1990
He is a CPA and a certified
and its vice p residen t since
go vernm en t fin ancial m an1993. He will succeed Denager (CGFM).
nis D. Dam merman , sen io r
vice president an d CFO of
WILLYOURFINANCE
General Electric Co mp an y,
FUNCTIONBE
as FAF p resid ent.
OUTSOURCED?
Other officers elected for
Twenty-six percent of com1996 are Th om as E. Jon es,
executive vice presid ent of
pan ies that ou tsou rce any
Citicorp, who will be vice
part o f th eir activites are
presiden t, an d George E.
ou tsou rcin g at least som e
Austin, m an agin g d irecto r
po rtio n o f their finance
of J.P. Mo rgan Investment
fu nctio n, and 42% say they
Managemen t, Inc., who will
exp ect to d o so in th e next
be secretary an d treasu rer.
on e to three y ears. These
The Financial Accou ntin g
figu res are ju st th e tip of
Foundatio n is respo nsib le
th e find in gs fro m th e yearfor overseeing, fun ding, and
long study, "New Directions
selecting the memb ers of
in Fin an ce: Strategic Outthe Finan cial Acco u ntin g
sourcin g," con ducted by the
Standard s Board , th e GovEcon o mist Intelligence
ernmental Accou n tin g
Un it (EI[I) an d Arth ur
Standard s Bo ard , an d th eir
Andersen.
Advisory Councils.
Eighty -five percent o f the companies studied do some
WILLIAMTAYLOR
outsourcing now,
NAMEDIIA
and 93% p lan to in
CHAIRMAN
the next on e to three
William L. Tay lo r,
years, Den nis E.
auditor general o f
To rkko, managing
the Inter - American
partn er fo r Arthur
Develop m en t Ban k William Taylor
And ersen's Con20
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tract Services Practice,
says. The findings are based
on an in -depth analysis of
11 international companies,
interviews with 50 global
organizations, and a survey
of 303 senior executives
throughout North America
and Europe. Companies
profiled in the study are
Microsoft Corp.; Zeneca
Group; Plastics MFG, Inc.;
Mead Corp.; Houghton
Mifflin; Talegen Holdings,
Inc.; Tektronix; Sybase,
Inc.; Octel Communications
Corp.; Alcatel Italia; and
the British Petroleum Co.
What's the biggest impact of outsourcing on the
controller? It lets him or
her partner with management and be a powerful
part of the business process and strategy, emphasizes Microsoft CFO Michael Brown. It also lets
the controller spend less
time on day - today routine
tasks and play a key role
in running the company,
Torkko adds. But any finance function outsourcing

Next 1-3yeart

©TheEconomist Intellig
gence Unit
and Arthur Andersen 1995

must be done in concert
with the controller and only after finance's key areas
and core competences have
been identified, Ron Stratton, worldwide director of
Contract Finance and Accounting Services at Arthur Andersen, explains.
Which finance functions
are outsourced most? So far
it has been pension management, tax, payroll,
short -term investment
management, accounts payable and receivable, asset
appraisal and valuations,
internal audit, leasing, real
estate management, accounting, and treasury
management. See Figure 1
for a breakdown. And there
are some differences between North American and
European companies: 64%
of North American companies outsource pension
management vs. 16% of European companies, and 38%
of the former outsource payroll compared to 19% of the
latter, whereas 43% of the
latter outsouce tax com-

pared to 37% of the former.

Now most companies are
outsourcing to achieve competitive advantage, not just
to control costs, Torkko
notes. Some of these advantages, according to the
study, include achieving a
clearer strategic focus, allocating resources more effectively, having a flexible access to expertise and to other companies' leading
practices, controlling costs
over the long term, and introducing a customer /supplier orientation in the company. Core❑competencies—
those that are so vital they
must❑remain❑in-❑house—
aren 't outsourced , but non core yet essential business
processes such as tax, internal audit, and finance and
accounting are being turned
over to others.
How can companies ensure outsourcing success?
Arthur Andersen offers

this Outsourcing Framework as a guide:
• Identify core competencies.Core functions are
those that provide competitive advantage and
constitute the essence of
a company—its culture,
vision , and unique skills,
strengths, and knowledge capital . The first
question to ask is: What
do we do best?
• Evaluate opportunities.
Criteria include: Will
outsourcing the function
help improve management focus? Will it provide gains in flexibility,
scope, and expertise for
the function ? How will
outsourcing a function
affect relationships with
employees and customers? What does it cost?
How much should be out sourced?
■ Choose the right provid-

er. Finance functions
usually require a "strategic partner" rather than
a "vendor" relationship.
To evaluate a prospective provider, companies
must determine its commitment to the outsourcing business, level of expertise, and level of
satisfaction among
clients.
■ Organize the transition
process. Implementation
involves a complex transition of human resources, processes, and
technology. Rule No. 1:
Don't overlook your employees; they are the
most important factor in
a successful outsourcing
effort . Involve human resources departments
from the beginning, develop a schedule for the
transition, and stick to
the schedule.
■ Monitor and evaluate

performance.Overtime,
performance may drop,
a company can become
too dependent on a provider, or a poorly managed transition can
doom the process from
the start . In -depth planning and specific contracts are a must for a
start.
These and other findings
were presented by Bill Millar, finance editor of the
Economist Intelligence
Unit; Arthur Andersen's
Dennis Torkko; and Microsoft's Michael Brown at a
special press briefing last
month . For more information , or to obtain a copy of
the Executive Summary or
complete report, contact
David Burleigh , Arthur Andersen , (312) 507-88757, or
Gary Terpening and Kal
Goldberg, Makovsky & Co.,
(212) 508 -9600. ■
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"EFFECTIVE"ETHICSPROGRAMS

S ince late 1991, U.S. statutes have
considered organizations "vicariously"
involved in the illegal acts of their employees and external representatives
unless they have "effective" programs
to detect and prevent violations of law.
Organizational crimes covered by
these statutes include fraud, theft, tax
evasion, antitrust, money laundering,
and other money transactions. Organizations also have been convicted for
violations of laws relating to the environment, property rights, food and
drugs, illegal drugs, immigration, and
racketeering. In 1994, organizations
were sentenced more often for fraud
(41%), environmental violations
(16%), and tax evasion (13 %).1
Effective programs, however, may
keep organizations from being prosecuted and can reduce fines by 95 %.
None of the 86 companies convicted in
1994 of federal crimes was judged to
have effectiveprograms in place.
Three companies used the "effective
program" defense by claiming to have
some form of compliance program to
detect and prevent violations. At two
of these organizations, however, the
presidents were aware of the violations, and their programs werejudged
ineffective.
An accusation of wrongdoing often
can cause a company more harm than
a conviction. Being accused, sued, or
charged causes share prices to drop,
customers to look elsewhere, suppliers
to become wary, rating agencies to rethink decisions, directors to check
their personal liability, auditors to call
reserves, and key employees to resign
in pursuit of other interests.
The U.S. Sentencing Commission
estimates that eventually there will be
more than 400 organizations per year
22
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that are found guilty of federal crimes.
Last year's fines averaged $419,028,
and restitution averaged $353,999.
Most defendants were small companies. It is anticipated that in the future the defendant companies will be
larger and restitution amounts will
increase.
Thereis little flexibility for offenses
covered by the sentencing guidelines.
When a judge determines fines and
other penalties, he or she must consider the extent higher - echelon personnel
were involved in, aware of, or tolerated
the criminal activity; if there were a
history of similar violations; whether
the organization violated a judicial or
administrative order or probation;
and whether the investigation, prosecution, or sentencing was obstructed.
Penalties involving a criminal activity
could be reduced if an organization
had an effective program to prevent
violations of law, voluntarily reported
the violation, cooperated during
the investigation, and/or accepted
responsibility.2
Effective programs must be designed reasonably, implemented, and
enforced so that generally they will be
adequate in detecting and preventing
criminal conduct. Failure to prevent or
detect an offense does not mean the
program was not effective as long as it
can be demonstrated that due diligence was exercised to prevent and detect criminal conduct.3
To demonstrate due diligence, companies should design compliance standards and procedures that are reasonably capable of reducing the prospect
of criminal conduct; should designate
someone in upper management to be
responsible for oversight of the program; should not delegate substantial

Glenn P. Eisen is president of The Eisen
Group, LLC in Wilton, Conn. He can be reached
at (203) 834 -1441. The Eisen Group, LLC is a
consulting company specializing in improving
purchasing operations and evaluating compliance programs.
Larry Ponemon, Ph.D., is the audit research
fellow at KPMG Peat Marwick LLP in Montvale,
N.J. He can be reached at (201) 307 -7947.
United States Sentencing Commission,
1994, p. 127. There is no charge for this report, and it
can be obtained by writing United States Sentencing
Commission, One Columbus Circle, NE, Suite 2 -500,
Washington, DC 20002.8002.
Report

Larry Ponemon, CMA, Editor
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discretionary authority to persons
with a propensity to engage in illegal
activities; should communicate standards and procedures through training programs; should ensure that a reporting and auditing system is in
place and that there are adequate disciplinary measures for violations. Also, the organization's program must
have mechanisms for responding to a
violation appropriately and for modifying the program to prevent further
similar offenses.
When do you need an effective program? Frequently, the need for an effective program is recognized only after the U.S. attorney arrives with a
warrant. For its own protection, every
organization needs a compliance program. The complexity of the program
depends on the organization's size and
risk of violation.
At larger companies the general
counsel usually has primary responsibility for developing and managing
the compliance program.4 One person,
often a lawyer, must be designated as
the compliance officer. Internal audit
usually is involved in designing and
implementing the program and may
have responsibility for investigating
violations.
Probably there are more important
daily concerns in most organizations
than worrying about designing and
implementing new compliance programs. But when there is a violation
and senior officers are led away in
handcuffs, nothing is more important
than making sure it does not happen
a second time — particularly if you are
the officer who is being led away.
—Glenn P. Eisen

2

Ibid., p. 126.
Federal Sentencing Guidelines Manual, Chapter 8A1.2,
section 3. (K) 1 -7, September 1, 1994. Available from
West Publishing Company, (8001328 -9352.

4

Ethical Practices and Conflicts of Interest Benchmark
Study, The Eisen Group. Available for $195 by writing
The Eisen Group, 23 Telva Road, Wilton, CT 06897 -3733.
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AccountingWillSurvive
In 2005
auditors
use CI4
techniques,
fixed assets
talk back,
and international
GAAP is
packed on
17 CDs.
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BY DANIELP. KEEGANAND
STEPHENW.PQRTIK
It was halfway through the first decade of the
21st century. Rosemary Ortega had just been
named executive vice president (EVP) of the
company--a nice set of initials to go with her
CPA and CMA. She sat back for an unusually
relaxed few minutes and thought ...
n the mid -'90s, most of us believed that the
future would never be here. And if it did
come, the future, we assumed, would be
much like today. After all, from the time that Fra
Pacioli quilled his Latin phrases in Summa
Arithmetica double entry accounting remained
fairly intact for five centuries. "Things change,
but they evolve slowly," we said to ourselves.
But, in the mid -'90s, something different was
happening. Silicon chips had changed permanently the way organizations managed themselves. Computer capabilities already had
transformed the financial function from clerical
bookkeeping to sophisticated analysis. And the
pace of change was about to accelerate once
again. By the end of the century, portable computers easily could contain the entire general
ledger, all of the company's customer lists, and
the complete price book, in full color and with
voice annotations.
Each 18 months, personal computers doubled
in speed and size —for the same cost. The 1996
DECEMBER 1995

PC was more powerful than the most advanced
machines of the previous decade. Today, in the
year 2005, she reminded herself, for about
$2,000 you can purchase a portable computer
that runs at one billion cycles per second, includes 2.5 trillion bytes of hard disk storage (not
to speak of the trillions more on CDs), and has
internal memory of 50 million characters. Powerful computers are cheap.
Software designers have long since solved the
problems of character recognition and bandwidth compression. Reusable program objects
mean that a new system can be tailored over a
weekend. The programmers live in New Delhi,
Mexico City, and Beijing, but they are an easy
video message away. Program objects have
transformed the whole world of software engineering. No one even thinks of integrated systems anymore; everything is integrated —by
modules of software code. The term, "Modware,"
coined a decade ago, still fairly well explains
how we change our accounting system. Pick an
information entry mod, a database mod, a reporting mod, and a computation mod, and you
are done — presto!
While there was some degree of dislocation as
the computer world evolved, on balance things
are much better than they used to be. Medical
diagnostic techniques are uncanny in their accuracy. Computers teach students to read and
write. An encyclopedia entry is just a key stroke
away. Video images guide production teams

the Coming Century,

Won't It ?
YEAR2000-FINANCECUT10%

By

the year 2000, the financial function had
been largely transformed, actually reduced in
size to about 30% of its peak. In the mid -'90s,
accounting headcount ranked second to the
sales force as a percent of SG &A. At these levels,
it was an obvious target for process change. In
many companies, the CFO, seeing this, was
among the first to champion a changed accounting function. It was a take- charge strategy: By
stepping up to the challenge early, he or she
could influence the outcome.
Electronic payment upon receipt made both
the accounts payable and accounts receivable
departments invisible. Billing reconciliations
and cash accounting started to be done automatically by the bank. Problems the bank couldn't
handle were displayed on company data screens
for follow -up. Then these problems were resolved by the billing clerk in the sales department or the accounts payable clerk in the purchasing department. In time, the payment
system became stable, and there were fewer and
fewer items requiring such analysis.
Tightly linked financial systems lessened the
pain of monthly reporting. Today, systems find
needed data worldwide and automatically prepare journal entries. Despite forecasts to the
contrary, monthly reporting of financial information has not diminished. In fact, financial data may be more important than ever. Key items
such as sales dollars and order backlog are
available as wanted, but once each month most
companies put their financial information together and provide a permanent, comparative
historical record — statements that emphasize

cash. The money center stock markets
and the worldwide banking community
demand these reports. Deutschebank is
particularly insistent on receiving this information promptly, with Sumitomo and
Morgan not far behind.
Still, there's less busywork involved
with today's financial processes. Budgeting and
profit planning are highly automated. Operating managers are able to draw down their quarterly budget over the weekend, send it to their
direct reports via electronic messaging, and
then update it with the use of statistical tools
provided by the computer. To support profit
planning, sales forecasting is accomplished
automatically, based on artificial intelligence
routines that interpret each new order, adjusting the sales projection and production plan as
needed. Similarly, the computer keeps track of
probable cost inflation rates based on an analysis of purchases. Because a five -year financial
projection is just a button click away, companies
have to guard against reacting erratically to information. Fortunately, managers have become
more discerning in their use of information.
They have learned that more is not necessarily
better.
Taxes continue to be a major and time -consuming chore. In fact, because of well- developed
neural systems used by state, federal, and international tax auditors, the degree of tax return
scrutiny has become more intense than ever. In
sheer self- defense, many corporations have
been lobbying for a simple, worldwide, value added tax.

Siliconchips
have changed
permanently
the way
organizations
manage
themselves.

YEAR2005-TREASURYOUTSOURCED
imilarly, treasury functions have become
S
more difficult. This trend really started at the
turn of the century, when each new computer algorithm added an additional layer of worldwide
financing options. While scary names like "derivatives" may have disappeared, the internsDECEMBER 1995
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through new product assembly. And computer literate societies are helping less - developed
countries gain the benefits of technology. Worldwide, the standard of living is up substantially,
especially for those who embraced technology
early.

tional nature of financing has con.lnued to make hedging, swapping, going
long, and going short the daily grist of
the treasury staff. Because banks have
taken over the cash management functions of most companies, bank investment specialists have the information
needed to suggest financing options —often designed to shave an additional hundredth of a basis point or
so off the cost of capital. Each day
brings a new scheme. Companies suspect that these are just zero sum
games designed to enrich the bank's
brokerage department, but they have
to look at them. Product prices leave
no room for sloppy expense control!
By 2005, much of the needed treasury finesse had been achieved by outsourcing routine aspects of the treasury function, much as companies in
the latter 1990s decided to do with
their tax departments.
As for labor costing, every management accountant who has been with
the company for more than a half -deCade remembers the day that labor
distribution was abandoned, a terrify ing step for many. But as direct labor
became an increasingly small portion
of product cost, there seemed to be little reason to continue this expensive
system,
After doing away with labor distribution, companies could simplify their
payroll process —at least the
accounting part of it. So now,
instead of having a complex
payroll system, the company
has installed a multipurpose
human resource system that
keeps track of the training
needs of each staff member,
his or her years of service, office equipment taken home
and promotion prospects—
and, incidentally, how much should be
deposited into the person's electronic
salary account. Other than a few reconciliations, the financial staff is not
very involved with this process.
Employees like this system. At first
it seemed impersonal to have the com puter take over many of the functions
previously performed by Human Resource. But soon it became apparent
that routine matters were handled efficiently and that databases, in fact,
could help supervisors and educational specialists tailor a person's knowledge training.

YEAR2005:
FIXEDASSETSTALKBACK
F i xed

assets accounting still takes a
little work, but the barcoded inventory
tags make everything much simpler.
Major assets, on their own, call the
TELCOM's computers to tell where
they are. This information is then
available to our personal computers.
The asset reporting process is a byproduct of a computerized approach
developed a few years ago to schedule
preventative maintenance. Take the
company fleet, for example. The automobile tells us where it is, how it is
feeling, and when it is scheduled for rotation. The cost of a 640K IC chip with
memory and telecommunications is
only $11; therefore, incorporating this
technology in the asset control system
is economically feasible. Next year, we
will program the chip to compute depreciation on some type of a usage basis, and we will tell it to transmit the
proper amount into the TELCOM computer each quarter.
Product costing now is more the domain of engineering and marketing
than of finance. Because cycle times
are so minor, even in manufacturing
companies, the problem of valuing inventory has become insignificant.
There is not very much inventory to
get wrong —and what there is tends to
be under tight computer
control.
The cost system is slick
and simple. It no longer
looks like it was designed
by 500 fussy accountants. We can develop
new cost estimates any
time we wish, but we
don't find this information to be very useful except on a quarterly basis. No question
about it, one thing that helped make
inventory accounting less of a chore
was the 1998 tax law change that forgave every domestic company's accumulated LIFO reserve.
Then what is left to accomplish? By
the first decade of the 21st Century,
computers had caused the virtual
elimination of transaction processing
systems. While they exist, they are
transparent, quietly seeing to their
function in some background partition
of a computer. The ubiquitous, wallsized telecommunication screen per-

Pricing
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art form

mits inexpensive teleconferencing to
all corners of the world. Thousands of
satellites swish overhead, electroni cally relaying voices and images between each of the continents —at
instantaneous speeds.
The financial function in progressive organizations has become the
guardian of the information system.
Score keeping has not gone away. If
anything, the request for information
from outside sources has increased
dramatically. While the annual report
and quarterly SEC filings still represent the official transcript of financial
history, investors, litigators, regulatory agencies, and the media are con stantly questioning the organization
to "verify" if their (somehow obtained)
information is correct. The call is as
likely to come from the BBC as it is
from NBC.
Instantaneous access to information
is not really very helpful in running
the business. Managerial decision
making means piercing through the
erratic behavior of yesterday's results
to see trends and indicators of the future. Toward this end, the company's
performance measurement system,
made up of a relatively small number
of statistical and financial indicators,
developed to assess whether the com pany's strategies were being achieved,
provides the nucleus of managerial insight. Figuratively speaking, these indicators blink red, yellow, and green,
showing us how we are doing and
where there may be trouble spots in
the organization. It is almost as if we
have 50 or 60 probes constantly monitoring key company processes.
The financial staff long since has
abandoned its view that the reporting
system should consist predominantly
of accounting data. Instead, product
development lead time, first -time
quality, customer satisfaction, percent
out -of -stock conditions, market segmentation achievement, share price
growth, economic value added, and
revenue indexes provide the basis for
managerial action. The measures do
not belong to the financial staff —they
are the pride of operating manage ment. Still, some group has to oversee
their compilation. Because the financial staff has a reputation of being
"neat, accurate, and legible," they are
trusted with the performance measurement system.

nancial staff still has to understand
what has happened. Next year, the International Accounting Standards
Committee (IASC) will look once again
at revenue accounting principles.
A third situation absorbs top management's attention and time. While
the actual ordering of services or supplies largely is relegated to the computer, establishing these intercompany buy /sell relationships is not any
simpler. In fact, if a company does not
maintain its preferred vendor status

,rr•

_

is a skill that ensures a management
accountant will be treated with great
reverence.
Because our company does not sell
directly to the customer, we have the
added complexity of accounting for the
register - scanned sales credits. A frequent flyer mile to the purchaser, a
coupon rebate to the store, and an advertising case allowance to the chain —
these are but a few of the items it has
to worry about. The banks can track
some of this information, but the fi-

-

The corporate pace of life certainly
has not slowed. If anything, the grinding requirements for business monitoring and managerial intervention
actually has increased. The worldwide
nature of the business community
means that messages are received instantaneously from all parts of the
planet. The computer captures these
video messages and time -shifts them
so they can be reviewed during normal
working hours whatever these are.
Many messages just won't wait, however. For most managers, home is the
extension of their office, with telecommunication and computer capabilities
available 24 hours a day. Many feel
that this is an intrusion on their privacy, but they have adapted because
there is no other way to take responsibility for global business.
Two other factors contribute to the
frantic pace of business life in 2005.
First, product and service development cycle time has decreased significantly. Every organization valiantly
strives to bring out appealing new
products monthly, even if it means obsoleting its existing ones. There is almost no choice. Speed to market has
been a competitive weapon since the
mid -'90s. Everyone learned this trick
from 3M and Rubbermaid. As a result,
the financial staff spends much of its
time assessing new product potential.
Second, pricing has become almost
an art form. While the product developers provide factors that can be used
to determine costs, and the marketing
staff gauges sales volumes at various
net prices, it falls to the financial staff
to wade through these sometimes inconsistent estimates and assess actual
future prices.
This analysis is not applied just to
proposed products. Nothing sells at
stated price. Computer algorithms
provide far - ranging discounts, and re
bates are associated with virtually every sale. Here, again, competitive business conditions —made possible
because of advanced computer technology— create the de facto standards
for selling. No company, by itself, can
resist these market pressures. A challenge for most accountants is simply to
understand what, in their company,
the term revenue means. Demonstrating that you can compute the true
price of a product (or, even better, the
actual net treasury hedging position)

RT
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with major purchasers, the company's
future is jeopardized. Therefore, top
management continuously meets with
customers, negotiating new vendor alliances. The executives are armed with
computer - generated data that show
company on -time delivery, product defects rates, order response time, and
the like —data to bolster their sales arguments. The customer, of course, has
this same information, and it is important that both sets of records are in
agreement so there are no surprises. If
there has been an unfortunate quality
glitch it is better for the seller to bring
it up first. Maintaining this preferred
vendor relationship is a major function
of executive management, which constantly calls on the financial staff to
provide it with data and insights to
manage these relationships.
A legacy of the mid -'90s gives rise to
work that must be completed by cross functional staffs, bolstered with sophisticated accounting analysis. The
problem is competitive information
provided by earlier benchmarking
studies. Updated fairly continuously
by external research groups, this information provides buyers with issues for
negotiation. Even though most of
these data are ofquestionable reliability, virtually every company must continually analyze its processes to show
that they are becoming more efficient or, just as often, to refute incorrectly reported benchmarking data.
Noncompetitive processes become a
major point of discussion during preferred vendor negotiations. The truth
is that most companies wish that they
had never heard of benchmarking.
They yearn for the good old days of
business secrets.
Conventional wisdom in 2005 A.D.
holds that a winning company should
be able to earn one to two points more
than its cost of capital. The stock market rewards those companies that exceed this threshold and severely punishes those that fall below it.
Therefore, the importance of net income has not diminished one iota in
the last decade.
The administrative staff of the company is smaller, particularly the financial staff. Those still on board in finance are highly paid and highly
valued contributors to the managerial
process. They are the integrators of information. Over the years they have
28
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learned where the information is,
whether it resides in an internal or external database, and they have become
singularly effective at understanding
the managerial implications of this information. Cross correlation of product development lead times, inventory
levels, warranty claims, and customer
satisfaction surveys provide great insight into a product's future market
acceptance. Likewise, external information on competitor partnerships,
new pricing schemes, and upcoming
product releases arms management
with strategic news.
Many ofthe staff groups ofthe 1990s
have gone away, leaving the financial
staff to be the market researchers, capital asset analysts, quality control authorities, pricing advisors, logistical
expense experts, information retrieval
consultants, merger and acquisition
professionals, alliance partnership negotiators, and litigation support authorities. The lives of the financial
staff members are tiring, but exciting.
They are happy.
There are several other important
roles that the financial staff plays.
Most companies have outsourced
many of the business functions that
they once performed internally. The
telecommunication service vendor
maintains encrypted databases of
company records and downloads them,
upon legitimate request, to the personal computers of individuals all over the
world. Organizations have found that
it is much more economical for the
TELCOM to maintain these databases
than it is to update them internally. Finance, however, is the keeper of this
relationship. The financial staff maintains security codes, agrees to encryption standards, and negotiates the
telecommunication partnership
terms. Because there have been so
many mergers of telecommunication,
satellite and computer companies in
the last decade, choosing the right vendor is a vitally important job.
Similarly, the downsized nature of
the company dictates that outside
sources must be hired for important
business changes. No idle staff sits
around. There is a specialist consulting firm matched to almost every business function: acquisitions, valuations, employee compensation,
off -book asset management, training,
maintenance, and, of course, software

"mod" development. Identifying the
competent outside firm, negotiating
contracts, and monitoring progress
have become the job of finance. Knowing which firms are good is just one
more adjunct to being the keepers of
the information system.

YEAR4005:AUDITORSUSEAGENT
SOFTWARE

A

uditing is every bit as hard as it ever was —maybe harder because there
is no longer even the notion of separation of duties. The internal and external auditors feed the computers with
"agent software," a technology that
was developed by the National Security Administration and Central Intelligence Agency in the 1980s to spot critical information. This software would
wade through massive files of intercepted messages, satellite images, and
scientific journals looking for intelligence data.
In the early'90s, none of these agencies would share the technology. Eventually, a foreign intelligence group sold
much of its know -how to raise hard
currency, forcing Western governments to consult with their industry
leaders and share techniques. By the
mid -'90s, software agents started to be
used for many purposes, to spot a
fraudulent credit card transaction or
an unusual pattern of long distance
usage, for example. Or to find Super
Bowl tickets the day before the game.
The idea spread to diverse areas
such as home shopping and stock purchases. The agent software was to be
alert for market conditions that met
the buyer's need and then execute the
transaction automatically. When Internet users adopted agent technology,
it flourished even more. Soon after,
agent software became a commonplace
technique of internal and external
auditors.
Today's auditing problem is to keep
up with new methods to fool the software. For example, once it becomes
known that an agent is on alert for a
large cash transfer to an out- of -theway Argentinian bank, someone tries
a number of smaller transactions or
chooses another country. The auditing
staff must update its agent software
continuously, following random
schemes for changing it.
The external auditor has all this to

took on a new role, she carefully
worry about —and 17 compact
documented how it would save
disks of worldwide accounting and
money elsewhere.
tax principles, besides. Now the
She pressed on. There was a litU.S. authorities are debating
tle but not much remorse over outwhether monthly financial inforsourcing the company's financial
mation should be reviewed by the
databases. Outsourcing tax was
independent accountants. Several
easy. Payables came next, and it
think tanks are writing that this
was a pleasure to be among the
move could confirm the U.S. dollar
first to use the bank's bill- paying
as the standard commercial curservice. Invoicing came a little latrency of the world. "Reliable,
er, but it also was easy to eliminate
opined, dollar- denominated finanonce the electronic shipping netcial statements would become the Forecasting the future? Authors Stephen W. Portik (I.)
work came into existence.
accepted worldwide method of
and Daniel P. Keegan.
Rosemary's star really began to
communicating business results,"
rise, however, when the Board supof her budgeting system a little softgoes the thinking. If the banks get
ported her views concerning planning.
ware gift. One time it was a statistical
behind this idea, it actually might
Her idea: "The company should repackage
to
cross
correlate
expense
happen —and they are being nudged
lease
a strategic business plan only if
and
revenue
items.
Another
time
it
by the U.S. Treasury and Fed.
a technology plan is part of it." Prior to
was a user - friendly projection "mod"
That is how it is in the year 2005 —
her recommendation, the technology
for reporting. Pretty soon all knew
how times have changed!
plan waited for business strategy.
that if they had to make an important
Therefore,
required systems were aldecision,
they
should
talk
to
Rose1995.2005:THESILICONPATH
ways two or three years late. Rosemary. She was able to retrieve data
mary understood that there could not
more efficiently and knowledgeably
So, thought Rosemary, as she reflected
be an effective business process in the
than anyone else in the firm. Whether
on her current position, "What has
21st
century unless the computer was
the
information
was
in
the
company's
pushed my career forward ?"
involved. "Get ahead of this," she beown computers or on the public netlieved— "plan for it in the '90s." While
works made no difference. And she
he is the youngest executive vice
market, product, and competitor stratcould help interpret the information
president in the company's history and
egy had to be addressed to formulate
and provide solid suggestions based on
still in line for additional responsibilthe plan, by and large the system techthe data.
ities. School, of course, helped. She
nology plan was the long -range busiNo one was surprised when she was
walked out with a good grounding in
ness plan.
business strategy, processes analysis,
named controller.
She became CFO.
Rosemary
worked
hard
to
be
a
part
and accounting. Of probably more
For a few years, the company beat
of each internal project team. In that
relevance, however, she thoroughly
everyone in speed to market, product
way she learned about the company's
understood PC software of that day
distribution, and targeted selling.
important business functions: product
and had the conviction of her generaMany of the company's less nimble
development, logistics, operations,
tion that silicon chips were going to
competitors edged toward bankruptcy
distribution, marketing, and sales. On
revolutionize the business world. In
and could be bought for cents on the
every assignment she found the data
addition, her ingrained sense of teamdollar. Rosemary obliged, and market
needed to make the project manager's
work, inherited from her parents,
share tripled almost overnight.
recommendations
look
flawless
and
strengthened her interpersonal skills
collected
a
basket
of
IOUs
in
the
proimmensely.
"Yes, it has been an interesting few
cess. One day she proposed a new perIn her first assignments, she used
years, "Rosemary said to herself. "But
formance measurement system, and it
her computer knowledge to great efenough of this remembering. Let's get
was adopted quickly. That was no
fect. Because she understood the seback to business. Microsoft has finally
fluke: Rosemary had fathomed the
crets of the PC, she could get the anagreed to guarantee the United Nacross - workings of disparate groups in
swers quicker and present them better
tions'debt. I wonder if there are any
the company, and she had established
than anyone else in her employment
implications for us ?"
measures for each.
class. She soon learned how to tap into
She turned to the lave -foot screen on
With the performance measurethe company's general ledger and, in a
the wall and carefully stated, "Call Sument system came first access to most
series of creative evenings, developed
zuki -San at home in Osaka. "He would
of the company's significant informaa new budgeting system that allowed
probably be up by now. ■
tion. Then it was easy to change fieveryone to complete his or her rolling
nance, abolishing obsolete functions
quarterly forecast at home on a PC.
Daniel P. Keegan is a partner with the profesand replacing them with analytical
Shortly thereafter, she was named
sional services firm of Price Waterhouse LLP,
positions
grouped
around
measureassistant controller.
Cleveland, Ohio. He can be reached at (216) 781Her teamwork demonstrated her
ments. Always, however, Rosemary
3700.
strove to reduce administrative cost
dedication to the job. About once every
Stephen W. Portik is a senior manager with
Price Waterhouse LLP in Cleveland.
throughout the company. If her staff
six months, she would give the users
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The 21st Century
selling price per unit —the price that
would yield desired profitability if projected costs per unit could be achieved.
Two issues of contention surface immediately with Paradigm A:
1. What volume of activity should be
used to determine unit costs?
2. How should desired profit be
determined?

BYWILLIAM L, FERRARA, CPA

Certificate of Merit, 1994 -95

W

hat will the field of management
accounting look like in the 21st century? To find out, let's consider four
paradigms that cover its recent history. These paradigms provide us with
an intriguing review of the current
scene from a historical perspective
(see Table 1) and an opportunity to
focus on unresolved issues. Ultimately, we can consider adjusting and even
combining paradigms in anticipation
of a new one for the 21st century.
For continuity and simplicity, we'll
consider each paradigm in the context
of both product costing and the determination of selling price. This context
is useful especially because the current vogue of activity -based cost analysis emphasizes improved product
costing in order to arrive at better pricing decisions.
30
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Paradigm A: Turn of the century until
the 1940s —the era of the Industrial
Revolution plus. Paradigm A conjures
up the image of an early -day industrial
engineering type such as Frederick
Taylor who was interested in what
costs should be, that is, standard costs.
These engineering - driven standards
were typically a function of product
specifications, time and motion studies, and the like. The costs involved
were direct materials, direct labor,
manufacturing overhead, and even
marketing and administrative costs,
all of which were tied together in a total cost per unit of output.
Added to the total cost per unit was
a desired profit or markup, and the
sum of total cost and desired profit
yielded a target selling price per unit.
In many instances, the total cost per
unit excluded marketing and/or administrative costs, which were included as a factor in the desired profit. The
ultimate result was still the target

The variety of answers typically offered is amazing even if both questions
are put to an audience of practitioners
representing various departments of
the same company, as I have done over
many years.
Table 2 shows possible answers for
the "volume of activity" question,
which must be addressed to determine
total unit costs for Paradigms A, B,
and C. Answers usually lean in the direction of expected volume or something referred to as standard or normal volume. A rather difficult aspect
of the expected volume answer is its
implicit circular reasoning — expected
volume assumes a selling price while
it is being used to determine unit costs
and ultimately a "target" selling price.
The answers for the "desired profit"
question typically used to be very subjective or rule -of -thumb oriented. In
recent years, however, up -to -date return on investment and cost of capital
concepts have been considered in the
most prevalent answers.
As we move on to subsequent paradigms, these two questions or issues of
contention remain, and others emerge.
Paradigm B: The 1940s until the
1980s —the era of cost-volume-profit
analysis and direct costing. Paradigm
B introduces the distinction between
fixed and variable costs, which ultimately leads to cost - volume -profit

The old individually
focused control concepts

;Paradigm
analysis and direct costing. The
fixed/variable cost dichotomy and its
implications encompass the most dynamic developments in management
accounting from the 1940s to the
19808.
On the surface, not much seems to
change between Paradigms A and B
other than the distinction between
fixed and variable costs as part of a
total unit cost and a target selling
price. However, even a cursory consideration of Tables 1 and 2 reveals a refinement of one of our issues of contention, that is:

inherent in standard
costing and responsibility

in deriving per -unit costs. None of the
other issues related to the volume -ofactivity question changes from our
earlier discussion, except that many
variable costs have become more fixed
over time. In essence, the issue of volume of activity to divide by has become
a larger issue as the relative amount
of variable costs has diminished and
the relative amount of fixed costs has
increased.
Paradigm t: The late 1980s and the
early 1990s-4he era of activity-based
Costing. Much of the recent, exciting
revival of interest in cost/management

accounting may be
counterproductive
in today's worl&
tional variable costs is designed to improve the accuracy of a total unit cost,
which then should improve the determination of selling prices and product
mix decisions.
The new or additional variable costs
of ABC relate to product complexity
and product diversity. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, there are three elements
of variable manufacturing cost under
ABC:1

1. Variable costs per unit are determined by engineering standards
and analytic techniques, which
means that the volume of activity
issue relates essentially to fixed
costs.
2. Furthermore, many variable costs
have become more fixed over time.
Union contracts and labor legislation have affected labor costs in just
this fashion.
The issue of how to determine desired profit remains an issue of contention as we move to Paradigms C and D.
Variable costs per unit for direct
materials and direct labor are determined easily by the engineering specifications for materials and labor requirements. Similarly, the per -unit
amounts of other variable costs can
be calculated. Techniques that typically are variations of regression analysis
isolate the variable cost per unit as
the "b" coefficient in flexible budget
formulations.
Deriving variable costs per unit via
engineering standards and analytic
techniques leaves us with only the
fixed costs to consider when determining the volume of activity to divide by

The old manufacturing systems (like the cash register production line above) have given
way to the new (like the computer manufacturing in photo on previous page), but some
elements remain.

accounting relates to Paradigm C,
which embodies activity -based costing
(ABC). On the surface, Paradigm C
considers only two additional variable
costs in the development of a total cost
per unit. Recognition of these addi-

1. Costs that vary with units of

product.
2. Costs that vary with product complexity, such as number of batches.
3. Costs that vary with product diversity, such as number of products.
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The implications of the
in order to help determine a
new categories of variable
selling price. Instead we use
costs initially suggest a dethe selling price we believe
Costing/Pricing—Paradigm A
t
IM
creased number of fixed
the market will allow to
Turnof the CenturyUntilthe1940s:The Era oftheIndustrial RevolutionPlus
costs, but Further considerhelp us determine the cost
ation ofABC leads me to susDirect materials
XX
that the market will allow.
pect that the supposed addiDirect labor
XX
Peter Drucker has referred
tional variable costs are
XX
Manufacturing overhead
to this concept as price -led
really fixed costs.
Marketing and administrative
XX
costing as opposed to castTotal cost per unit
XX
This additional issue of
led pricing.
Desired profit (markup)
XX
contention could revive the
The allowable or target
Target selling price per unit
XX
controversy over "direct
cost per unit is a market costing versus absorption
driven standard cost that
IreifFng/Pricing— Paradigm B
costing," a paramount issue
has to be met if desired profThe 1940sUntil the 1980s
of the late 195Os and 196Os.
its are to be achieved. Parae Era ofCost-Volume-Profit Analysisand Direct Cosh
Look at the ABC literature.
digm Dquestions the validIt doesn't take much to see
ity of any paradigm based
Variable costs
XX
the possibility that ABC is
on engineering-driven stanDirect materials
XX
nothing more than an updatDirect labor
XX
dard coats. Perhaps after
ed, revised, and, most likely,
Variable manufacturing overhead
XX
some 90 years, the engineermore accurate version of abVariable marketing and administrative
XX
ing- driven standard coats of
Total variable cost per unit
XX
sorption costing.
Frederick Taylor and his
Fixed costs
It's unfortunate that the
contemporaries have been
Fixed manufacturing overhead
advocates of ABC virtually
partially or wholly disFixed marketing and administrative
XX
have ignored the signifiplaced by market-driven
Total fixed cost per unit
cance of Paradigm B's direct
standard costs.
Grand total cost per unit
XX
costing implications that
We still have the issue of
Desired profit (markup)
XX
were put forth so eloquently
how to determine desired
Target selling price per unit
XX
by J.S. Earley in 1955. Acprofit with Paradigm D.
cording to Earley, the new
However, Paradigm D creCosting/Pricing— Paradigm C
management accounting
ates awhole series of proThe Late 1980sand Early1990s:TheEraof Activity-BasedCosting
"implied basing decisions on
vocative new issues such as:
their estimated effects on
Variable costs
Direct materials
XX
marginal balances and con1. All that counts is that toDirect labor
XX
tribution margins rather
tal cost per unit ultiVariable manufacturing overhead
than upon `full cost' calculamately must not exceed
Variable with number of units
XX
tions. It involves consistent
the allowable or target
Variable with product complexity (number of batches)
XX
references to variable costs
cost if the desired profit
Variable with product diversity (number of products)
XX
and `specific' fixed costs
is to be attained. This
Variable
marketing
and
administrative
XX
where these are relevant —
idea may mean that
Total variable cost per unit
XX
and neglect of those costs
now the distinction beFixed costs
unaffected by decisions."2
tween fixed and variFixed manufacturing overhead
XX
Another interesting facet
able
costs is either irrelFixed marketing and administrative
of cost/management acevant
or considerably
Total fixed cost per unit
counting virtually ignored
less
relevant.
Grand total cost per unit
XX
by the advocates of ABC is
2. If we truly believe in conDesired profit Imarkupl
XX
the emergence of Paradigm
tinuous improvement,
Target selling price per unit
XX
D. This paradigm, which apthen the allowable or tarpears to have had its origins
Costing/Pricing— Paradigm 0
get cost per unit must be
in Japan (Hiromoto), has the
1990sandBeyond:TheEraofMarket-DrivenStandard(Allowable) Costs
reduced over time.
potential to revolutionize
3.
The
way we work may
Selling price (given competitive setting)
XX
cost/management accounthave
to change in order
Less desired profit
ing as it implicitly asks ABC
for
us
to reduce coats. UlAllowable or target cost per unit
XX
enthusiasts, "What do costs
timately, this change can
have to do with the determilead to the empowernation of selling prices? With the exParadigm D: The 199Os and beyond —
ment of our own workforce for, as
ception of cost -based pricing contracts,
the era of market - driven standard
we all know, often it is those closest
the market determines the price, and
(allowable or target) costs as opposed
to the action who can lead us on the
the role of cost is to help determine
to engineering- driven standard costs.
path of continuous improvement.
whether or not it is wise to enter the
Under Paradigm D we no longer look
market or stay in the market."3
to the development of a total unit cost
This issue of continuous improvexx
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r

ment via empowerment involves all
cost per unit then could be compared
swers to such questions could provide
people in the workforce —those in the
to the allowable or target cost per unit
the continuous improvements of
factory, in procurement, in marketing
of Paradigm D. An unfavorable comwhich Johnson spoke.
and distribution, and in administraparison should produce a questioning
When viewing volume of activity
tive offices.4 Continuous improvement
attitude concerning what can be done
after the fact, one should shift to caleven creates the possibility of more
about costs (fixed, variable, or other)
culating actual costs per unit using
positive relationships with suppliers
or expected activity via alterations in
the actual volume of activity. The reand customers, again to reduce costs
pricing and promotion strategies that
sult would be a comparison of allowand increase quality and perforwould improve the situation. The anable (target) costs, expected costs, and
mance.' Tom Johnson, one
actual costs per unit. Esof the early enthusiasts of
pecially useful would be
ABC, stated the case for
'
the comparison of expectcontinuous improvement
t
s
ed and actual costs per
as follows: "Do activity
unit in terms of what
costing if you must. But
caused the difference, if
don't fool yourself into
any, that is, inability to
ParadigmA
thinking that ABC will
Calculating andUsingUnitProductCosts
achieve anticipated conhelp you become a global
Ignoring the Distinction Between FixedandVariable Costs
tinuous cost improveManufact
competitor. For that, get
ments and/or inability to
uring costs
busy with the improveachieve expected volume
materials
$ 200,000
D'
1
ment process! "6
"s
for the product promotion
erect abor
250000
and pricing strategies
Manufacturing
t c uring overhead
450,000
chosen.
REFININGANDFOCUSING Marketing and administrative costs
500,000

L ook at Paradigm D
again. The two questions
or issues of contention for
Paradigm A concerning
desired profit and level of
volume remain, but they
are easier to deal with in
the era of Paradigm D.
Given our current knowledge of cost of capital concepts, we can deal effectively with desired profit
in terms of the level of
profit needed to keep the
suppliers of capital (debt
and equity) satisfied given
a particular profit planning horizon.
In terms of the volume
of activity issue, Paradigm D can yield an answer that would have
been considered only tentatively under earlier paradigms because of its implicit circular reasoning.
For example, given the
selling price being considered, one could argue for
using the expected volume of activity at that
selling price for the time
period being considered— whether a month,
or a quarter, or a year.
The resultant expected

Total

$1,400,000
I
Paradigm8
Calculating andUsingUnit ProductCosts
Using the Distinction Between Fixed andVariable Costs
n

ISSUESOFCONTENTION

Variable costs
Direct materials
Direct labor
Manufacturing overhead
Marketing and administrative
Total
Fixed costs
Manufacturing overhead
Marketing and administrative
Total

$

1.00 per unit
1.25 per unit
.50 per unit
.25per unit
3.00per unit

350,000
450,000
S 800,000

Paradigm C
Calculating and Using Unit ProductCosts
The NewIdeologyof Activity-Based Costing
Variable costs
Direct materials
S
1.00 per unit
Direct labor
1.25 per unit
Variable manufacturing overhead
Variable with number of units
.50 per unit
Variable with product complexity (number of batches)
.40 per unit
Variable with product diversity (number of products)
35 per unit
Variable marketing and administrative
.25per unit
Total
S
3.75per unit
Fixed costs
Manufacturing overhead
S 175,000
Marketing and administrative
450,000
Total
$ 625,000
NoteVolumelevelstobeconsideredfordeterminingunitcosts:actualvolume—lastperiod,
average actualvolum".g., past five years;expectedvolume —next period; average
expected volume —e.g., nextfive years, capacity; otherpossibilities— standard or
normalvolume,giventhatthesevolumelevelscanbepreciselydefined.
'The numbers in the above illustrations are intended only to be illustrative in the broadest sense.
Theyhave no other intended purpose.

THECURRENTSCENE
Table 3 is designed to
point out some remaining
issues of contention. The
first, concerning the volume of activity to use under Paradigm D, was the
one just discussed. The remainder follow.

Diminishingproductlife
cycloa.As life cycles for

many new products decrease, the reasons for using Paradigm D increase.7
Some products don't last
long enough for engineering- driven standards to be
established and utilized.
Such products literally
must achieve the allowable or target cost of Paradigm D in their design
stage if a desired profit is
to be realized.
Somewhat related to
shorter product life cycles
is the notion of idle capacity, which no longer may
be as important a costing
concept as it used to be.
The suggested use of expected and actual volume
of activity under Paradigm
D surely enhances this
thought.
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Strategies concerning various product
lines. If a company produces both commodity -type products and specialty type products, it might be able to use
both engineering- and market - driven
standard costs. Market - driven standards probably would apply more to
specialty products with their shorter
life cycles. Engineering - driven standards could be more appropriate for
the longer life cycles of commodity
products. Nevertheless, market -driven standard costs must be determined
for any intensely competitive product.

other than materials. The objective is
to focus on increasing throughput by
eliminating constraints and decreasing both inventory and operating
expenses.
In essence, the theory of constraints
treats operating expenses as fixed and
does not add any value to inventory
whether it's in process or a finished
state. All operating expenses plus the
cost of inventory (materials) used to
produce the actual throughput are
considered in determining the true
profitability of a period's throughput.
There is a direct costing flavor in the
theory of constraints. The apparent

variability with product diversity
(such as number of products). At this
point in time, those of us concerned
with these product -line issues must be
open to alternative points of view.

LOOKINGAHEAD-THE41ST
CENTURYPARADIGM

he best hope I see for a new paradigm for the 21st century would be a
combination of Paradigms C and D. An
alternate variation could combine Paradigms C and D with elements from
Paradigm B.
Standard cost variances/ responsibilRegarding the first suggestion, in
ity accounting. When we
our intensely competitive
are looking toward a total
world marketplace it is difcost per unit that must
ficult to deny the efficacy of
meet or better the allowParadigm D. The allowable
■ Under Paradigm D, what volume of activity should be used when
able or target cost, cost
or target standard cost perdetermining actual total cost per unit to compare with allowable or
variances by individual
mitted by our competitors in
target cost per unit?
cost, activity, or departthe marketplace cannot be
ment seem to be less releignored. Neither can we ig■ Does the diminishing time frame for the product life cycle have an
vant. Worker empowernore the necessity for conimpact on the movement toward Paradigm D, especially the movement
ment within a company
tinuous improvement.
toward market - driven standard lallowable) costs as opposed to
requires a cooperative spirParadigm D, however, is
engineering- driven standard costs?
it rather than a focus on the
not
sufficient. It must be
■ Does a firm's strategic posture by product line allow for the possibility
individual department and
combined
with a before -theof different paradigms for different product lines?
cost center. Group or total
fact determination of ex■ Is the old emphasis on cost variances by individual cost categories and
success is the key today.
pected actual cost and an afdepartments less or no longer relevant in an era when the total cost
The old individual cost
ter- the -fact actual cost. The
from suppliers through to customers is emphasized?
and cost center focused conactual costs should be detertrol concepts inherent in
■ Where does the "theory of constraints" fit in? It looks like a refinement
mined using the more prestandard costing and reof the direct costing ideology.
cise ABC method, that is,
sponsibility accounting
Paradigm C.
■ What method should be used for assigning costs to product lines and
may be counterproductive
The ongoing comparison
individual products within each product line?
in today's world. The need
of a cost per unit allowed by
for continuous improvethe marketplace (subject to
ment and forcing a continuous learnsuccess of TOC simultaneous with the
continuous improvement) with the acing curve focused on total cost surely
development of ABC (a form of absorptual and expected actual cost per unit
challenges one's training and earlier
is vital. Such a system of comparison
tion costing) is worth examining. A deviews.
tailed comparison of a number of users
should seek answers to the following
of both techniques certainly would be
questions:
The theory of constraints. EliGoldratt,
useful.
the Israeli physicist turned manage1. What adjustments to product proment consultant, has had an impact in
Assigning costs to product lines and
motion and pricing strategies most
recent years. His concentration on
within product lines. Ultimately, any
likely will yield expected and actuthroughput, operating expense, and
cost accounting system has to deal
al volumes capable of achieving
inventories has intrigued many manwith the twin issues of assigning costs
allowable costs?
agement accountants. Interestingly,
between and within product lines. Ac2. What adjustments to our current
his theory of constraints (TOC) aptivity -based costing may make a real
cost structure and work procedures
pears to be a refinement of direct costcontribution toward resolving both
will enhance our ability to achieve
ing coupled with linear programming.
these issues.
allowable costs?
TOC concentrates on only three
ABC's concentration on three cate3. What adjustments to our current
variables: throughput, inventory, and
gories of variable costs may be especost structure and the way we coopoperating expenses. Throughput recially useful. These three categories
erate with suppliers and customers
lates to actual sales minus materials
relate to the traditional notion of variwill enhance our ability to achieve
costs. Inventory consists only of purability with units and the two new ideallowable costs?
chased items at their purchased cost,
as of variability with product complexand operating expenses are expenses
ity (such as number of batches) and
What better use could be made of
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cost/management accounting data
than to elicit answers to these questions? The combination of Paradigms
C and D provides a meaningful environment in which to use ABC in the determination of product promotion and
pricing strategies. Similarly, the combination gives real meaning to ABC's
role in forcing consideration of alternative cost structures.
What happens when we add a touch
of Paradigm B? Charles Horngren provides the idea for combining B with C
and D to develop a new paradigm for
the 21st century' On numerous occasions he has cautioned us about using
per -unit dollar amounts rather than
total dollar amounts, especially in the
context of fixed costs. By using per unit amounts, we run the risk of treating fixed costs as variable costs and potentially concentrating too much on
parts of the picture rather than the
total picture.
Consider a product -line income
statement, which has columns for individual products as well as a total column for the sum of individual products. The total column for the product
line forces us to keep an eye on "total
system" results while simultaneously
looking at individual products or
pieces of the system.
Shifting from the per -unit concentration of Paradigms C and D can be
accomplished easily by multiplying
the expected actual and actual volumes for each product by the per -unit
amounts at each respective volume
level for each product. Then the resulting total dollar amounts can be arranged in the format of a product line
income statement as described above.
If we draw the distinction between
fixed and variable costs, our product
line income statement can include elements from Paradigm B with C and D.
For example, if the only variable costs
are materials, as assumed in the theory of constraints, we easily can develop contribution margins in the context
of our product line income statements.
The contribution margin as well as the
net income by product and product line
yields an opportunity to consider both
short- and long -run aspects of profitability simultaneously as individual
product and total system profitability
are examined.
An intriguing result of combining
Paradigm B with C and D is the ability
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• Historical analyses of early, prominent, and successful users of Paradigm B and their current status
with regard to moving toward Paradigms C and D or combinations
thereof.9
• Historical analyses of successful
companies (defined in some reasonable manner) and their current status in regard to moving toward Paradigms C and D or combinations
thereof, with or without elements
from Paradigm B.

to include, in our analysis of product
line income statements, aspects of
product life cycles and products that
are expected to be cash users vs. cash
generators during different stages of
their life cycles. The product line income statement in this context looks at
individual products and the sum total
of a product line over a time frame that
encompasses the life cycle of individual products or, at minimum, a three to five -year period.

LOOKINGBACKWARDTOSEEAHEAD

O ften it is useful to reconsider where
we have been during various stages of
our development. Especially helpful
would be case studies that could lead
to the fine - tuning of a cost/management accounting paradigm for the 21st
century. Of interest would be:
■ A detailed comparison of a number
of users of the theory of constraints
and ABC.

Tired of barking
up the wrong tree?

The suggestions in this article relative to a paradigm for the 21st century
seem especially useful. There definitely seems to be a place in management
accounting for the more refined and
exacting calculations of ABC. But that
place seems better suited in combination with Paradigm D and perhaps
Paradigm B as well, especially as we
proceed to the 21st century. ■

William L. Ferrara, CPA, Ph.D., is the David M.
Beights professor of accountancy at Stetson
University, DeLand, Fla- He is a member of the
Daytona Beach Area Chapter, through which this
article was submitted, and can be reached at (904)
822 -7421.

Depending on the product or service offered, one could
have the same three elements of variable costs for
marketing and administrative activities as well as
manufacturing activities.
=J.S.Earley, "Recent Developments in Cost Accounting
and the 'Marginal Analysis'," Journal of Political
Economy, June 1955, p. 237 The primary source for
Earley's comments are the research studies of the
Institute of Management Accountants, especially
reports 16, 17, and 18 published during 1949 and 1950
on The Analysis ofCost- Volume -Profit Relationships.
For a discussion of how Paradigm B responds to this
comment, see "Profit Planning and Pricing Strategies :'
Chapter 15 in Managerial Cost Accounting: Planning
and Control by W .L. Ferrara, et.al., Dame Publications,
Inc., 1991.
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See Thomas A. Stewart, "GE Keeps Those Ideas
Coming" Fortune, August 12, 1991, for one company's
approach to continuous improvement and
empowerment.
'See Dave W oodruff and Stephen Phillips, "Ford Has a
Better Idea: Let Someone Else Have the Idea," Business
Week, April 30, 1990.
' H.T. Johnson, "Let's Set the Record Straight on ABC"
Measurement Systems, Association for Manufacturing
Excellence, March -April 1992.
'See R. Cooper and P.B.B.Turney, Hewlett-Packard:
Roseville Networks Division, Harvard Business School
Case Study 189. 117,1989, for an illustration of
diminishing product life cycles and a resultant increase
in new products as well as product modifications.
8

C.T. Horngren and G.L. Sundem, introduction to
Management Accounting, ninth edition, Prentice Hall,
1993, p. 201.

e See Current Applications of Direct Costing, Institute of
Management Accountants, Research Report 37, 1961,
for a list of companies from which to choose.
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How to find the right management
tool to fit your
company.

BY LINDA V. RUCHALA

Lybrand Silver Medal, 1994-95
dvocates of business reengineering and process improvement
have suggested that gradual improvements cannot provide the magnitude of improvement necessary for a
company to become a world -class competitor. They argue that great improvements are made by radical
changes — redesigning business processes from the ground up. This philosophy is captured in the term "thinking
outside the box."
Despite this push toward radical organizational change, some business
improvements have been served best
by a developmental change process. A
joint study undertaken by Ernst &

Young and the American Quality
Foundation suggests that achieving
world -class quality depends upon instituting a series of gradual changes
that lead an organization to achieving
world -class quality standards.'
The reality may be that the evolution or revolution question represents
a continuum that considers the magnitude of change an organization can,
or is willing to, tolerate within a short
time. Although a variety of management techniques and approaches exists to improve business operations,
many current initiatives share a number of similar recommendations at the
operational level. Following are the
similarities and differences of several
techniques and their relative advantages and disadvantages.
There are three levels of change ap-

proaches: local actions, strategic initiatives, and global perspectives (see
Figure 1). At the base of these three
levels exists a category of analysis
techniques that supports the planning
and ongoing evaluation of changes
that are made. Analysis techniques by
themselves do not create change; they
can, however, help managers diagnose
problems and identify priorities for
further actions.
These levels form a continuum of an
organization's commitment to radical
change. Local actions involve the least
corporate -level involvement and commitment, and global perspectives involve the most. Strategic initiatives
are identified in the middle of the continuum and involve high corporate level involvement in one specific element of competitive advantage:
quality, time, or cost. While local actions may exist without strategic or
global changes, it is doubtful the reverse is true.

ANALYSISTECHNIQUES

A

alysis techniques are information- gathering, diagnostic, and feedback tools for the organization. They
do not create changes in operations or
structures. The promise of these tools
lies in their ability to reveal underlying issues and problems and to direct
the organization's attention and resources most profitably.
Value -chain analysis.This tool was created to trace a product through the
manufacturing and distribution stages and document the extent of nonvalue -added activities contained in the
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sequence. Man agem ent in terven tio n s
then target th ese ac tivities fo r elim ination. A m onito rin g and p erforman ce
m easurem en t sy ste m p reven ts waste
from creeping b ack in to the seq uence.
This fo rm o f d iagn o sis an d m easu rem ent p ro vid es a fo u n d atio n fo r to tal
qua lit y m an a gem en t (TQM), just -intim e pro d u ctio n (JIT), a n d activity based man agem en t (ABM).
Recently, two ex ten sio ns of value ch a in a n a ly s e s h a v e e m e r g e d . Th e
first, kno wn as bu sin ess process reen gineerin g (BPR), extend s th e p ro du ct
orientation of valu e -ch ain analy sis to
include all p ro cesses with in th e o rganization . BPR can in vo lve fu n ctio n s
that have n ot b een tied clo sely to production fu n ctio n s in th e p ast su ch as
credit, fin an ce, an d cu stom er su p po rt

in g th e p ractices of one organization
with th o se of another.2 The com pariso n ca n in c lu de a lm o st a ny ty pe o f
bu siness practice, function, or process.
Comparisons can be made using differen t ty pes o f reference points: inte rnal
divisio n s o r plants, external com petito rs, or th e best practices of those in
o t h e r in d u st ries. Ben ch m a rking c an
h elp id en t ify a reas for im provem ent
an d su gge st m agnitudes of im provem en t a co m pa ny nee ds to bec om e a
stron g com petitor. Benchmarking m ay
b e m o st u s ef ul wh en co m p an ies s et
th eir sig h ts on in crem ental im provements befo re com paring operations to
world -class com panies. The organizatio n m u s t b e rea dy to ac t on th e insights provided, or the promise of
benchm arking will not be m et.

This information is useful for all levels
of the organization but especially at local levels in which day-today production and operations are centered.

LOCALACTIONSFOR
NOWWORKERSWORK

I f r ad ic al c ha n ge p hilo so p hie s a r e

la be led "t h in kin g o u ts ide th e b o x, "
then local actions could be labeled "optim izing the box ." The se te chn iqu es
im prove operations given existing orga n iza t ion a l st r u c tu r e s , funct ions,
an d p e rs o n n e l . M o s t s t r a t e gic a n d
global im plementations incorporate a
number of sim ilar local actions within
their change plans to form fundam ental building blocks for m ore extensive
m an agem en t im pr ovem en ts. Sim ply
im p le m e nt ing t he s e f u nd a m e n t a l in it ia t ive s w i ll n o t
create a world -class business,
but world-class businesses of.'r ' Busmess process
Learning
Strategic cos7l,
ten embrace these practices.
Global Perspectives
Local actions focus on
Thinking outside the box
reengineering
organizations
management
_dd�
ch a n gin g how th e ac t u a l
wo rk o f t he or ga n iz at ion is
Strategic Initiatives
Times
done or on changing the attiQuality
Cost
ST
Redefining the box
tudes and work habits of perABM
TOM
A W
so n s p e r f o r m in g t h e w o r k.
This distinction is im portant
Worker-based
task-ba sed
because m ost of the philosoLocal Actions
Employee involvement
Concurrent engineering
phies t h a t em b ra c e m ore
Optimizing the box
Continuous improvement
Plant layout
extensive changes within orPerformance measares
Statistical Process control
ga n iz a t ion s r e q u ire f u n d a mental changes in how works
ers work as w e ll a s in what
Analysis Techniques
work is done.
Measuring the box
Regardless of whether the
drivin g pers pective is e lim inat in g w as te (activity -based
processes. Propo nents differ o n the exActiWtybasod coating (ABC). Although
m a na gem en t ), ser vin g t he cus tom er
tent to which curren t processes n eed to
ABC's relevance in meeting customer
(busin ess p roces s ree ngine ering), or
be m app ed and un d ersto o d b efo re reneeds is being questioned, it remains
im proving quality (total quality m anen gine er in g o c cu rs . Mo st, ho wever,
a powerful tool to help some organizaagem en t ), wor ker s a t t he loc al level
cite some fo rm o f p ro cess mapp ing as
tions understand their underlying cost
need to be em powered to act and rea way to identify candidates fo r an exstructures and diagnose improvement
war ded fo r e ffe ctive gro up dec ision
tensive effort o r as a starting p oint for
targets . Companies with the most to
m aking. Em powerm ent with rewards
reengineerin g.
benefit from ABC are those with diis perhaps the most striking similarity
The second extension moves the valverse product complexity and volume
fo u n d ac r o s s c u r r e n t im p r ove m e n t
ue chain into realm s trad itio n ally ex mixes and those for whom strong cost
techniques and philosophies . World ternal to the o rgan izatio n, b ack to th e
competition exists. ABC provides inclass organiz ations look to their em supplier an d fo rward th rou gh th e acformation on cost and use of resources
ployees to help the organization adapt
tual use of the produ ct by the cu sto mto determine best where pricing
to changes in local conditions. Making
er. This fo rm of valu e -chain analysis is
changes or cost reduction efforts would
the transition from a traditional shop known as strategic co st m an agem en t
achieve the strategic objectives for
floor en vir on m e n t to em pow ered
(SCM).
that product.
workers requires significant im proveAnalysis tools provide management
ment in the level of trust and the feelBonchmarking. At the most general
with important information for assessin g o f c om pe t en c e am o ng wo rke rs .
level, ben ch markin g in vo lves com paring the need for and extent of change.
Joh n O. Whitney, the d irector of the
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W. Edwards Deming Center for Quality Management, suggests that reengineering techniques may not achieve
lasting improvements if these root
problems are not addressed.3
Employee involvement and team
building. The role of employees in organizations today is a paradox. At the
same time that companies are downsizing, outsourcing, and moving to
temporary contracting arrangements,
employee involvement and loyalty are
becoming recognized as paramount to
providing excellence in quality and
customer satisfaction. Increasing the
level of responsibility given to employees increases competitiveness along
strategy dimensions and customer
responsiveness. Employee involvement and increased empowerment are
a foundation for more extensive innovations and improving intellectual
capital.
Increasing employee training and
cross training, encouraging cooperative work arrangements, developing
quality circles, and increasing the
amount of employee discretion over resolving problems and complaints are
starting points for improved employee
involvement and trust. More extensive
changes, such as cross - functional and
self- managed teams, require more
global organizational changes in evaluation and reward structures. Beginning to lay the groundwork at the local
level can reduce the amount of distrust
and inertia that must be overcome
when a company undergoes more extensive organizational changes. In
fact, it is doubtful whether more extensive lasting changes can be made without this groundwork.
Continuous improvement (CI). This
process works from the bottom up because those closest to the work identify
and implement incremental improvements in individual departments and
functions and set the stage for more
global process improvements. CI is
tied closely to employee involvement
and team development and requires a
shift from meeting minimum standards (for example, monthly variance
reports) to valuing employee growth
and operational improvements. Although initially considered a method
for improving quality, CI also has been
used in a broader sense to convey the

improvement of operations along any
strategic objective that can include
quality, cycle time, customer satisfaction, or waste reduction.
Nonfinancial performance measurement. Emergin g management approaches are similar, especially at the
operational level, in that they emphasize nonfinancial performance measures such as statistical process control (SPC) and the "balanced
scorecard." Nonfinancial and strategic
measurements must accompany the
development of team measures of performance. Management accountants
also must design systems that incorporate sound business controls while encouraging employee empowerment
and competence.

LOCALACTIONSFOR
WHATWORKISDONE
1 ask- oriented initiatives are target
ed at particular aspects of the work or
business practices performed within
organizations. These actions have the
objective of improving the efficiency
and quality of the work performed
within business functions. Changes in
the types of tasks and ordering of tasks
also can provide opportunities for a
company to move to more flexible
team -based work arrangements.

Production efficiency tools. Optimizing plant layouts and incorporating
product - design management methods
improve performance on quality, time,
and cost dimensions. In production areas, simplifying plant or internal work
process layout reduces cycle time. Statistical process control improves efficiency by monitoring production processes and reducing variation. These
techniques are relatively local, low tech methods for improving the efficiency of operations. More capital -intensive production modifications
include using bar codes and moving toward computer -aided design/computer -aided manufacturing (CAD /CAM)
production systems.
Concurrent engineering. Competitive
pressures to reduce new product lead
times and provide product improvements have led to cross - functional
teams that work simultaneously on
product design and product manufac-

turability at target prices. Minimizing
product parts and reducing production
complexity can shorten product time
to market and increase customer satisfaction. Concurrent engineering may
require more top -level corporate commitment than some other production
techniques, such as workflow redesign. These methods and other uses of
technology to simplify work techniques often are among the actions
taken by companies undergoing more
extensive change.

STRATEGICINITIATIVES

S trategic initiatives focus company
attention on "redefining the box," that
is, moving the organization toward
achieving a specific mix of strategic objectives. Cost, quality, and time are
three elements of business strategy.
Competitive success depends upon the
ability to excel at one or more of these
elements. Although the following strategic initiatives may provide results on
several dimensions, each is rooted in a
particular strategy for competitive
advantage.
Total quality management (TQM). Underlying TQM is the philosophy that
customer satisfaction is achieved
through an organization's total commitment to quality in its products, processes, and operations. Central to the
TQM philosophy are self - managing,
multifunctional teams that are well
trained in the technical aspects of continuous improvement (for example,
SPC). Quality is viewed as a continuous quest from product design to the
selection of suppliers, production, and
customer service. At a minimum, TQM
emphasizes nonfinancial measures
such as process controls, defect rates,
and customer satisfaction indices.
TQM environments vary in the extent
to which they explicitly measure the
cost of quality (COQ).
TQM implicitly assumes that profitability will result from achieving
world -class quality levels. This result
is not always the case. For example,
winning the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award does not guarantee
a company financial success. One possible explanation for disconnections
between the promise of TQM and operating results is incomplete implementation. In particular, the philoDECEMBER 1995
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sophic shift necessary for a quality motivated workplace may not have
been achieved. A second interesting
hypothesis is that TQM, with its orientation on control (through reducing errors and doing things right), is less
beneficial for organizations experiencing high levels of uncertainty in their
external environments. These companies may find innovation and adaptation more important to success than
error reduction .4
Just -in -time production (JIT). A time based strategy, JIT also can be viewed
as an efficiency strategy (reduction of
raw materials or finished goods inventories) or as a quality strategy (quality
strategies such as Cl or TQM must be
used conjointly to maintain production
at minimal inventory levels). As a
time -based strategy, the unique contribution of JIT is controlling production cycle time. If a JIT production flow
is maintained, then the strategic objectives of high quality and customer
responsiveness often follow. The result
of maintaining a JIT production process is that waste is removed, quality
is improved, and customers drive the
production process. JIT is not likely to
be a sufficient strategy for world -class
manufacturers, however, because its
influence does not extend much beyond production - related processes.
Activity -based management (ABM).
ABM uses the cost drivers and activities identified through ABC to reduce
waste and conserve costly resources.
The information used in ABM is obtained through ABC and value -chain
analyses. ABM can improve strategic
position and capability by identifying
the key activities (and related cost
drivers) that yield the highest potential strategic benefit and then monitoring and improving those activities.
As a result, unlike the other strategic
management approaches, ABM does
not assume that achieving excellence
along one dimension (quality or cycle
time, for example) also will improve
other dimensions of the firm's strategic position.
On the other hand, ABM has been
criticized for its internal and narrow
focus. The first purpose of ABC data is
product costing. Because of the link to
product costing, the data obtained and
used in an ABM system have a cost ori40
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Trust and commitment
to employees are a
crucial part of business
process reengineering.
entation, even when the activity drivers are nonfinancial in nature. Managers using ABC data might tend to conserve valuable resources and improve
efficiency without questioning whether such improvements could create
detriments in flexibility and customer
responsiveness. For example, if the
number of setups is a significant cost
driver in a production facility, ABM
would s uggest that t he number of
setups should be conserved. That
focus may limit customer responsiveness. ABM might be employed best
where the strategic focus is on cost
containment and increasing production efficiencies.

GLOBALPERSPECTIVES

E ach of the strategic initiatives has
one primary focus. But global perspectives are multidimensional, and such
"out of the box thinking" is in vogue
among America's leading corporations. Global perspectives are shifting
internal and external organizational
boundaries. Distinctions between employer and employee, between manager and worker, and between supplier
and customer are fading rapidly in
these organizations. Functional
boundaries also are diminishing as
work processes become more simultaneous and cross - functional.
Business process reengineering (BPR).
This problem - solving approach emphasizes "the fundamental rethinking
and radical redesign of business processes to achieve dramatic improvements in critical contemporary measures of performance, such as cost,
quality, service, and speed.." 5 BPR's objective in redesigning business processes is customer responsiveness. It
is a synthesis of the one - dimensional
strategic initiatives j ust identified and
often includes one or more of them as
well as a number of the local actions.
BPR represents a fundamental shift
from ABM by redefining the work performed in organizations. Traditional

segregation of work into functions
(such as marketing, accounting, production) is replaced by cross- functional business processes (such as the customer delivery process or purchasing
process). Rather than identifying an
attribute of the product that is crucial
to success (such as quality, cost, or
time), BPR suggests that world -class
competitors achieve these attributes,
and ultimately leadership, through
process innovation.
BPR, however, is not for all organizations. T.H. Davenport says, "An organization must understand the level
of change and upheaval it can endure
and must use that knowledge to determine how many processes it can successfully innovate."' He describes four
criteria for selecting candidates for innovation: the process's centrality to
the execution of the business strategy,
its health, its qualification, and manageable project scope.
Anecdotal evidence and the prescriptions of experts who have been involved in BPR suggest that the most
crucial aspect of its success is the
strong support and involvement of top
management in the change process.
Lack of top management support is
noted as the main reason for the failure of BPR efforts. Business process
reengineering is obviously an initiative not to be entered into lightly.
Creating an atmosphere for significant improvement often is easier said
than done. Dealing with projected
massive changes in processes that involve several business units requires
strong commitment by personnel
throughout the company. It also involves a level of trust that changes in
regular procedures will provide benefits exceeding the cost of change. Trust
and commitment to employees become
important factors because some critics
regard BPR as a euphemism for downsizing. Charles Handy says, "I know
America is a `gets results' culture, and,
if you don't, it's tough cookies. But in
the end there will be no results if there
is no investment in people."7
Strategic cost management(SCM).This
approach is less radical in its recommendations for implementation than
BPR, yet SCM also represents a global
change in the philosophy of the organization. John Shank and Vijay Govindarajan argue that the "value- added"

focus of traditional management accounting is too narrow for strategic
benefit. They propose extending value -chain concepts to the supplier and
the customer, parties outside the traditional boundaries. 8 Incorporating
Porter's theories of competitive advantage, Shank and Govindarajan suggest that every organization has a
unique value chain extending from
the raw material suppliers through to
the end -users of the product. Exploiting the organization's comparative advantages and its linkages between
supplier and customer should help
identify and maximize the strategic
strengths of each product and can generate new product ideas.
Strategic cost management is similar in many ways to business process
reengineering, but SCM places prime
emphasis on the product and its extended value chain while BPR focuses
on business processes. SCM incorporates and extends activity -based management and total quality management. The SCM perspective suggests,
for example, that the importance of
quality control or cost control is product specific. An evaluation of the extended value chain can help the organization decide on the mix of strategic
considerations that should be pursued
for each product.
Learning organizations. This emerg-

ing management paradigm draws on
many of the ideas of business process
reengineering and total quality management.' The learning organization
concept is similar to TQM in promoting employee empowerment and continuous improvement. Learning organization s draw o n BPR's ideas of
process orientation and a systems perspective. The contribution of th e
learning organization as a global perspective is its emphasis on proactive
adaptation to change. A basic tenet
of this organization is that change is
a continuous strategic opportunity.
The world -class organization needs
to foresee future directions and adapt
accordingly. At the heart of the learning organization exist systems thinking and an empowered, future- oriented workforce. The challenge raised by
the learning organization is the ability
to use these resources to integrate
knowledge continually into the organization's structure and processes.

CHOOSINGANIMPROVEMENTROUTE

T here are no "magic fixes" provided
by the emerging business philosophies. Although the distinctions
among them often are highlighted,
many elements are shared. Common
changes made by successful business
innovators include shifting to an
empowered and self- motivated workforce, focusing on the customer, understanding the work and the interconnectedness of the work, blurring the
internal and external organizational
boundaries, and establishing a set of
corporate values that encourages
workers to question current practices
and make improvements.
There are a number of paths toward
these organizational qualities. Choosing an evolutionary or revolutionary
approach depends upon the organization and those individuals who would
lead change efforts. Competitive success requires improving and adapting
to current conditions and technologies.
The key questions are: How much
change? How fast? In what areas? Answering these questions involves assessing the current position of the
company and identifying unique elements of competitive success.
The need, or readiness, for change
will not be uniform for segments or
functions within a company. The anecdotal evidence on BPR so far suggests
that successful innovators may tend to
fall into two categories. Companies experiencing severe financial problems
may find a total reengineering effort
the only hope to avoiding bankruptcy.
Employees understand that financial
distress motivates change, and they
can be persuaded that the company's
future is tied to drastic change. World class organizations are on the other
end of the spectrum, achieving success
through building upon prior improvements. A climate of trust exists that innovation improves the company's strategic success. These companies may
find global changes easier to make because employees already are "on
board,"
For most companies the success of
past change efforts, the current degree
of employee involvement and trust,
and top management's enthusiasm for
extensive changes are factors involved
in choosing evolutionary or revolutionary change methods. If one of these ele-

ments is missing, companies may consider developing a positive track
record for change through evolutionary approaches. At a minimum, considering local changes that build
teams and empower employees can
serve as a prerequisite to making more
significant, long - lasting innovations.
Any of the local actions, however, can
improve operations and set a foundation for further improvement. Davenport's four criteria are useful in identifying business units ready for any
type of change effort. Even when revolutionary changes, such as BPR, are
proposed within organizations, not all
processes undergo change simultaneously. Local actions may remain important for units that are not involved
directly in more extensive change
efforts.
Management accountants must
play a large role in change efforts because such efforts require information
and analysis support and change
champions during implementation
stages. At the same time supporting
information systems and flows must
be changed as well as related control
and evaluation functions. If management accountants understand the differences among innovation initiatives,
they can provide informative proposals on the routes for change that fit
with their company's present condition and future objectives. ■
Linda V. Ruchala, Ph.D., is an assistant professor of accounting at the University of Nebraska Lincoln. She is a member of the Nebraska Corn husker Chapter, through which this article was
submitted, and can be reached at (402) 472 -8812.
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Preventin
There was a time when those who
illegally copied or used software
tware in
the workplace were not prosecuted.
Times have changed, and liability
has been more widely distributed
BY OWEN B. MOSELEY, CPA, AND
ROBERT E. WHITIS, CPA

THECOPYRIGHTAGREEMENT

gnorance of the law is not an excuse. Neither is ignorance concerning the activities of your employees. If an employee is using or copying
software illegally, management is liable. Under federal laws, penalties for
committing an offense under the new
copyright law can be imprisonment for
not more than five years or a fine ranging up to $250,000. Add to this the public relations nightmare that would accompany the legal action, and the cost
of ignorance about software piracy becomes prohibitive.
It is important that managers realize both the frequency of the problem
and the magnitude of t he consequences. The Software Publishers Association (SPA) estimates that software piracy costs U.S. companies
$1 billion annually and companies
worldwide, $8 billion. Depending on
the nature of the violation, employees,
managers, and company executives
might face litigation, significant fines,
and possible imprisonment. At the
very least, copyright violations can result in negative publicity for the company. Managers must consider this issue serious and take appropriate
action to assure proper and complete
compliance with copyright laws.

certain exclusive rights to duplicate a
computer program and to grant a license for others to use it. Usually the
copyright holder is the author of the
software, or the holder may be a company that acquired the software copyrights from the original author. Purchasers of the software usually receive
only a license to use the computer program. It is the vendor who maintains
the copyright and consequently the
right to duplicate and distribute the
software. The sale of most software includes the computer programs, operations manuals, and a license agreement delineating the rights that the
copyright holder grants the purchaser.
Acceptance and installation of the
computer programs bind the purchaser to the restrictions in the license
agreement.
Although duplication or distribution
of unauthorized copies of copyrighted
software is illegal, often the purchaser
is allowed to make one duplicate as a
backup copy only. The duplicate copy
must be destroyed if the right to use
the original software expires. The
length of license normally is stated in
the agreement.
On October 28, 1992, then President
George Bush signed Public Law 102-
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Federal laws give a copyright holder

561, which would increase the criminal penalties for copyright infringement. The law states that any person
committing an offense under this act
may be imprisoned for a period not to
exceed five years (10 years for a second
offense). To receive a penalty this severe the offender must have copied or
distributed 10 or more copies of copyrighted works wit h retail value of
more than $2,500. Managers can be
held liable for copyright infringement
if they don't implement adequate internal control procedures to prevent illegal copying and use of unauthorized
software in their companies.

FOURCAUSESFORCONCERN

T here are many factors that contribute to the illegal duplication and use
of computer software. A major one is
that management has not persuaded
all employees that copyright infringement is a criminal offense and that
such infringement will not be condoned at any level in the company.
Managers inadvertently may contribute to this problem. Failure to provide
a well - defined corporate policy on software usage may establish an atmosphere of indifference among employees. Failure to communicate the policy
fully to all employees also will limit a
manager's control.
Another contributor to the infringement problem is the ability of most employees to easily copy almost any computer program. Ease of duplication is
necessary to enable the efficient, legal
exchange of software and data, but the
convenience creates a host of other
problems.
Failure of managers and other employees to understand the restrictions
of the software license agreement also
contributes to the infringement problem. Many managers and employees
may not realize that the license agreement often does not permit installation of the software on more than one

Ftware Piracy
computer. A separate license agreement for the same software may have
to be purchased for each computer.
Employees may rationalize that because the company purchased the software, the programs can be installed on
several computers within the firm, regardless of the restrictions in the license agreement. In this case, employees are not acting out of any
self- interest —they simply infringe on
the copyright because of ignorance of
the law.
A fourth contributing factor is management's failure to provide employees with adequate software for their
assigned duties, which may encourage
them to install s oftware on t heir
computers illegally. For example, an employee may
need regular access to a
spreadsheet
program, but management does not
provide it on
the employee's computer.

Employees also may determine that
the software provided by the employer
is inadequate because they prefer a
different software program. For example, a company provides Excel for its
employees, but an employee prefers
Lotus. The employee illegally may install Lotus on the company's computer
if he or she has access to duplicate copies from associates or even from a personal copy legally purchased for his or
her ho me computer. Management
should seek employee input regarding
software acquisitions and not condone
or encourage any illegal use.
Many of the problems relating to
software piracy can be avoided
through good management practices.

ment practices that should be implemented to deter copyright infringement in an organization. A discussion
of these nine practices follows.

ORGANIZATIONALPOLICY
STATEMENT

A

written policy statement is a necessary first step in any successful attempt to ensure the legitimate use of
software. The statement should be
concise, but it should identify the following basic points clearly:
■ The fact that the management of
the organization is aware of its responsibility concerning legal and
ethical aspects of copyrighted
software use.
■ The fact that a violation of
copyright laws can result
r
in criminal damages and/or
penalties.
■ The responsibilities of various
parties within the organization
regarding the legal use of copyrighted software and the assignment of ultimate responsibility and accountability.
■ The responsibilities of each user
regarding initial use and/or copying of any software and possible
disciplinary action for anyone
who violates written policy and/or
procedures.
■ The fact that the policy has been
recommended by management and
approved by the board of directors
and that it applies to all employees
of the company without exception.

Don't let your ernployees even THINK they can get away with violating copyright policies.

Management instructs the employee
to go to a different computer when the
need for the spreadsheet arises. Employees may install illegal software
rather than take their work to the other workstation. In this case, management has indirectly contributed to the
illegal use of the software.

These practices should include a policy
statement regarding the proper use of
copyrighted computer software, an audit process that verifies ownership of
software that is being used on the organization's hardware, and a formal
verification process that assigns software use. Table 1 details nine manage-

Failure to include any one of these
elements within the policy will tend to
provide opportunities for abuse. The
inclusion of each will help to ensure an
efficient use of software that has been
acquired and licensed properly. The
development and distribution of a policy s tatement regarding software,
however, will be almost useless withDECEMBER 1995
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You are working at your desk. Suddenly four people burst into your office.
Two are armed U.S. marshals, and two claim to be from an organization
called the Software Publishers Association (SPA). One of the marshals
informs you that the SPA has a warrant to conduct a surprise audit of the
software loaded in all of your company's computers. If any unauthorized
software is found, your company could be fined up to $250,000. Worse, as
a management accountant with internal control responsibilities, you could
be found guilty of a felony and sentenced to five years in a federal prison,
even if you had no knowledge of any illegal activity.
Couldn't happen to you? Don't bet on
it! In 1994 alone, the SPA took action
against 447 organizations and received more than $2.5 million in fines.
No company is too small to be noticed by the SPA. Most of the companies under investigation have
between 20 and 50 computers.'
Perhaps more important, don't
think that you can escape prosecution if an employee copies
software without your knowledge. You and your company can
be held liable even if both are totally unaware of the illegal actions of your employees !2
Management accountants
have a major responsibility to
ensure that their company establishes and enforces policies
and procedures that protect both
it and its managers from the
penalties associated with violating software piracy laws. A survey we conducted of Chamber of
Commerce members in central
Pennsylvania found that only 30% had
a written software policy.

Whatisthelaw?
Computer programs are protected by
copyright law, which prohibits unauthorized duplication. The purchaser of
a computer program does not own that
program; he or she merely has the
right to use the software.3 The software licensing agreement disclosed in
44
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the software documentation indicates
the specific terms of use. It usually includes a warning that opening the
package (or accessing the program)
signifies acceptance of the terms and
conditions of the license. A typical li-

1 to 20 employees

21 to100employees

cense permits the purchaser to install
the program on one computer and to
make only one backup copy to be used
if the original is damaged.
A 1992 amendment to the Federal
Software Copyright Law raised software piracy from a misdemeanor to a
felony. In addition to fines and possible
jail terms, civil penalties of up to
$100,000 or twice the revenue lost can
be assessed for each illegal copy of software found on the premises."

Whyissoftwarepiracyaproblem?
In 1994, the SPA estimated that 49%
of all business software in use was pirated.5 Individuals who never would
consider stealing software from a computer store somehow rationalize the illegal duplication of expensive software
for themselves and their colleagues.
Many are unaware of the penalties for
software piracy.
The software industry has responded to the problem by lobbying, education, and vigorous enforcement of the
copyright law. The SPA aggressively
targets individuals and companies (including educational institutions and
nonprofit agencies) suspected of pirating software. Ken Wasch, SPA executive director, has said, "We will continue to pursue software pirates to the
full extent of the law until they learn
that the only thing they'll earn from pirating the software of SPA members is
a fine and a jail term. "s

More than100 employees

Whathappenswhenacompany
istargetedbytheSPA?
The SPA enforcement process consists
of four steps:
1. An anonymous tip. In the United

States, an SPA investigation typically
begins with an anonymous tip received on the SPA's piracy hotline Q800- 388 - 7478). Often the tip is made
by a disgruntled employee. At present

ment." 14 The existence
or extent of this liability
is not affected by an organization's lack of
knowledge that soft2. Verification. The
ware piracy is occurring
SPA then tries to
or that it is an illegal act.
verify the anony(See Figure 1.) However,
mous tip by searchan employer is not liable
ing the registration
for employees' actions
records the company
that are personal and
has sent to the pub up ru a ":Rru,000
Upt„
NO
T
8
contrary
to an employlisher.
... in.....
fine and 10
and 1 year
prison
Up to a penalty
6 M
er's instruction and --Up to a 5250,000 fine and 5
$1,000
years
icy. An organization that
3. Voluntary audit.
years in prison (actual penalty)
fine
institutes and enforces
The SPA next sends
Survey conducted byauthors of Chamber of Commerce members in central Pennsylvania.
anti- software - piracy
the letter to the CEO
policies may be able to
requesting complimitigate its liability.15
considered by the SPA to be egregious
ance in a voluntary audit. If the comBecause software piracy is considviolators of the law should be prepared
pany chooses to comply with the volunered
to be a significant problem by deto
undergo
a
nonvoluntary
audit.
In
tary audit, SPA employees will check
velopers of computer programs and
such cases, the SPA files suit against
its computers for pirated software.
the federal government, the laws perthe firm. The first indication that such
Special software used by the SPA can
taining to software piracy are being
a suit has been filed may be the arrival
reconstruct deleted files and programs
prosecuted aggressively, (See Figure
at the company of SPA representatives
(in case anyone erased the pirated soft2.) To protect yourself your employees,
accompanied by armed U.S. marshals
ware after the SPA's initial letter). The
and your company from significant
carrying a search warrant.
burden is on the company to prove that
civil and criminal penalties, internal
The results of a nonvoluntary audit
all software is legal; there is no precontrols on the purchasing, installaare
not
confidential.
In
fact,
the
SPA
sumption of innocence. Besides registion, and copying of computer software
believes that publicizing such raids
tering all software with the publisher,
must be enacted and enforced.—Janet
the company should keep all original
reduces software piracy.11
S. Greenlee, CPA, and Louisa Clark, CMA
The SPA has been unusually sucreceipts, purchase orders, registration
cessful in litigating software piracy
certificates, and original disks as they
Janet S. Greenlee, Ph.D., CPA, is an assistant
cases, winning settlements or judgmay be accepted as proof of legitimate
professor of accounting, Penn State - Harrisburg,
Middletown, Pa. Louisa Clark, CMA, is a senior
ments against all but one of the orgaownership. Unfortunately, if its softcost analyst for Pennsylvania Blue Shield, Camp
12
nizations it has taken to court.
ware paperwork is not well organized,
Hill, Pa. She is a member of the Harrisburg
Parametrix, Inc., an engineering and
Chapter, through which this article was
a company could have trouble proving
submitted.
environmental consulting firm based
the legality of its software.
Laura Didio, "Crackdown on Software Bootleggers Hits
in Seattle, paid $350,000 to settle an
Any illegal software that is found is
Home" LAN Times, October 1993, p. 22.
SPA lawsuit, and a recent anonymous
destroyed. The company is required to
'Frederick Cooper and Cynthia Somerville, "Software
Piracy: Is Your Company Liable? ", CPA Journal, March
settlement was close to $500,000. The
pay a fine equal to the full retail cost
1985, pp. 74.78.
SPA opens from four to 10 new cases
'George Bodnar, `Software Piracy:'Softlifting'" Internal
of the software and to pay the full reAuditing, Spring 1996, pp, 66.80,
a week, so the probability of your comtail cost of any software it wants to
'Didio, p. 22.
'Software
Publishers Association (SPA). "SPA to Target
pany becoming the target of an invescontinue using. The company also is
Internet, International Piracy In 1995, press release,
tigation
is
increasing."
required to institute policies and eduJanuary 11, 1995.
'SPA, "Raids In Singapore Hit Major Software Pirates"
cation programs addressing software
press release, January 5, 1994.
piracy.9
HowcanIbeliableifmyemployees 'SPA, "Bulletin Board Operator Is Sentenced" press
release, March 9, 1995.
A company can choose not to comply
arecopyingsoftwarewithoutmy
'Joel Gilman, "When the SPA Comes A- Knockin,"
with the voluntary audit, but 95% do
Compurerworld, December 7, 1992, p. 108.
knowledge?
'Didio, p.22.
comply voluntarily. 10 Because the find1bid.
1bid.
The courts have ruled that individual
ings of a voluntary audit are confidenDeborah Branscum, "Preventing Software Piracy,"
managers or officers may be held liable
tial, a company can avoid negative
MwW orld, September 1993, pp. 235 -237.
Alan Redding, "Companies Scared Straight by SPA
as "contributory infringers." An empublicity by cooperating with the
Antipiracy Raids" Inloworld, December 28,
ployer can be held `vicariously" liable
SPA.
1992/January 4, 1993, p.
43.
for employee software piracy under
Cooper and Somerville, p. 75,
4. Nonvoluntary audit. Companies dethe doctrine of"respondent superior —
"Robert Robinson and Brian Relthel, - The Software
Piracy Dilemma in Public Administration: A Survey of
a master is liable for the servant's torts
clining to participate in the voluntary
University Software Policy Enforcement" Public
Administration Quarterly, Winter 1994, pp. 485497,
committed within the scope of employaudit, not responding to the letter, or
the SPA is receiving
more than 100 such
tips a week.?
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out an accompanying educational
program.

EDUCATIONALPROGRAM

P olicy statements cannot be developed in a vacuum, nor can they
be implemented successfully without the support of all levels of management. In many cases, the necessary support can be generated
by well - planned and well- executed educational programs.
As stated earlier, organizations
and employees that use copyrighted software illegally are potentially subject to both civil and criminal prosecution. Therefore, any
educational program relating to
the legi timate use of s oftware
should be taken seriously by all individuals within the company.
The educational program relating to the proper use of copyrighted software should be tailored to each individual organization. Some items, however,
should be included in all educational programs. They are:
• A copy of the organization's
software policy statement,
which should be given to each '
employee participating in the
program.
• A detailed discussion of each element of the policy with examples that are understood easily
and that have particular meaning to the employees.
• An explanation of desired behavior that gives sound, practical reasons for such behavior.
• An explanation of undesirable behavior with reasons explaining why
the behavior is not desired and why
it will not be condoned.
• A description of the annual software audit process that provides a
brief description of the process and
demonstrates its value.
• A description of the nature of and
reasons for unannounced audits.
• An explanation of the need for centralized control of software, including all software acquisitions and
installations.

Is there a written policy that identifies responsibilities
within the company for compliance with software
copyright law?
Is there an educational program that informs all employees of the company's policies regarding software usage
and the importance of strict adherence?
Are regular attempts made to identify and communicate
the desired behaviors? The undesired behaviors?
Is there a central clearing point for selection, acquisi
tion, and installation of all software programs?
Does each computer worksite have documentation
of legal authority for installation of all software at that
location?

MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

CENTRALIZEDCONTROL
OFSOFTWARE
t he need for centralized control

of all software purchases cannot
be overstated. Such a function
Does the company perform an annual audit of all
serves as a necessary foundation
software programs installed on each of the company's
for the legitimate and efficient
computers?
use of copyrighted software. The
functions of audit, verification,
Does the company perform regular, unannounced
and documentation rely heavily
software audits on randomly selected computers?
on proper centralized control
procedures.
Many organizations find it deAre the results of the annual and unannounced software
sirable
to require that the computaudits reconciled with company records to verify legal
er
services
center, serving as the
authorization for each installation?
central clearing point, approve all
software acquisitions and install
Are corrective actions taken in a prompt, decisive, and
all acquired software. Each orgaconsistent manner?
nization will have to determine
what fits its needs best, and management should consider the benehaps most important are (1) desired
fits that can be realized from centralbehavior versus undesired behavior
ized selection, acquisition, and
and (2) centralized control of all softinstallation of all software. These
ware acquisitions and their use.
benefits include:

Each of the above items is of varying
importance as it relates to the problem
of the legitimate use of software. Per46

has the responsibility to identify,
communicate, and practice desirable behaviors.
Managers must identify clearly
what is desirable behavior and
what is undesirable behavior with
regard to software, and they must
communicate that information to
all employees. The communication
must be at a level that is understandable to all software users.
Obviously, advanced identification of all possible violation issues
is impossible. Therefore, management needs to cultivate an environment that encourages employees to ask whether they are about
to cross a line into an undesired
type of behavior.

DECEMBER 1995

DESIREDBEHAVIORVERSUS
UNDESIREDBEHAVIOR
One might think that the identification of desirable behavior would be
relatively easy. Think again. In today's environment of "relative" moral
values, there are many individuals
who seemingly cannot distinguish between right and wrong — between desired behavior and undesired behavior. Management is naive if it believes
that all employees will always do the
right thing. Therefore, management

• Prevention of the acquisition of unneeded or duplicate software.
• Prevention of the installation ofunlicensed software.
• Prevention of the installation of
software containing viruses.
• The ability to establish the original
documentation relative to each
piece of software used.
• Assurance that only original copies
of software are installed.
Management must communicate its
views regarding the use of a central

clearing point. Educational programs
regarding the use of such a function
are critical also. Merely sending
memos that such a function exists and
that certain procedures should be followed probably will prove to be highly
ineffective.

SOFTWAREDOCUMENTATION

and usage. The proceses of upgrading
and acquiring new software will improve as a result.

so it reduces the risk of damage to the
corporate image and the risk of litigation against both the company and
management. Two: The audit will help
to instill in the employees the importance t hat management places on
compliance with software copyright
laws. Three: The audit will enable a
better assessment of software needs

UNANNOUNCEDSOFTWAREAUDITS

A company also should employ the

use of unannounced software audits in
its efforts to discourage illegal use of

A

a

key component of any set of policies is the ability to document legal authority to use the copyrighted software. Original manuals and original
disks may serve to document legitimacy. All software that is being used on
each computer should be supported by
the physical presence of the original
disk(s) and manual(s) at each computer site. For networked software, the
original disks, original manuals, and
authorization for networking should
be physically present at the network
source.
The requirement for documentation
of ownership helps to emphasize the
importance that management places
on the use of legal software only. In addit ion , t his requi rement makes it
much easier for the organization to audit and verify the ownership of all software that is being used.
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computer software is an annual inventory of the software installed on every
personal computer and computer network used in a company. The inventory
should be a list of all software on each
unit and must include every computer
so the company can verify that it has
legal authority to use the software at
each location. A typical inventory will
identify the type of computer, identification code, location, authorized users,
and a complete list of installed software. The installed software would
be identified, such as WordPerfect
5.1 or Lotus 1 -2 -3 with notation of the
version and serial number. A s e lf -audit
kit that includes software for conducting the audit is available free from the
Software Publishers Association at its
piracy hotline number, 1- 800 -3887478.
Companies will receive three signif icant benefits from this annual audit.
One: The annual audit will identify
any illegal use of copyrighted software,

1. 800 - 597 - 2468.

Lotus` SmartSuite` 4.0 CD -ROM
($399 value) included.
And select 3 software and /or accessory
items (up to a $350 value) for $99'
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RECONCILIATIONOFAUDITRESULTS

R

You could land in jail for pirating
software.

software. These audits should encompass the same details as an annual audit, but they should be scheduled irregularly, and the computers that are
audited should be selected randomly.
Random selection will emphasize that
the company intends for all employees
in all departments to comply with the
software policy.
Unannounced audits w i l l encourage
compliance with the company's policy
in several ways. They will discourage
employees from installing unauthorized software on their computers
shortly after the annual audit and
then removing it right before the next
annual audit. Also, the audit then will
decrease the risk that a virus might be
introduced into the company's computer network by way of unauthorized
personal software.

$ EARN EXTRA MONEY $\
THROUGH OUR
DEALER PROGRAM
PROVIDE 1995 TAX FORMS, SOFTWARE
COMPATIBLE CHECKS AND FORMS
TO YOUR CLIENTS WHO USE
PEACHTREE, QUICKEN, DAC EASY
OR ANY OF THE
ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE PACKAGES.
CALL TODAY FOR DETAILS

2 Software
SoftwareBusiness
BusinessProducts
Code: MA 1295
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econciling audits with the ownership records of the organization varies
among organizations. In the simplest
form, the reconciliation should be just
a matter of comparing a printout from
each computer to the records maintained at the office where centralized
control is maintained. An organization
that has implemented a software copyright compliance program and that
has demonstrated wholehearted support of the entire program would expect to find few deviations. Other
organizations that have not implemented a compliance program fully
or those that do not have complete
support of the program can anticipate a significantly larger number of
violations.
In cases where the printouts listing
the software on a machine do not agree
with the records at the central loca-

tion, efforts must be made to reconcile
the differences. Legal authority for the
installation of each software program
on all computers and network installations must be established. Site license agreements, shareware, company programs, and access to network
programs complicate documentation.
Installed software that cannot be documented should be removed from the
computer until a license can be acquired or proper documentation can be
established.

CORRECTIVEACTIONS

T he proper corrective action that
must be taken depends on the particular situation. Violations of company
policy in this area can be either intentional or unintentional. The corrective
actions must be prompt, decisive, and
applied in a consistent manner. Corrective actions will be more effective and also less necessary in the future when they are viewed as fair and
reasonable.

EVERYONEISRESPONSIBLE

Began operations in Washington, D.C., in 1984 to combat
the widespread theft of computer software. Has since expanded its base to include Europe and China. Has legal
actions pending in the United
States, Singapore, France, and
Mexico.
The Association represents
1,200 member companies.
Targets selected for special
attention in 1996 include the Internet, software rental companies, and those international
areas that have become sources of illegal software.
For a free software audit kit,
call the piracy hotline at 1 -800388 -7478, or use the Internet address, HTTP: //WWW.SPA.ORG.

C

ompliance with software copyright
laws is a critical issue that must be addressed by all levels of management.
Managers must be assured that employees are not involved in activities
that might subject the company, its officers, and/or employees to legal action —legal action that would embarrass the company and that could lead
to significant fines or prison terms.
Noncompliance with the copyright
laws also could contribute to the introduction of a virus in the company's
computer system. Installation of unauthorized software could weaken internal control because the company
would not have complete control of the
programs that process its data. The
most important reason for an organization to maintain a program to deter
violation of software copyrights, however, is that copyright infringement is
illegal. ■
Owen B. Moseley, CPA, Ph.D., is professor of accounting at Arkansa s State Unive rsity, State
University, Ark. He is a member -at -large of the
IMA and can be reached at (501) 972 -3038.
Robert E. Whitis, CPA, DBA, is professor of accounting at Arkansa s State Unive rsity, State
University, Ark. He can be reached at (501) 9723038.
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CD10ANEWERA
OFFINANCIAL
CONTROL

Concepts Dynamic, Inc. is
succ eeding through its innovative
three - tiered client/server

BY KATHY WILLIAMS AND
JAMES HART

arc hite cture that uses

M. How did the company
object- oriented
take off?
s controllers and
financial managers
technology.
move into the future, I started Concepts Dynamic
in 1981 down in south Chiclient/server on Windows
with a relational database
cago. I started out to do a
Why that particular
vertical application package
on the back end should be
the absolute base level of
that supported the industry
I was in with Westinghouse, There was a need for it, and
their accounting system.
That's the advice offered by which was industrial equip- I could make some money
Karl Steinle, CEO and
ment repair. That didn't
at it and stay in business
and continue to keep my
founder of Concepts Dywork out so well, so I told
dream alive of having my
namic, Inc., who has led his myself You'd better do
own business. You do what
company on a successful
something else if you want
you have to do to survive at
path of evolution from basic to survive, and the somevarious times. In 1982 the
computer sales and COBOL thing else that took over
recession hit the Rust Belt.
programming to a new gen- was accounting for small
businesses.
Nobody was buying anyeration of object- oriented
programming and open
systems technology.
When this nuts -andbolts, take - charge corporate executive was
the youngest superintendent plant manager
at Westinghouse in the
early 1980s, he hit the
proverbial management ceiling. Confident that he could
do the same type of
work for himself, he
launched his own business in 1981. After a
few false starts, he
found the company's
niche, and today CDI is
operating on the leading edge.
Karl Steinle, president and CEO, seated with John Woolsoncroft, VP- marketing.

Q.
arm?

programming

thing in the industry, so we
did some things with small
computers and legal systems. We sold systems to
probably two dozen lawyers ... that business evolved
into selling software systems to small businesses
and then writing our own
software system in COBOL,
which we published through
Open Systems in Eden Prairie, Minnesota. That worked
pretty well through
about 1988. Then Informix came out with
INFORMIX -4GL [development language],
and we began writing
applications for larger
corporations in INFORMIX- 4GL. The
rest has been an evolution into corporate
accounting.
The market we serve
now is corporations
with $50 million to
$500 million in revenue. Now we're involved in the evolution
of our package that's
written in INFORMIX -4GL to client/
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server, graphical user interface, object - oriented programming. That's the technology we deal in today.

0

Tell us about the
different generations of
client/ server.

About

1

1

Fc

oncepts Dynamic, Inc. (CDI), founded by Karl
Steinle in 1981 and headquartered in Schaumburg,

III., offers a suite of second - generation

client/server corporate accounting and project
When you get into larger,
multiuser -type systems, you
financial management software applications.
get into client/server. GenCalled the CDI Control Series, the applications are
erally they are two -tier client/server systems where
produced with a three - tiered client/server
the data will reside in one
architecture that uses object- oriented
place, but all of the logic to
execute the programs reprogramming technology. The software is written
sides in another, the client.
in INFORMIX - NewEra, which is a nonproprietary
Many of the earlier systems
object- oriented tool set. The previous generation
were all two -tier. Both the
presentation logic and the
of CDI software used INFORMIX -413L.
application logic or the business logic resided on the cliProducts offered in the
The CDI Project Conent, the PC itself.
CDI Control Series are
trol System is a project
With a two -tier architecthe CDI Financial Conaccounting system deture, there's a connection introl System and the CDI
signed especially for
to some kind of server,
Project Control System.
nonmanufacturing serwhether it be a Novell netThe CDI Financial Convices- oriented businesswork or an NT network, or in
trol System is a corpoes. Applications include
some cases a Unix system.
rate accounting solution
contract administration,
This type of architecture is
used by medium to large
job order management,
restrictive —a lot of informalabor management, emcompanies to manage
tion must flow across it, and
their financial processes
ployee expense manageit bogs down. Plus, the PC itsuch as payables, receivment, and customer inself doesn't have a lot of
ables, organizational revoice management.
horsepower behind it in
porting and budgeting.
CDI has 50 employees
terms of processing power.
Modules include general
in nine cities in the UnitThe next level is three -tier
ledger, A/P, A/R credit
ed States. For more inclient/server architecture.
management, purchasformation on CDI, call
Three -tier separates the
ing and fixed assets.
(708) 397 -4400.
business logic from the presentation logic. Then you
have the database storage
gets overwhelmed.
tier client/server, and even
and logic that go together in
To expect a PC to crunch
that's evolving as things go
the third tier. You're able to
through those numbers and
forward. One of the imporseparate these out onto mato expect all that data to run tant distinguiahers we have
chines within the network
across the pipe to be prois that we use INFOR,MIXwhere it makes the most
cessed may take until next
NewEra application develsense to process informamonth or the following
opment tools to develop our
tion. We find the PC does a
month to get reports done. It applications. NewEra supvery good job presenting injust doesn't make sense. So
ports this type of architecformation to a user. But, if
for larger systems, you're al- ture more directly than othyou're going to post a lot of
most mandated to separate
er languages. The entire
entries at the end of the day the logic into three different
NewEra language is written
or even at the end of the
tiers. Then you can take the so that you can partition the
month —for example, if
business logic and actually
business logic to execute in
you're going to generate 500 move it down to the server so different places so that you
cost centers and five reports that all you have is the precan have one programming
per cost center, you may be
sentation on the client.
language, one development
generating 2,500 reports at
Our systems are designed set of languages. When you
the end of the month —it
for three -tier logic or threego to execute, you can say,
50
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"Okay, send the business
logic off to operate on this
server or this server."
The first generation of
client/server dealt only with
the client side. The database
j was separate. If you wanted
to get into anything else, you
had to use some other language to deal with the issue.
Second- generation client/
server recognizes business
logic and allows you to separate that out into three -tier
applications so that you can
scale your applications larger and larger and take advantage of any available
processing. Second- generation also pays a little more
attention to the presentation logic. The graphical user interface is more sophisticated because the client is no
longer doing all this heavy
work.

Q

. When you say "more
sophisticated," what do you
mean?
When you look at the
screen, the presentation is
more appealing. There are
more pull- downs, menu buttons, that kind of thing. A
lot of the first - generation
client/server looks like old
DOS programs. They have
a highlighted area, but it's
not a label with a different
color cell. There are no pulldown menus, tool bars, or
menu bars. It doesn't look
like Microsoft Word or
Microsoft Excel.
When you get into the
third generation of client/
server —and this is where
we have the real market advantage coming up—the tool
itself finds available processing power in the network. And at run time it
says, "Oh, I've got open capacity over here. Let's execute this program over
there." What's so nice about
being on a tool set like
NewEra is the people in Informix are dealing with the

technology. I don't have to do
that anymore. I'm able to
evolve my applications without me evolving them, in
terms of a technological
interface.
The other thing we have
going is object- orientation.
If you're developing in the
client/server world, it's the
only way to go. It takes a
long time to develop objects,
but once you've developed
them, they can be used
many, many times. We've developed what's called an application framework from
which we derive all of our
systems. It's really a core set
of objects —we have about 90
objects in it. When we started developing our applications, we looked at what's
common to all programs and
said let's take that commonality and develop it extremely well into objects so that
once they're developed, we
can use them in every set of
programs we have. One of
the biggest challenges for
people going to client/server,
particularly graphical user
interface type application
development, is the concept
of event -driven versus procedural -driven code.

Q. Could you explain...
I like to say that in procedural -driven code the programmer used to tell the
end -user where to go. Now,
with event - driven programming, the end -user gets to
tell the programmer where
to go. And a lot of them have
been waiting years to do
that.
You know what the old
character -based code looks
like [lines of text on a monochrome screen]. You knew
that when you entered a customer number and hit the
return, you were going to go
right to the next step. You
had to follow all the steps in
order. If you wanted to do
something else, well, you

place in the system. The tab
key can be an event. The
mouse has a right key and
a left key on it. Those are
events. An error message
from the database may be
an event. There are lists of
available events that can
occur. The key is to program
your objects with that in
mind. If you programmed
each one of them correctly,
they are event aware.
In procedure - driven code
you don't care what's going
on because you're only going
from here to there according
to the procedure written.
You don't have any choice.
There are no other cells;
there's no other number. If
you want to violate the order
of the procedure, forget it. In
object - oriented, event -driven code you have to spend a
lot of time programming so
that the system is aware of
everything that's going on. If
you introduce something, or
an event occurs somewhere
else in the system, the system knows that it occurred
and knows how to deal with
it and go on. It takes a long
time to get all that logic into
each one of these objects. If
you didn't program in an object- oriented manner, you'd
have a mass of spaghetti
code all over the place.
Each object is in essence
an autonomous little creature that sits there wait...it over
ing. Not only can I use
and over again, but it's al. Could you give us an
ways ready to do whatever I
example of an event?
want. If I want to add other
A mouse click, a tab key, or
objects, it's event ready. So I
may want to add a button
a message is an event. Any
that's an object called faxing
navigational command can
or e-mail. Because my whole
be an event.
system is event aware, I can
almost literally drag the
. Could it also bean event
new object and drop it onto
thathasoccurred, say, somemy screen, and all the prowhere else in the system
gramming and everything
that someone else is workthat's behind it is there and
ing on?
ready to go.
It could be. Messaging can
For example, my print
be an event if you pop a
manager in my pull-down
message in from another
menu is event - driven. It's

had to go to C, to D, to E, to
exit before you could go
somewhere else. It's very
procedural. For the programmer it's very simple.
He says, "After this cell do
this. After this cell do
that...soon and so forth."
The programmer has a single dimension to deal with,
very straightforward, very
simple.
But now you've got a
mouse, and you may be at
point F and you click down to
I without going through G or
H. The programmer doesn't
have an idea where the user
is going, so what we have to
do to work in this environment is to get our systems
event driven. That means
there are certain events that
occur during the execution
of a program. A lot of them
are mouse clicks.
Let's say that, as the user,
you go from point A to point
F. Each one of these steps is
triggered by an event.
You've got a tool bar at the
top of your screen with
things like query and save.
You've got pull -down menus.
Each one is an object unto itself. I have to make each object event aware so that
when an event occurs it almost stands up and takes
notice and says, "Oh, something happened. I've got to
do something. Something
different is going to occur."

Q

Q

working well. But say a year
down the road somebody
comes out with a new print
manager that's really super.
I don't want to use my old
one anymore. I want to use
this new print manager because it's the best thing in
the world. I can put the new
print manager object into
my application framework
and then just re -derive all
my programs. I don't have to
reprogram anything. It really gives you that plug -andplay modular concept.

Could you give a few
Q•
more advantages of objectorientation?
With the visual class libraries or visual objects, you can
replace a current setup with
a different one depending
on the preference of the user, like the print manager
example. If I have a visual
object that relates to Windows, I can take that out
and put in a new visual object that relates to Motif.
My current programs will
still work. My programs will
work the same on Motif as
they will on Windows 95 or
Windows. And if they create
a visual object for the Macintosh, mine will run on the
Macintosh.

. Whywould accountants
Q
or financial managers want
this kind of system?
First of all, their entire
desktop is event driven, and
they're used to that. They're
used to the concept of being
able to go anywhere they
want, anytime they want.
So it's a very comfortable interface for them as opposed
to their being guided
through. Second, it's very
easy to add capabilities. If
I want to have an Excel interface, it's verysimple to
drag and drop it in. If Excel
doesn't turn you on, but
Lotus does, I can interface
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our software system to
Lotus 1 -2 -3 or anybody
else's spreadsheet that happens to be used by a company. It makes it easy to interface our software with
the systems you have in
your environment.

Q. In the world of your
competitors, everyone is
going to have to go to
object-oriented, right?
Absolutely. Some are there
now, and some aren't. Interestingly, the ones that are
enjoying the most popularity now are probably the
ones that look most DOS like and the user is driven
from place to place.

Q.why?
Because this technology is
just so new...

Q.

Whoare some of those
vendors?
PeopleSoft is delivering client/server of the first -generation, two-tier variety.
Over the next two years
you'll see them upgrading
their architecture to incorporate the new technologies. PeopleSoft has been
slower to do this because
they are written in their
own proprietary toolset:
PeopleTools. Likewise, SAP
faces challenges because its
tools are proprietary and
few people know how to use
them.

Q. Or install tbem.
Exactly. The bad news is nobody knows how to do that.
The good news is that they
educate the Big 6 to do it,
who love it because there's
a lot of money to be made
because the installation is
so difficult and cumbersome. But in our marketplace, the $50 to $500 million market, companies
52
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simply can't afford an installation like that.
So, probably over the next
two years you're going to
start to see a lot of object orientation using nonproprietary tools.

Qs

Who besides CDI has
progressed down the line
on object-orientation?
Dun & Bradstreet has
moved in that direction. It
is built on PowerSoft, which
works pretty well, but all of
D &B's procedures are written as stored procedures.
Stored procedures can
cause serious performance
problems. I really don't
know of anyone else who
utilizes all of it— object -oriented programing and the
three -tier architecture —because the tools just aren't
available. They're just coming out. Informix has one of
the first tool sets that addresses that.

Qe

Then why wouldn't
everyone just move to
Informix?
Because INFORMIX -New
Era is brand new. And until
we did the application
framework for NewEra, it
also may have been a little
cumbersome to use. It took
us a year and a half to create this application framework, just to get the basic
tool sets on top of Informix's
tools so you could simply do
applications with NewEra.
Informix now is distributing
our application framework
with its NewEra product
set.
The problem with working in object- oriented programming is developing the
objects. You have to be so
good at developing that code
because it has to be aware of
everything that's going on
all the time and ready for
things to happen. When we
used to do procedural code,
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we could create a code generator in four, five weeks
tops. With object - oriented,
we've got six man -years invested just to do that basic
level of code generation.
Many people have developed their applications using languages that are
graphical but not abject -oriented. In the next year or so
if NewEra really dominates
like INFORMIX4GL dominated, like Unix dominates,
I think well see that happen. They're the only ones
who address all the issues
for doing large -scale applications. Also, Oracle is developing a language... developing tool sets. It's all new
generation. Like us, Oracle
is skipping a generation.
Youll hear a lot more about
them over the next year
than you did over the past
year.
I don't think there are
many vendors right now in
the objected- oriented, three tier client/server arena yet.

Q

: What do you see as the
future of the whole financial
software market? Do you
have a sense of where it's
going, what may
happen?
In the range in which we
deal, if you go back 15 years,
there were a lot of proprietary systems. But they're
pretty much disappearing.
The smaller systems are
running under DOS and
some under Windows. In
the midrange companies
where we play, there are
still some proprietary applications for AS /400s, Digital
VAXes...

Q

. What would be an
example of proprietary
systems?
J.D. Edwards, Ross Systems, SSA —all come from a
proprietary background.
Lawson was proprietary,

but it already has made the
transition to open systems.
The marketplace is moving
very rapidly from proprietary systems into client/
server. Four or five months
ago, if my salespeople went
out on a sales call, 30% of
the potential customers
were insisting on client/
server. Today it's probably
80 %.

Q.Really that fast?
Yes. Before that we rarely
saw client/server as a requirement. Now we've got to
deliver client/server to be on
a customer's short list. So
the transition already has
come to people insisting on
client/server. That's a real
fact of the marketplace.
In a nutshell, everybody is
switching from proprietary
to open systems. It makes
the market a whole lot bigger for those of us in open
systems. So the marketplace
is just exploding for client/
server open systems — and
open systems is not AS/400;
it is Windows NT and Unix type servers. Someone looking for an accounting system
is getting a broader range of
selection by specifying open
systems. It's all good software because it's from companies who have the money
to invest in it. But there are
so many competitors, and
some will never make it out
of proprietary.
What should the controller of a company in your
range be looking at both
from a business perspective
and a systems perspective?
First and foremost, find
software that meets your
business needs. Some software may not do cost centers the way you want them
done, or may not do multi company the way you want,
or any of those different
function issues. You can be

Q.What doyousee as the
challenges/ opportunities
for you in, say, five years?

Number one is the complete
implementation of object orientation throughout our
product. That's what gives
our software legs to automatically move with technology. Without object -orientation, we would have to
do massive amounts of
manual programming to
take advantage of advancements in technology. That
takes care of CDI over the
next five years. Software
systems generally are on a
five- or seven -year cycle.
I've seen two of those in my
time.
Right now I'm at the infancy of this generation. I've
got all the features and functions already in
product
from the last generation.
Now it's putting the technol-

ogy into it—the object -oriented, three -tier client/
server.
Aligning myself with partners to put additional functionality into the product in
terms of imaging and other
advances is very important
as we go forward. But that's
a natural progression of the
industry. The industry is
partnering more and more;
people are specializing in
what they do best and making their systems open and
object - oriented so everybody
else can use them.
On the sales and marketing side, we're expanding
our geographic coverage of
salespeople around the
United States. We have
offices in nine cities. I'm
still penetrating the market
by adding salespeople. At
some point that will flip to
marketing to increase market penetration.
We're doing a lot internationally and getting international capabilities into the
product set. All kinds of different rules and regulations
from an accounting standpoint have to go into the
product for each local market. Then there's the language issue. Object- oriented
is nice from a language
standpoint because you can
create objects that deal with
the translation of language
and the screens.
For the accounting rules,
we're developing local partners that represent our software and convert it for the
local requirements in countries around the world.
We've got some good ones in
Latin America; we're forming ones in other countries
right now. And we hope to
continue to grow at 40% a
year.
Probably the most important thing is being able to
find and develop key people
for the organization. That's
difficult to do. There are not
many people out there who

know how to program in object- oriented technologies
and event -driven code. Developing a good group of people is an ongoing task.

Q
eNow doallthe changes
and advancesin technology
and financial software affect the job of the controller
and the financial manager?
As the Excels integrate with
the messaging, which integrates with e-mail, which
integrates with getting on
the Internet... when a manager sits at his or her PC
and sends e-mail over the
Internet to someone who
owes the company money...imagine the credit and
collections guy who's been
trying to call this person on
the phone for weeks. There's
no escape now. And the
manager didn't have to do
anything.
These new technologies
free-up the controller and
the accounting people to do
more analytical management -type work because the
day -to -day tasks start to
happen automatically. They
can analyze their business
through different means...
such as a data warehouse.
All their daily information
goes into the warehouse,
and they can slice and dice
their organization so they
can see the red flag areas in
the business and really focus
on them, not spend time just
digging through data to find
the red flags.
Controllers and financial
managers don't have to
deal with the norm —they
only have to deal with the
exceptions and manage
them. That
give them
time for other necessary
business analysis and strategy development to help
make their companies more
competitive. ■
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pictures on the screen because everybody can do
that.
Say if you're an airline,
there may only be two systems in the world that do
airline reservations. Don't
look at an executive information system from some
other vendor and buy that.
Nobody in your company is
going to be able to take a
reservation.
As a vendor, I find it effective when a prospective customer gives me a scripted
demo and goes through his
business practices and says,
"This is what we do every
day." When we're done, we
both know exactly what he's
looking for.
Only then should you get
into the technology issues of
client/server, three -tier architecture, object- oriented.
The list of disasters out
there is ever growing because someone bought that
fancy presentation and
didn't look at the accounting
system.

my

trapped if you sit down in a
demonstration and see an
executive information system in action. You think you
are seeing an accounting
system presentation, but
the vendor is really showing
Forest and Trees or DSS
Agent or something like
that that isn't part of the
vendor's package. You
think, "I've got to have
that." The problem is you
get it, and you can do all
these graphs and pretty pictures, but you can't do your
accounting the way you
need to do your accounting.
Now you are stuck because the accounting system
doesn't do anything you
wanted it to do. The lesson:
When starting your search,
don't look at a demonstration of decision support. Everybody and anybody can do
that and wow the hell out of
you. Ask questions like:
"How do I enter cash receipts? How do I do a trial
balance? How do I do intracompany entries? How do I
do elimination entries ?" Get
down to the nuts and bolts of
everything you'll be doing
before you get into all the
bells and whistles.
Get your list down to
those companies that can do
the features and functions
the way you need to have
them done. Then look at the
total picture. Certainly
you'd like to be object- oriented, three -tier client/ server.
But maybe you can't do that
because it isn't available for
the accounting functionality
you have to have. Solve the
business needs before you
get the flash. I always tell
people to get a list of companies who have those features and functionality and
say, "Let me look at your
business plan. Where are
you going with your software?" You should be able
to find three or four vendors
that have your functionality.
Don't be wowed by pretty
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THEWINDOWSINTERFACETAKESOVER

In August, Microsoft finally released
the most promoted information technology product ever — Windows 950 .
The new operating system features
ease of use, plug- and -play capability,
and an embedded interface for Microsoft's new network. What the press
didn't pay much attention to was the
future of Windows' graphical user interface (GUI) as the standard for the
top 45 financial software vendors.
Windows 95 is Microsoft's replacement for its very successful Windows
3.1®. Before the familiar icons of the
GUI appeared, the standard interface
was character- based, such as the one
you remember from the DOS command line. All application software
from spreadsheets to integrated financial software was character -based until the GUI was introduced.
As vendors decided to switch from
the keyboard and text to the mouse and- button combination of GUIs, the
first decision concerned the choice of
environment. Originally there was
Macintosh, then IBM's OS /2, and now
Windows. Most application software
vendors have selected Microsoft's Windows as the GUI of choice.
The first applications developed for
Windows were a word processor and
spreadsheet. As financial professionals began using the Windows spreadsheet (Excel), they became familiar
with the GUPs user friendly nature.
Switching from Excel to a character based general ledger and then back to
Excel displayed the rather stark contrast that exists between the two interfaces. It didn't take long for them to
decide that Windows was the better of
the two. Their decision created the
need that led to the development of a
Windows general ledger.
The preference to work in Windows
spread to other financial applications.
Today all of the top 45 financial software vendors have a Windows -based
54
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general ledger and, for that matter,
Windows accounts payable, accounts
receivable, payroll, and so on. The vendors recommend that the best way to
get a Windows -based general ledger is
to buy their new integrated client/
server financial software. Because
most client/server software uses Windows, your choice of their software will
also get you the Windows interface.
A question asked frequently by
those who have character -based software is: Is Windows software the same
as chent/server financial software?
Another way of asking this question is:
Is the Windows GUI the only difference between client/server financial
software and our current (character based) software?
Some financial software vendors
will answer "no" to this question, and
others will answer "yes." Their answers reflect the approach they took in
developing Windows -based software.
There are two approaches:
Choice 1. Develop a Windows GUI for
their software that can be used instead
of the character -based interface. Vendors that develop client/server financial software using this alternative
can support PCs running Windows,
PCs running a character -based interface, and dumb terminals. In this case,
the Windows GUI is the only difference between the client/server software and the existing software.
Choice 2. Don't just add the Windows
GUI, but develop new software. In this
case, the vendor develops new software designed to run on Windows PCs
(clients), servers, and networks. Vendors that elect this alternative can
support only Windows PCs as the
desktop device. With this alternative,
the software's design is the difference
between client/server software and the
existing software.

Which is best? As always, the best
alternative is the one that satisfies the
requirements. If there is a requirement to support character -based desktop devices, then Choice 1 is best. Or
if now is not a good time to replace the
existing financial software, and the
Windows GUI is a requirement, then
Choice 1, again, is best. If every user
has a Windows PC, and the business
is ready to replace the existing financial software, then Choice 2 is best.
Either way, Microsoft wins because
the interface chosen in either case is
Windows, the GUI that looks to be an
integral part of the future of all financial software. Albert J. Enzweiler

Albert J. Enzweiler is a partner in BT Group,
located in Atlanta, Ga., a consulting and education firm helping companies plan and manage
projects to select financial software. He is a member of the Atlanta Chapter and can be reached at
(404) 618 -8370.

THE MEDIUMAND
THEMESSAGE

P resenting the theme that corporate
tax solutions need to be rescued from
their historical role and advanced into
a real -time mode, Arthur Andersen
experimented this fall with an appropriately live satellite broadcast from
its education center in St. Charles, Ill.
Groups in 30 cities from New York
to San Francisco watched explanations, interviews with users, and full
screen demos of routines in the Arthur
Andersen Corporate Tax Solution
(AACTSTM) software system. All of it
in real time —live. There were two sessions, each ending with a live call -in
from those watching.
Throughout the presentation of the
AACTSTM system, the emphasis was
on dynamic, not archived, information. Software tools such as RealTime
TaxTm and DataOnDemandTm are part
of the Solutions group. According to
Karl Grass, partner in Andersen's
Technology Solutions, they allow tax
professionals to:
• Spend less time looking backward
and more time looking forward.
• Spend less time with data and more
time creating knowledge.
• Share analyses to help drive strategic decision making on an as -needed basis.

In the second session, writer and lecturer Rudy Puryear presented a brief
but interesting overview of the evolution of technology in business. He described three stages of development.
At first, machines mathematically manipulated and stored data. Then came
the Age of Information Technology.
Computers became information machines that actually bulldozed the
business landscape into a new environment. Puryear explained how this
information virtualized the world by
removing the limits of time and distance; how it created its own set of as-

sets (speed, access, reach); and how it
has even changed some of the rules for
doing business. Now in the Age of
Knowledge Technology, when information has become actionable (it is now
knowledge), it will have an even more
formative role, Puryear predicted.
The designers of AACTS have attempted to make the knowledge generated by their system easily managed. The program is Windows&
based using icons for commands. A
workplan icon opens a list of tasks in
the proper order, to be used like a
checklist as you work within a proce-

Xerox Small Office /Home Office Page (SOHO)
http: / /www.xerox.com /soho.htmI
Information from Home Office Association of
America, U.S.Patent Office, and six other
resources.
Timeslips Site
http://www.timeslips.com
Product literature, demonstrations, customer
information requests.
Solomon Software Home Page
http: / /www.solomon.com
Corporate profile, products, awards, support
services, news, user groups, and links to other
appropriate web sites.
Harcourt Brace Professional Publishing
http: / /www.hbpp.com
Site offers CPA's Weekly News Update, catalog
of HB professional publications, author
information, feedback.

The First
American Group
Purchasing
Association has
selected the
following 10
sources as this
month's best:

#1 Small Business Advancement National
Center— funded by Congress.
http: / /wwwsbanet.uca.edLI/
#2 Business Resource Center—from Khera
Communications.
http: / /www.kcilink.com
#3 AmeriPoll—national consumer opinion poll.
http://www.maritz.com/apoll/
#4 Creative Edge—marketing resource center,
newsletter.
http: / /www.halcyon.com /midnight/
#5CEOResource— business advice service for CEO,
owner.
http: / /www.ceoresource.com /ceo

dure. Forms appear on screen with color cues —red for overrides, green for
drill -down, and blue outlines for input.
The architecture is open and can link
with any Windows -based spreadsheet.
A tool called DataOnDemandTm creates a link with Excel spreadsheets
simply by your clicking on entries.
Throughout the presentation, the
message was consistent: The more
static or archival your tax information,
the less it can do for you. The AACTS
system was designed to produce information in the present tense —like the
broadcast. ■

Credit Card Network
http: / /vvww.creditnet.com
Offers a selection of online credit card
applications. Free lists of low interest, secured,
rebate, frequent flyer, etc.
ViaCheckT"^ Transaction System
http: // theyellowpages .com /viacheck/index.htm
Demonstration of system that provides Web
servers with order placement and credit card
transaction capability protected with
randomized data transmission.
Information Software
http: / /www.mile.com
Demonstrations of company's ShipperPlusT"',
ProphesyT"' Mileage and Routing System and
connect with other sites of interest to
transportation industry.
Sirius Software
http: / /www.siriusacct.com /sirius
Specifications of Sirius®Business Accounting,
link to Sirius BBS, Interactive Presentation (can
be downloaded ►, and e-mail links.

#6 American Stock Exchange —AMEX market
summaries, news.
http: / /www.amex.com/
#7National Debt Clock—displays your contribution
to the deficit. http : / /www.fusebox,com /debtclock
#8 Government Contractor Resource Center—info
on government contracts.
http://www.govcon.com
#'9 All -In -One—provides access to search systems
on web.
http://www.albany,net/-wcross/alllsrch,htmi
#10 Government Resources— local, state, and
federalsources
http://www,tsti.edu/-SPAP/research/govern,htmi
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PRODUCTMARKET
SOFTWARE

11;

Windows Support Group(WSG) has released version 3.0 of TimeKeeper for
Windows. Designed for the client/
server environment, the accounting
system tracks time, expenses, services, and materials. TimeKeeper uses either Sybase® or Microsoft's SQL.
WSG has also released TimeKeeper
Project Link to link TimeKeeper to
Microsoft Project.
Circle No. 60
The latest release of Hyperion Software's Pillar 2.0 enables large multinational corporations to manage global planning on a desktop computer —
platforms include Windows ®3.1, 95,
NT, Macintosh, and Power Macintosh.
Pillar is a system for budgeting, analysis, and forecasting.
Circle No. 61
Cougar Mountain has added at least
50 major features to its latest release
of ActPius 10.0. The accounting package also has added mouse control to
its operating system. ActPlus includes
general ledger, accounts payable and
receivable, order entry, inventory,
check reconciliation, payroll, purchase
order, and an import/ export module.
Circle No. 62

READINGTHESCREEN
JBA's new Screenview converts the
AS /400 green on black screen into a
fully functional graphical user interface (GUI) screen. Screenview can be
used on any PC running Windows or
OS /2 that supports sessions on the
AS /400.
Circle No. 63
Checking spreadsheet figures by
glancing from paper to screen can be
eliminated with the new utility SmartChecker. The program works with any
Windows spreadsheet, audibly reading back rows and columns of figures.
No sound card is necessary, but sound
quality improves if you have one.

Y O U.

CO

N Y

SBT AccountingSystemsWebTrader 2.0
hand -held organizer has financial capabilities and PC connectivity. Input
can be by keyboard, handwritten note,
or drawing. Personal information can
be stored in an appointment or phone
book, note pad, or database. Financial
tools include cash flows, percentage
solvers, statistics, date calculations,
and spreadsheet analyses. Pocket
Quicken is included and other compatible programs with the addition of
Geoworks Clip 'n Go include Microsoft's Excel, Word, and Paintbrush,
Lotus 1 -2 -3, Quattro -Pro, AMI Pro,
and WordPerfect.
Circle No. 65

Infolmaging Technologies has developed the software for faxing images as
digital files. 3D FAX can compress
files (send a 30 -page document on a
single page), send color pictures (even
multimedia files), and can be sent fax
to fax machine, or directly from PC to
PC. You send from 3D FAX to a regular fax machine, and the received infoimage (scattered dots on a page) is
scanned by your flatbed or hand scanner into a PC. Files can be locked with
a password before transmission. This
Windows program works on existing
PC faxware.
Circle No. 66
Troy's new MICR Font and Toner Kits
provide on demand check printing capabilities for users of the Hewlett Packard Laser Jet family of printers.
The kits eliminate the expense and security problems associated with preprinted checks. Installed by the user,
the kits meet the need for moderate to low - volume check production users.
Circle No. 67

Circle No. 64

PUBLICATIONS

HARDWARE
Newlett-Packard's new OmniGo 100
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Targeting the small office/home office
market, M•USAhas released CD

FormsTM, its electronic catalog of business forms and supplies. The CD is an
interactive catalog/order form that includes prizes (a wheel of fortune game
rewards orders with prizes), games (a
slot machine dispenses discounts up
to 30 %), gifts (a free copy of Pacioli
2000, Pacioli Payroll, Perfect Time, or
Cash Biz —no order required to get
these programs free), and automatic
figuring of total order, shipping, and
tax.
Circle No. 68
The Mini -Guide to ISO 9000 is available from Quality Resources. Based on
the 1994 revisions, the pocket guide
contains a quick reference to the 20
elements of the ISO 9001 standard.
Circle No. 69
To help you understand the law
and your liability concerning e-mail,
Assets Protection Publishing now offers E -mail Maledicta. The book explains the law and individual and
corporate liability as they relate to email and defamation, discrimination,
or harassment.
Circle No. 70

BUSINESSONTHEINTERNET
The new WebTrader 2.0 software
package enables secure sales processing on the World Wide Web. From SIT
Accounting Systems, Inc., WebTrader
includes a sales order form with electronic confirmation protected by RSA
Data's encryption security. The program also provides home page templates, lead forms, product registration forms, and customer survey forms
to support sophisticated reporting
features.
Circle No. 71
Vermeer Technologies has released
FrontPageTM, a Web publishing system based on a client/server architecture. Using desktop publishing skills,
• designer can develop and maintain
• Web site — Vermeer's system does
not require programming knowledge.
Two WebWizards are included: one for
a corporate presence, and one to create a personal home page. FrontPage
runs on Windows 3.1, 95, and NT.
Circle No. 72
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MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES
Louis Bisgoy, CPA, Editor

COMPREHENSIVEINCOME

T he Financial Accounting Standards Board has placed a project on
reporting comprehensive income on
its agenda. Focus of the project will
center around items of comprehensive
income that presently bypass the income statement and go directly to equity. The Board will consider whether
to establish a vehicle for reporting
comprehensive income, perhaps in the
form of a second income statement or
an expansion of the current income
statement.
The notion of reporting comprehensive income is not a new one; it was
discussed in the early 1980s in FASB's
Concepts Statements. According to a
FASB staffer, making items of other
comprehensive income more transparent to users of financial statements could enhance understanding
of all income. The cost to preparers
should be minimal because reporting
comprehensive income would involve
gathering no new information and ultimately may help reduce the amount
of disclosure that otherwise might be
required. Stay tuned! ■

THE CFO IN 2005

T hrough the member bodies represented on the Financial and Management Accounting Committee of the International Federation of Accountants
(IFAC), the views of senior financial
executives in companies in various nations were gathered together and published by IFAC in a booklet titled A

Iriew of 7bmorrow —The Senior Financial Officer in the Year 2005. Managing change on a grand scale is the underlying theme of many of the articles
in the booklet. Such change is expected to continue as a result of the demand for speed and global reach.
Within the enterprise, the devolution of power from a hierarchy to
teams is expected to continue, as will
the pursuit of continuous improvement in operations. Building a company that is fast on its feet, flexible, and
able to learn and adapt faster than the
competition means the financial executive must be a leading part of the
team that defines key processes and
builds on the attributes of success essential to growth.
The booklet is available for $20
from IFAC Publications, 114 W. 47th
St., Suite 2410, New York, NY 10036;
phone: (212) 302 -5952; fax: (212) 3025964. ■

IASC TARGETS1999

T he International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) has developed a detailed work plan that would
provide for completion of a core set of
standards by the end of 1999. The significance of a completed core set of
standards lies in an agreement between IASC and the International
Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO). Under the agreement,
IOSCO's Technical Committee would
recommend to national securities
commissions that financial statements issued by foreign companies
based on the core International Accounting Standards should be accepted for cross- border capital raising and
listing purposes in all global markets.

IOSCO already has endorsed IAS7,
"Cash Flow Statements," and has indicated that 14 of the existing standards do not require additional improvement provided that the other
core standards are completed successfully. The goal of both IASC and
IOSCO is the worldwide use of financial statements in cross- border offerings using International Accounting
Standards as an alternative to national accounting standards. ■

FASABCOMPLETES
MANAGERIALACCOUNTING
PROJECT

T he Federal Accounting Standards
Advisory Board has turned over to
the Office of Management and Budget
the final copy of Statement of Federal
Accounting No. 4, "Managerial Cost
Accounting Concepts and Standards
for the Federal Government." Copies
should be available soon from the
Government Printing Office. The electronic file will be accessible through
the Internet —FASAB has a home
page on the World Wide Web under
Financenet.
The Statement contains managerial
cost accounting concepts and standards for federal reporting entities.
The standards should help federal
managers better understand the full
costs of governmental programs and
their products and services. ■

FRCISSUESCOMMENTLETTERS

IMA's Financial Reporting Committee (FRC) recently submitted six comment letters on proposals made by
standard - setting bodies. Free copies of
comment letters are available by writing to Ms. Nora Altavilla at IMNs
Montvale office or sending her a fax at
(201) 573 -0639. A brief summary of
the letters follows.
■ Securities & Exchange Commission— regarding "Use of Abbreviated Financial Statements in Documents Delivered to Investors
Pursuant to the Securities Act of
1933 and Securities Exchange Act
of 1934." FRC supports the effort to
streamline financial information
given to investors, but not the specific proposal by the SEC. As proposed, the abbreviated financial
DECEMBER 1995
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statements would look like full financial statements, but, because of
various footnotes required for full
disclosure that would be omitted,
they would not be full financial
statements and likely would be confusing. In its place, FRC recommends "Selected Financial Data,"
which currently is described in Regulation S -K Item 301 and is required in Form 10 -K and almost all
S filings. Also necessary to FRC
would be a safe harbor provision for
registrants and easy access to full
financial statements.
• Governmental Accounting Standards Board —regarding "Government Financial Reporting Model:
Core Financial Statements." The
Preliminary Views would lead to a
level of complexity completely unwarranted and, because of no reconciliation between statements prepared based on dual perspectives
(entity -wide and fund), greater confusion for users. Core financial
statements should be only those on
an entity -wide basis.
• American Institute of CPAs —FRC
expressed support for the proposed
Statement of Position, "Accounting
by Participating Mortgage Loan
Borrowers." Another letter of support was sent to the AICPA, this one
regarding a proposed amendment
to SAS 58, "Reports on Audited Financial Statements."
• Federal Accounting Standards
Advisory Board —FRC generally
concurs with the recommended
standard, "Accounting for Revenue
and Other Financing Sources," and
finds it a considerable improvement over current federal accounting literature. FRC provided detailed responses to 18 multi -part
questions. ■

FASBISSUESSTATEMENTON
STOCKCOMPENSATION
n connection with a project that was
Ibegun
in 1984, set aside in 1988, and
resumed in 1992, the Financial Accounting Standards Board published
a final standard, Statement No. 123,
"Accounting for Stock -Based Compensation." The issue has been contentious in the extreme. The Board, in
its Basis for Conclusions, states, "The
debate on accounting for stock -based
58
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compensation unfortunately became
so divisive that it threatened the
Board's future working relationship
with some of its constituents. Eventually, the nature of the debate threatened the future of accounting standards setting in the private sector."
So what the Board finally did was to
encourage, but not require, companies
to adopt a fair value -based method of
accounting for stock -based compensation plans in place of the provisions of
APB Opinion No. 25, "Accounting for
Stock Issued to Employees." Those
companies, however, that elect to remain with APB Opinion 25 accounting
must make pro forma disclosures of
net income and, if presented, earnings
per share, as if the fair value -based
method of accounting, as defined in
SFAS 123, had been applied.
The final Statement acknowledges
that improved disclosure is not an adequate substitute for recognition in financial statements when the criteria
for recognition are present, and the
Board does believe that the criteria
are present in this case. Again from
the Statement: "The Board chose a
disclosure -based solution for stock based compensation to bring closure
to the divisive debate on this issue —not because it believes that solution is the best way to improve financial accounting and reporting." Two of
the seven Board members dissented
from issuance of the Statement on the
grounds that, once the Board acknowledges that employer stock options represent compensation and
that the cost involved can be determined with sufficient reliability for
recognition, a high level of controversy and a perceived threat to accounting standard setting in the private
sector are inappropriate reasons for
not requiring recognition in final
statements of an item meeting the recognition requirements of Concepts
Statement 5.
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A Bell & Howell Company
Box 49,300 North Zeeb Road
P.O. Box 1346
Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1346
800. 521.0600 toll -free
313 -761 -1203 fax

Statement 123 is effective for calendar year 1996. Companies, however,
will be required to include, in that
year's financial statements, information about options granted in 1995. ■

RESEARCH
Julian M. Freedman, CMA, Editor
The following article was published in
the October 23- November 5, 1995, issue
of Accounting Today.

IT'S NOT EASYBEING
GREENBUTTOPCOMPANIES
ARETRYING
irst there was black ink, and
F
then, inevitably, red ink, and now—

surprise! —green ink: The environmental aspect of corporate accounting.
The trend toward environmental
disclosures in financial statements
show almost half of the Fortune 500
companies stating their position on
the environment, according to Marc. J.
Epstein, author of Measuring Corporate Environmental Strategy, which
has just been published by the Foundation for Applied Research, the research affiliate of the Institute of
Management Accountants.
These disclosures aren't just public
relations tactics aimed at bunny -hugging earth muffins. They provide information on environmental liabilities, and, increasingly, evidence that
corporate management is fording
ways to increase profit by lessening
environmental impact.
"I've found many instances of companies finding out that it's silly to buy
raw materials, wasting the materials
through inefficient production and
then paying to clean them up," says
Epstein, a professor of accounting at
the Graduate School of Business,
Stanford University in Palo Alto, Calif. "I'm hoping that senior accounting
executives will look at the concepts of
environmental accounting and see
how they can provide information for
better decision making and better
management of environmental costs."
Epstein says that in his research he
perceived that corporate executives
tend to be conscious of the importance
of environmental impact and depletion of natural resources, but they are
naturally concerned about sharehold-

er value and corporate profit. His
book approaches this issue and explores best practices that have succeeded in simultaneously reducing
both environmental impact and corporate costs.
The book looks at 130 corporate
case studies and describes how the
companies developed a corporate environmental strategy, integrated environmental concerns into product
design, devised information systems
for internal reporting, and integrated
environmental impacts into performance evaluation systems.
"Information technology is the catalyst for this new vision to make corporate bottom lines greener from
sound environmental strategies," Epstein says. "It no longer takes a `site
sniff test' to check environmental
emissions or waste. With the proper
information systems, management
accountants can watch revenues going up in smoke at a company's
plants anywhere in the world."
As Epstein points out, today's best
available tools and methods include
standards from the International Organization for Standardization, total
quality management, activity -based
cost management , and life cycle cost
management.
"Using these tools provides information , especially environmentally
related information, for making the
best business decisions, to assist in
identifying desired behavior and to
expedite the changes needed," Epstein says.
Epstein sees companies growing into an awareness of product life cycle
which someday they may have to be
responsible for from cradle, an iron
mine, for example, to grave, the towing away of a deceased automobile.
The product begins with the depletion of a resource and ends by being
reborn as another resource through
recycling.
"When I first started talking to
companies about sustainable development, they thought it was a little
far out," Epstein says. "But environmental reports in annual reports
have increased tremendously. Three
or four years ago there weren't a dozen companiesissuing separate environmental reports. Today at least
half of the Fortune 500 are doing it.
And an increasing number of them

are talking about sustainable development and the `take -back' principle."
The take -back principle is the idea
that a corporation will be responsible
for the disposal of its products after
consumers have used them. The
practice is required in some parts of
Europe.
"Companies are recognizing that as
a company and as a society we have
to balance both economic and environmental interests," Epstein notes.
"We can't just use up the environment, but we have to be concerned
about growing our companies."
The book looks not only at the role
of the internal accountant but the
public accountant as well.
"Three years ago, when I asked
about environmental audits by public
accounting firms, they thought I was
crazy. They said this was something
public accounting firms will never
do," says Epstein.
Epstein's book, however, details
environmental audits conducted by
Coopers & Lybrand for Sun Com-

pany and by Ernst & Young for
British Petroleum.
"This has nothing to do with generally accepted accounting principles," says Epstein, "But my guess
is that over the next few years, we
will have environmental audit standards. There is an increasing concern that accountants have a role
in developing and monitoring and
maybe attesting to the quality of
environmental management."
Epstein also claims that the users
of financial information are finding
environmental liabilities underreported. Accounting firms are increasingly concerned with the quality of
the accrual number that is used. The
Securities & Exchange Commission
is becoming concerned about full
disclosure of these liabilities. —Glenn
Cheney
Rep rinted with p ermiss io n of Faulkner & Gray,
11 Penn Plaza, New York, NY 10001 (800)
535.8403.
Glenn Cheney is a c o ntrib uting editor to
Accounting Today.
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A Classified Section

Medium sized financial securities
organization desires 15- plus - years'
professional with public/public-pri vate background in same industry.
Thi s p os iti on provi des t he right
individual with the opportunity to
assist with the expansion of this 20year -old firm. Requirements include
the ability to supervise a department of 10 to 15 professionals with
various backgrounds in addition to
managing the Financial Accounting,
Finance an d Gen eral Ledger
Departments. Heavy knowledge of
computer hardware/software is crucial for this position since implementing a new state -of -the -art syst em will be the first pri orit y!
C an d i d at e s h o u l d co me fro m a
team - oriented environment and be a
leader who interacts well with all
levels. B.S. required. MBA /CPA
desi red . Part n ers h i p po tent ial
avai l ab le. Sal ary to $150,000
with excellent bonus and benefits.

Commercial printing organization
with sales of $5 billion seeks individual with prior experience as a
Project Manager. Company will soon
undergo expansive financial system
enhancement/replacement and will
rely on this person to take them successfully through the conversion.
Project Manger responsibilities will
include systems selection, pilots,
system implementation, supervision
of two staff and direct report to the
Director of Financial Systems. The
ideal can di d at e should be a
CPA/MBA with prior computer convers ion an d project management
experience. Salary to $70,000 with
benefits inclu ding 100% tui tion
reimbursement and ESOP.

Privately held billion dollar company specializing in the hospitality
an d real est at e i nd u s tri es h as a
highly visible role. This position will
report directly to the Vice President
of Finance. The qualified candidate
will supervise seven to eight professio nals i n ad di ti on t o managi ng
and reen gi neeri ng th e Fi nan ci al
Reporting area. Big 6 CPA with real
estate background preferred. Salary
to $80,000 with exceptional benefit
package included.

Growing multi- dimensional company with international distribution
seeks a professional with 1+ years'
experience. Position requires independent and dynamic quick learner
with excellent spreadsheet skills in
Lotus or Excel. Responsibilities
include all general accounting functions, financial statement preparation and analysis, and budget preparation. Excellent benefits and promotional opportunities available.
B.S. required. Salary to $28,000.

Major publicly traded full service
financial institution seeking leadership and technical capabilities with
solid experience in financial planning. Professional must have five
years of ex perience wi th at least
three years in management. Duties
will include directing three MBAs in
addition to corporate and branch
operations interface. MBA/CMA
required with documented success
in high - growth, unstructured environments. Salary to $70,000 with
bonus potential and good benefits.

Robert Half, founded in 1948, is
the world's leader in specialized
financial recruiting with over 180 offices
w orldw ide and is endorsed by the
Institute of Management Accountants.

Highly visible entertainment organizati on seeks 3+ years ' prior
accounting experience for corporate
treasury department. Position available due to expansion. Candidate
must be adaptable to working in a
fast paced, high - pressure environment. Responsibilities include general accounting, financial statement
preparation and analysis, cash and
investment analysis in addition to
staff management. B.S. and excellent spread sheet sk ill s required.
Salary to $45,000.

Several career opportunities exist
with a highly visible Fortune 500
pharmaceutical company. Ideal candidate will possess 3 + years of prior
accounting /finance related experience. Opportunity to participate in
international travel while assisting
in profit and loss analysis, strategic
planning, budget and cost analysis,
and sundry special projects. Position
involves 35 -40% overseas assignments with possible extended work
hours. Highly visible position which
pro vid es ex cel l en t car eer p at h
opportunities within the Company.
Internal promotions highly encouraged by t h e Company. BS /BA
in Finance is desired. Must be PC
literate. Salary to $50,000.

$1 billion service company.
Professional will need to perform a
variety of financial and SEC reporting
functions, auditing and special projects
in addition to reporting directly to the
Director of Finance. Experienced
candidate should have five or more
years of public accounting experience
with SEC reporting preferred.
CPA required. Salary to $65,000.

A Classified Section

Hotter- than -hot
Multi -Media
Software Company with stock prices
qu ad rup l in g in th e past year!
The right person will have a degree
in Accou nting or Finance with a
minimum four years in a software
or man u fact u ri n g en vi ro n men t .
Responsi bilities will include
inventory tracking and costing, variance analysis, and royalty accounting. The position will also provide
the opportunity to design, develop,
and implement a standard costing
sys t em whi le work ing closely
with the Product and Operations
Dep art men t s t o es t ab l i sh co s t s
for new product releas es and
up d at es . C omp any h as a s t ro n g
need for technical expertise with a
"Big - Picture" mentality coupled
with excellent communication skills.
A true ground -floor opportunity
wit h pl en ty of roo m for gro wt h.
Sal ary t o $4 5,0 00 an d ex cel lent
benefits provided.

Prestigious 50 year old Tax Firm
looking for a detail- oriented
professional for a long -term career
opp ortu ni ty with p art n ers h i p
potential. Firm's client base consists
pred o mi nat el y o f en t ertai nmen t
/med ia in di vid u al s an d th ei r
as s o ci at ed vent u res . Ind i vid u al
mu st have ex t en si ve k no wl edge
of in di vid u al , fiduciary, t ru s t
an d es t at e tax repo rt in g in
addi tion to havi n g excellent
interpersonal skills. Position will
in vo l ve co mp il ati on an d review
of federal and s t at e income
tax ret u rn s , tax pl an n in g an d
client consultations. B.S. required
an d CPA preferred . Excel lent
compen sat ion package offered!
Salary to $50,000 + overtime.

Dynamic, rapidly growing money
management firm. Professional company profile requires energetic Ivy
League image for their mutual fund
area. Responsibilities include all the
accou ntin g fun ctio ns fo r mu tual
funds in addition to performance
analysis, financial reporting, and
various special projects. Industry
experience of 1 + years in pension
fu nd , mu tu al fun d and /o r t rus t
accounting preferred. Team player
wit h h igh en ergy l evel requ ired.
Position reports to Controller, has
excellent benefits and tuition reimbursement. B.S./B.A. Accounting or
Finance required. Salary to $35,000.

Major trade association has opening
fo r C o nt ro ll er o vers eei n g t hree
small companies. The successful
cand idate wil l b e geared toward
detai l, accuracy, and ti melin ess.
Duties include monitoring general
ledger acti vit y inclu di ng fix ed
assets and depreciation, supervision
of accounts payable and receivable,
mon th ly fin an ci al s t a t emen t
p rep arat i o n an d an al ys i s , cas h
management, audit liaison, budget
and forecasting, and tax compliance
in addition to supervising a staff
of three. Required skills include
the abi li ty to i nt eract wel l wi th
others at various levels, excellent
management and co mmunication
skills and a "big pi ct u re"
perspective. B.S./B.A. in Accounting
req ui red . Co mp u ter li teracy
in Windows en vi ro n men t with
knowledge of spreadsheets desired.
Excellent bonus an d benefits
package. Salary to $65,000.

For i n fo rma ti o n on t h e s e a n d o t h e r p r o f e s s i o n a l
o p p o r t u n i t i e s , cal l R o b er t Half at 1- 800 -4 7 4 - 4 2 5 3 .
You'll be connected directly with your local Robert Half office.

Once -in -a- lifetime opportunity to
join medical technology manufacturer prior to their initial public offering. This explosive growth organization will file its first offering in early
1996 and you may be a part of it!
Desired individual must be a Big 6
CPA with a soli d SEC repo rting
background, including IPO experience. Primary duties will include
assisting with the initial filing and
subs equ ent ly managin g t he SEC
reporting function. Wonderful opportunity to be part of a dynamic management team with excellent upside
potential! Salary to $65,000.

Tired of the day - to-day accounting?
Excellent non - traditional accounting
opportunity available with a growing $20 million software developer.
This creative sales and marketing
driven company is looking for an
individ ual to fit the high p rofile
position of managing its largest corporate accounts. The extrovert chosen to fill this role will also present
an d demo n st rat e t h e co mp an y's
product to potential clients. CPA
required, Big 6 preferred. Perfect
opportunity to move into a sales or
mark et i n g capacity. Sal ary to
$55,000 plus bonuses.

$13 billion Fortune 500 consumer
products company has a high profile
position for an In t ern al Audit
Supervisor. Company provi des a
ro tat io nal pro gram into th e
Financial Management area after
the first two years. This person will
be resp ons ibl e for man agi ng the
staff in domestic and international
locations for financial and operational audits. Big 6 CPA required
and a second language a plus. Salary
to $55,000 with excellent benefits.
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Planting� �Seeds�All
Your tife.lsn t
ItTimeYou
ReapedSomeOf
TheHarvest.
Corporate accounting can be a

roughrowtohce.Accountingfor

yourself, on theotherhand, canbea
verydifferent experience.
Mom�rewardirtp� .�More�fruitful.�We
know.AsAmericas#1accounting
franchise, we can provide accountants with the tools they need to be
self- sufficient. The tax expertise. The

systems. The markenngsupport. And
ways to get and keep clients.
CallusatI.800.323.7292.We
think there's a bumper crop waiting
with yourname on it.
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W i m e 7b Start Accounting
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Rates: $4.00 per word - 15
wo rd minimum. A dvertising
copy over 50 words is charged
at display advertising rates.
Abbreviations, ZIP codes, and
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phone numbers count as one
word each. All classified advertising must be prepaid.
Noncom missionable.
Clo sing Date: Deadline f o r
co py is 21 days preceding
month of publication.
Co py: A ll advertising must
be submitted in typewritten,
do uble- spaced f o r m. No
telephone orders accepted.
Copy may be f axed to Alice
Schulman at (201) 573 -0639.
A c c e p t a n c e : P ub lis her
reserves the right to accept or
reject adv ert is eme nt s f o r
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Classified.
Payments: P ayment in U.S.
funds must accompany each
o rder. M a i l c o p y t o A lic e
S c h u l m a n , MA N A G E ME N T
ACCOUNT ING"', 10 P a r a g o n
D r i ve , M o n t v a l e , N J 076 45-

1760. Tel. 1- 800 - 638 -4427
Ext. 280.
Display Classif ied: One twelfth page (1 nns" x 4 ") is
available at $822.

FAC ULT Y PO SIT IO NS IN
AC C OUN T ING, E C ON OM IC S A ND FINAN C E
Gove rnors Sta te Unive rs ity, a n uppe r divis ion unive rs ity in the C hic a go
Southland, is s eeking to fill the a bove tenure -trac k faculty positions.
Ac c ounting: Ph. D. in Ac c ounting is pre fe rre d with a bility to te a c h in a t
l e a s t t wo A c c o u nt i ng a r e a s . C o mp u t e r k no w l e d g e i s
required; profe ssional ce rtification is pre fe rre d.
Ec onomic s : Ph.D. in Ec onomic s is pre fe rre d.
Fina nc e : Ph. D. i n Fi na nc e or Ph. D. i n Bu s ine s s A dminis tr a tio n wi th a
conc entration in Financ e .
ABD in fina l pha s e of dis se rta tion may be considere d. Sa la ry is c ommensurate with degre e a nd expe rie nc e .
NO M IN A T IO N A ND AP P LIC AT ION PR O C E D UR E
Pos itions a re a va ila ble Se pte mbe r 1, 1996. Re vie w of a pplic a tions will
be gin J a nua ry 1 6, 1996 . Se nd a le tte r of inte re s t, a c urr e nt c ur ric ulum
vita e , c opy of trans cripts a nd the na me s , phone numbe rs a nd addre s se s of
three references to:
C ha i r p e r s o n o f S e a r c h C o m mi t t e e
c /o Ms . A nit a W e rne r
C o l l e ge o f B u s i ne s s a nd P u b l i c A d mi ni s t r a t i o n
G o v e r no r s S t a t e Uni v e r s i t y, Uni v e r s i t y P a r k , IL 60466
Governors State Unive rsity is a n a ffirma tive
ac tion/e qual opportunity employer.

ACCOUNTINGPROFESSOR
North Cen tr al College
near Chicago. Tenure -track
appointm ent
beginning
Septem ber 1996. Master's,
CPA, and CMA candidacy
required. Cost with AIS
or Fund. Send application,
tra ns c ripts, thr e e re c omme nda tion le tte rs to:
Da phne Le e

North Central College
30 N. Brainard Street
Naperville, IL 60566 -7063
(708) 637 -5586
ras@nccseq.noctrl.edu
Deadline: Feb. 1, 1996. EOE.

We specialize in the placement of
Accounting professionals nationwide.
V.P. Finance to $125K
Controller to $90K
Cost Manager to $60K
Sr. Financial Analyst to $55K
Cost Accountant to $50K
Please call to discuss current position
openings at 1 -800- 700 -0103 and mail
your resume to:
Steve Newton - President
Charter Career Consultants
8318 Pineville - Matthews Rd.
Box 708 -273
Charlotte, NC 28226
Fax: (803) 635-7749
Our client companies pay our fees.

INTERNAL�AUDITORS�—�PA�AND�NC
AMP Incorporated, a Fortune 300 global supplier of interconnection
devices and solutions with over $4 billion in sales, has excellent
ca r ee r op p or t u nit ie s ava ila b le in o ur HA R R IS BUR G , P A a n d
WINSTON- SALEM, NC locations.
In these challenging positions, you will be responsible for internal audits
that evaluate financial and operational controls. Successful candidates
should have a BS degree and 4+ years' experience in Public Accounting
or Manufacturing. Good written and verbal communication skills are
essential. Up to 50% travel is required, including some international
assignments. The ability to speak and read Japanese, Spanish, Chinese
or Korean is a plus, but not required.
In addition to excellent compensation, AMP offers relocation assistance
to our fast -paced PA and NC locations. Please send your resume noting
Wary history to:
Professional Staffing/#62
AMP Incorporated
P.O. Box 3608, MS 04 -12, Harrisburg, PA 17105 -3608
FAX: 717 - 780 -7019
Pre - employment drug testing is required.
Equal Opportunity /Affirmative Action Employer M/F/DN..

F -O -R-T U -N -E of Columbia is an authority in the placement of
Manufacturing Management Accounting professionals nationwide.
We conduct searches for CFO, VP Finance, Controller, Cost Manager
and Financial Analyst positions in the $40,000 to $150,000 range.
To discuss our current opportunities, call (803) 788 -8877. You may
fax your resume to (803) 788 -1509 or mail to:
F -O -R -TU -N-E
Personnel Consultants of Columbia, Inc.
P.O. Box 23728, Dept. MA
Columbia, SC 29224
Our client companies pay our fees.
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MANAGEMENTACcouwiiie magazine
Corporate Photography Direct (212) 242 -2000

TIRED OF WORKING
FOR SOMEONE ELSE?
Own your own computerized accounting, bookkeeping and payroll business
servicing all small businesses. You get special
software, complete personal training, proven marketing program to get
clients, ongoing accounting, software, and marketing support. You get
Franchise benefits without the ongoing fees.
BOOKKEEPING
EXPRESS

1-800-326-5353

ASSET K EEPER s pells relief...
from fixed asset indigestion! Easy to -use, comprehensive, and flexible!
One low price for single or network
use. DOS and Windows versions that
are com pa tible with each other.
Reports that only an accountant can
appreciate. Conversion program s
included, and importing from mini's
and mainframes are a snap. Call for
free demo, sample reports, and features listing.
Pro-Ware
13930 Gold Circle, #104
Omaha, NE 68144
(402) 330 -2517 Fax:(402)330-2496
BUSINESS CALCULATOR
SOFTWARE
Easily solve over 320 business and financial calculations. Complete user manual.

(214) 4144287
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Call IPC Enterprises
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Education
Robert Rizzitello, CMA, Editor

WHATDOIMA
MEMBERSWANT?
Many IMA chapters and regional
councils plan their education programs based on a "gut feel" of what
their members want. Other chapters
and councils survey their members
through the newsletters or at educational seminars. No matter how your
chapter or council selects the topics
for its programs, now is the time to
start planning for the 1996 -97 year.
In 1995, the IMA commissioned a
survey of a focused group of the membership to provide guidance and to
help the organization better understand the educational needs of the
membership. The survey will help the
IRA determine what topics should be
developed for future REAPS and other
educational programs. Approximately
30% of the 2,200 members surveyed
responded to the questionnaire.
Of those surveyed, 90% indicated
that they select the educational programs they attend based on the topic
itself (location, with a 36% selection
rate, and price were the second and
third criteria). Therefore, it is critical
that the sponsor give careful consideration to the topic. In addition, 57%
of the members preferred a one -day
program to any other form, and the

majority of members preferred to attend the programs in the second half
of the month. Although 77% of the
respondents obtain full reimbursement for attending IMA educational
programs, 82% feel that registration
fees for a one -day course should be
between $101 and $200. The majority
of those surveyed selected seminars
with a limited number of participants
as the preferred delivery method.
Considering the survey results, I have
listed the "hot," "not hot," and surprisingly overrated topics. I considered topics hot if greater than 30%
of the participants in the survey selected the topic from a defined list as
an answer to the question: Which
courses do you feel are very important
for your own development and in
which you would enroll (if offered)
during the next few months? The response rating for hot topics is noted
in parentheses.
"NOT"TOPICS!
• Corporate Taxation (48 %),
• Designing User - oriented Financial
Statements (39 %),
• Internal Auditing (37
• Financial Statement Analysis
(36 %),
• Individual Taxation (35 %),
• Performance Measurement Techniques (34%), and
1% ) ,

Implementing Activity-Based Costing /Management
March 25.26, 1996
April 22 -23, 1996
May 16 -17, 1996

Denver, Colo.
Arlington, Va.
Chicago, III.

Corporate Financial Management Conference
May 20 -21, 1996
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■ Managing Technology and Innovation (32 %).
NOT"NOT°
• External Auditing,
• Risk Management,
• Forming Strategic Alliances,
• Implementing JIT Manufacturing
Processes (surprisingly, IMA members say it is overrated!),
• Environmental Accounting,
• Using Derivatives,
• Outsourcing Techniques,
• Change Management,
• Project Management,
• Customer - Focused Management,
• Activity Analysis.

IMAOFFERINGS
Here are some of the educational programs the IMA offers in the hot areas.
• The How -To's in Developing a Balanced Scorecard;
• Corporate Financial Management;
• Reengineering Finance and Information Technology;
• Internal Auditing, Level I and II;
• Performance Measurement: Practical Strategies and Information
Systems that Work;
• Managing the Budgeting Process —
Self- Study;
• Performance Measurement—SelfStudy; and
• Taxation — Self - Study.
Call 1- 800 - 638 -4427 for further information.

QUESTION&ANSWER
Q. When the Board of Directors passed
the "grandfather" clause regarding the
continuing education standard, did
the clause grandfather CMAs under
the previous requirement that CMAs
must complete 90 credit hours in three
years?
A. The bylaw change and the related
"grandfather" clause, discussed in the
November Continuing Education column, did not change the requirement
that CMAs must obtain 30 hours of
CPE every calendar year. ■
Robert Rizzitello is a senior manager with
the management consulting group of Ernst &
Young LLP. He can be reached by phone: (215)
448 -5988, Fax: (215) 448 -4070, or Internet:
bob.rizzitello@ey.com.
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Take these four easy steps to ensure that you select the right
accounting and finance software for your company's needs.
Complete the free pre - registration* form below
to receive your free copy of the SoftEx Event
Planner which lets you short list and book into the
software demonstrations that you would like to
attend at SoftEx.
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Compare, contrast and evaluate the leading
software packages in hour long demonstrations
at SoftEx. It's the best way to determine the right
product for your company.

Follow up with individual questions
to software companies in the exhibit area.

Collect your free copy of the SoftEx Directory
at the show. It's the most detailed buying guide
for accounting and finance software available.
(value $95.00)

Please pre- register me NOW at NO CHARGE* for SoftEx In Accounting & Finance and send me
the Event Planner. FAX to 1 -800- 809 -SOFT (1 -800- 809 - 7638). TEL 1- 800- 80 -SOFTX
Pre - registration deadline is Tuesday January 30, 1996.
Job Title

Name
Organization

_ Cit y

Address
Phone

Fax

State

Zip

Internet/email

Please also pre - register these colleagues:
CFO orVP Finance

Job Title

IS /MIS Dept. Head
Name

Job Title
Job Title

Name

Job Title

Organized by Interactive Injormobon Services, Inc.
*$30.00 fee day of show if not pre-registered
MA12
SoftEx 1900 Embarcadero Road, Suite 205 Palo Alto, CA 94303 -3301 Fax: 415.842.7377 Tel: 415.842,7373
Circle No. 9
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